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The microbial electrochemical cell (MXC) is a novel environmental-
biotechnology platform for renewable energy production from waste streams.  The two 
main goals of MXCs are recovery of renewable energy and production of clean water.  Up 
to now, energy recovery, Coulombic efficiency (CE), and treatment efficiency of MXCs 
fed with real wastewater have been low.  Therefore, the overarching goal of my research 
was to address the main causes for these low efficiencies; this knowledge will advance 
MXCs technology toward commercialization.   
First, I found that fermentation, not anode respiration, was the rate-limiting step 
for achieving complete organics removal, along with high current densities and CE.  The 
best performance was achieved by doing most of the fermentation in an independent 
reactor that preceded the MXC.   I also outlined how the efficiency of fermentation inside 
MXCs can be enhanced in order to make MXCs-based technologies cost-competitive with 
other anaerobic environmental biotechnologies.   I revealed that the carbohydrate and 
protein contents and the BOD5/COD ratio governed the efficiency of organic-matter 
fermentation:  high protein content and low BOD5/COD ratio were the main causes for 
low fermentation efficiency.   
Next, I showed how a high ammonium concentration can provide kinetic and 
metabolic advantages or disadvantages for anode-respiring bacteria (ARB) over their 
competitors, particularly methanogens.  When exposed to a relatively high ammonium 
concentration (i.e., > 2.2 g total ammonia-nitrogen (TAN)/L), the ARB were forced to 
divert a greater electron flow toward current generation and, consequently, had lower 
net biomass yield.  However, the ARB were relatively more resistant to high free 
ammonia-nitrogen (FAN) concentrations, up to 200 mg FAN/L.  I used FAN to manage 
ecological interactions among ARB and non-ARB in an MXC fed with fermentable 
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substrate (glucose).  Utilizing a combination of chemical, electrochemical, and genomic 
tools, I found that increased FAN led to higher CE and lower methane (CH4) production 
by suppressing methanogens.  Thus, managing FAN offers a practical means to suppress 
methanogenesis, instead of using expensive and unrealistic inhibitors.  My research 
findings open up new opportunities for more efficient operation of MXCs; this will 
enhance MXC scale-up and commercial applications, particularly for energy-positive 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION AND SIGNIFICANCE 
1.1 Fossil fuels and greenhouse gases  
In 2003, late-professor Richard E. Smalley, the Chemistry Nobel laureate in 
1996, created a list of the most important challenges of humanity for the next 50 years 
(Smalley, 2003).  Not surprisingly, water, environment, and energy are among the major 
resource challenges facing humanity on his list.   
Concerning energy, our current annual global energy demand is ~13500 million 
tons of oil equivalent (Mtoe) (or ~5.7 × 1020 J), with the majority of this demand (~81.4% 
in 2013) being extracted by the combustion of fossil fuels:  oil (31.1 %), coal (28.9 %), and 
natural gas (21.4 %) (IEA, 2015).  Approximately 44% of the global energy supply 
(~6000 Mtoe, or 2.5 × 1020 J) is used to produce 2000 Mtoe (or 8.4 × 1019 J) of 
electricity with a conversion efficiency of ~33 % (IEA, 2015).  While our fossil fuel 
reservoirs remain enormous – the proven untapped reserves are ~9.1 × 1022 J, which 
might be enough to supply energy for hundreds of years (BP, 2011) – fossil fuels will 
result in significant emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG), particularly carbon dioxide 
(CO2) and methane (CH4), into the atmosphere (IEA, 2015; IPCC, 2014; Rothausen and 
Conway, 2011).   
The agreement at Paris in December 2015 signals a political acceptance among 
the developed countries, including the United States, that net greenhouse gas emissions 
must be reduced to zero during the second half of the 21st century.  In this context, the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has suggested a range of 
possibilities for climate-change mitigation, including increased use of biomass-based 
technologies for efficient energy generation (IPCC, 2014).  Therefore, our major 
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challenge is to reduce drastically our use of fossil fuel, and simultaneously replace them 
with carbon-neutral sources (Rittmann, 2008). 
1.2 Biomass as a renewable energy source 
 Interest in biomass as one of the renewable resources for energy, chemicals, and 
fuel production, is growing, since it could result in substantial reduction in GHG 
emissions (Hatti-Kaul et al., 2007; Ragauskas et al., 2006; Kamm and Kamm, 2004).  
Biomass is still the main source of energy in many developing countries, such as Nepal 
(~97 %), Bhutan (~86 %), and the eastern part of the African Sahel (~81 %), where it is 
mainly used for cooking and heating (Hoogwijk et al., 2005).  These “old-fashioned” 
technologies are inefficient in that they contribute to local air pollution and land 
degradation, sometimes even desertification (Holdren and Smith, 2000).  Overcoming 
these drawbacks was the main motivation to develop modern, sustainable technologies 
that can be used to convert biomass into high-quality energy-value products, such as 
electricity and transportation liquid fuels, from relatively-concentrated biomass (i.e., 
wood and agricultural byproducts) (Ail and Dasappa, 2016; Heidenreich and Foscolo, 
2015; Faaij, 2006; van Wyk, 2001; Kheshgi et al., 2000; Hall and Scrase, 1998).  The 
modern biomass-based technologies have the potential to generate a significant share of 
global-energy need, perhaps up to 50% of global-energy demand (Hoogwijk et al., 2005; 
Berndes et al., 2003; Fischer and Schrattenholzer, 2001; Williams, 1995; Shell, 1995; 
Johansson et al., 1993; Lazarus, 1993; Lashof and Tirpak, 1990), mainly due to their high 
conversion efficiency, expectation to reduce their cost, and increase in the demand of 
sustainable, carbon-neutral energy source.  Another possibility is to extract energy from 
less-concentrated organic wastes, such as wastewater, although current technologies are 
not efficient enough (Li et al., 2015; Shoener et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2014; McCarty et 
al., 2011; Iranpour et al., 1999). 
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1.3 Wastewater treatment: common practice 
 Over the past few decades, the activated-sludge process has become the dominant 
method to treat domestic wastewater in the United States.  In activated sludge, air or 
oxygen is continuously supplied in order to oxidize the contaminates aerobically (Metcalf 
and Eddy, 2003; Rittmann and McCarty, 2001).  Although the activated-sludge process 
is efficient at removing most organic compounds (85–95%) and nitrogen (70–85%) 
(Metcalf and Eddy, 2003), it is only suitable to treat low-strength wastewater, such as 
domestic wastewater, and it also has a high-energy demand (i.e., ~1.2 kWh per each 1 m3 
of wastewater treated for aeration, pumping, and other processes), which makes it 
expensive process in terms of O&M costs (McCarty et al., 2011).  Theoretically, the 
wastewater’s organic content is sufficient to generate approximately 3 to 4 times more 
energy than is required for wastewater treatment (Logan and Rabaey, 2012; Heidrich et 
al., 2011).  Thus, our society could help minimizing its fossil fuel extraction and 
consumption through capturing part of energy in organic waste streams energy.   
 
1.4 Can wastewater be a renewable energy source? 
 One possibility for wastewater treatment that generates net energy is 
methanogenesis, where microorganisms break down complex organic matter 
anaerobically (i.e., in the absence of oxygen) into a variety of organic acids, which are 
subsequently converted into CH4 gas by methanogens (Smith et al., 2014).  The CH4 can 
be combusted in a separate system to generate electricity (with a relatively-low 
efficiency, i.e., < 40%), with the remainder converted to heat, which may or may not be 
used beneficially (McCarty et al., 2011).  CH4 is a potent GHG – with a global warming 
potential of nearly 25 times that of CO2 (Forster et al., 2007) – and it cannot be allowed 
to escape to the atmosphere.  A traditional limitation of methanogenic treatment that is 
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needs a concentrated organic waste stream and warm temperatures (> 20°C).  Thus, 
methanogenesis has mainly been employed to anaerobically digest waste sludge from 
conventional wastewater-treatment processes, not the main flow directly (Peccia and 
Westerhoff, 2015; Smith et al., 2014; Logan and Rabaey, 2012; McCarty et al., 2011).  
This traditional combination (i.e., activated sludge process with anaerobic digestion of 
sludge) recovers only a small fraction of the energy stored in wastewater’s organic matter 
(Owen, 1982), which makes the current wastewater treatment technologies energy-
negative even when they use anaerobic digestion.  
 These bottlenecks can be avoided with application of the anaerobic membrane 
bioreactor (AnMBR), where porous membranes are used to retain biomass inside the 
reactor and to maintain longer sludge age, leading to capture most of particulate 
organics, degradation of more than 90% of the dissolved organics, and increase the 
methane generation (Li et al., 2015; Stephenson et al., 2000).  However, the cost 
associated with membrane cleaning and maintenance impairs the scaling-up of these 
technologies.  A new AnMBR design – the anaerobic fluidized membrane bioreactor 
(AFMBR) – may overcome the fouling problem by combining the advantages of a 
membrane bioreactor with an anaerobic fluidized bed reactor (McCarty et al., 2011).  The 
fluidized GAC particles naturally clean the membrane and prevent fouling.  Experiments 
by Kim et al. (2011a) revealed that total energy of AFMBR to treat low-strength domestic 
wastewater (i.e., chemical oxygen demand (COD) = 500 mg/L) was ~0.058 kWh per 
cubic meter of treated wastewater, approximately 10-times lower than the energy 
requirement for typical aerobic membrane bioreactor.  More research is required to 
evaluate and optimize the efficiency of AFMBR to treat different waste streams under 
ambient conditions and to meet the discharge requirements into water bodies, but the 
AFMBR is a promising option. 
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 A nascent technology to extract the energy value in organic waste streams is the 
‘microbial electrochemical cell (MXC).’  The MXC is a platform technology that can 
recover energy value as electric current in the mode of microbial fuel cells (MFCs) 
(Figure 1.1A); as hydrogen gas (H2) in the mode of microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) 
(Figure 1.1B); or in a variety of valuable chemicals, such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) 
(Logan and Rabaey, 2012; Rittmann, 2008).  The hallmark of an MXC is the ability of 
anode-respiring bacteria (ARB) to oxidize organic matter internally and transfer the 
resulting electrons beyond their outermost membranes to a solid electron acceptor i.e., 
the anode surface (Malvankar and Lovley, 2014; Borole et al., 2011; Franks and Nevin, 
2010; Lovley, 2008; Logan and Regan, 2006).  Perhaps except for electric current, their 
products are more valuable than methane gas (Logan and Rabaey, 2012; McCarty et al., 
2011; Rozendal et al., 2008a).  However, a current drawback of MXCs is that electron 
recovery often is low when wastewater has complex organic matter, compared to simple 
substrates, such as acetate (Logan and Rabaey, 2012). 
       
   A                                                                            B 
 
Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of two different types of MXC. (A) microbial fuel cell 





1.5 Can MXCs be scaled-up?   
 Only a handful of studies have addressed pilot or semi-pilot MXCs, and most of 
studies were performed using small-volume reactors (i.e., tens to hundreds of milliliters) 
(Tota-Maharaj and Paul, 2015; Heidrich et al., 2014; Cusick et al., 2011; Logan, 2010; 
Qian et al. 2009; Li et al. 2008; Scott et al. 2007).  Thus, a main challenge facing 
researchers for bringing MXCs to practical applications is to achieve fast kinetics so that 
the high cost associated (i.e., capital and O&M costs) are offset by the high-value of the 
generated energy (Logan and Rabaey, 2012; Logan, 2010; Rittmann, 2008).  Although 
the current density and electron recovery have steadily improved over the past decade, 
today’s MXCs are far from being commercially viable, mainly because no single part of 
MXCs is solely controlling their efficiency.  Thus, more research is needed to optimize 
the MXCs efficiency in many areas – such as type of separator used, kinetics and 
metabolic activity of ARB, the cathode catalyst and electron acceptor, and the physical 
design of the system (Torres, 2014).  Therefore, the overarching goal of my research is to 
maximize the electron recovery of MXCs and study the organic matter degradation in the 
MXCs’ anodes, especially when real wastewater, such as landfill leachate, is used as an 
electron donor. 
 
1.6 Fundamentals of an MXC 
 In an MXC, the complex organic compounds are biodegraded through a series of 
reactions that are illustrated in Figure 1.2.  A variety of microorganisms are needed and, 
thus, found in MXCs:   fermenters, homoacetogens, methanogens, and ARB.  First, 
fermenters convert complex organic substrates, such as carbohydrate and protein, into a 
variety of short-chain volatile fatty acids (VFAs), alcohols, H2, and CO2 (Logan and 
Rabaey, 2012; Rittmann, 2008).  Then, most of the fermentation products (i.e., VFAs 
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and alcohols) are further fermented into acetate and H2 – the main products of 
fermentation in any anaerobic environmental biotechnology systems – although some of 
the H2 can be converted to more acetate by homoacetogens (Schuchmann and Müller, 
2014; Parameswaran et al., 2009; Diekert and Wohlfarth, 1994).  Finally, acetate and H2 
are channeled either into methane by methanogens or electric current by ARB (McCarty 
et al., 2011; Parameswaran et al., 2010; Parameswaran et al., 2009; Thauer et al., 2008; 
Rittmann and McCarty, 2001; Reeve et al., 1992; Jones et al., 1987).   
 In an MXC, methanogenesis is an undesired process that often is a factor behind 
the low electron recovery (Parameswaran et al., 2009).  Previous research studies 
proposed different strategies to inhibit methanogenesis in laboratory-scale MXCs, 
including thermal treatment, periodic exposure to oxygen, pH treatment, and use of 
chemical inhibitors, such as 2-bromoethanesulfonate (BES) (Rago et al., 2015; 
Parameswaran, et al., 2011; Chae et al., 2010).  
 
 
Figure 1.2 Anaerobic food web.  Several groups of microorganisms mediate 
biotransformation processes – depicted as arrows – that stepwise convert complex waste 




The MXC’s performance is often characterized by current density (j) or power 
density (PD), Coulombic efficiency (CE), and treatment efficiency.  CE is the fraction of 
electrons recovered as electric current at the anode of an MXC compared to the electron 
removed from the substrate, indicating the conversion efficiency of substrates into useful 






e– eq)  x 
(Sinfluent − Seffluent ) (
g COD
L ) x 
1 e– eq
8 g COD  x V 
(L)
                    (Eq. 1.1) 
 
where Qoutput is the total charge recovered as electric current (C), Sinfluent is the organic 
matter concentration in the initial substrate (expresses as g COD/L), Seffluent is the organic 
matter concentration in the final effluent (expresses as g COD/L), and V is the volume of 
the reactor (L). 
Aimed at wastewater treatment, treatment efficiency reflects the ability of MXCs 
to remove organic matter, and is often expressed as COD and BOD5 (5-day biochemical 
oxygen demand) removals, which can be represented by the following equation: 
 
Treatment efficiency (%)=
Sinfluent - Seffluent  
Seffluent 
 x  100                                                         (Eq. 1.2) 
 
where Sinfluent and Seffluent are the influent and effluent organic matter concentration 






1.7 Dissertation objectives and outline 
The optimization of MXCs fed with complex organic substrates, in terms of CE 
and treatment efficiency, requires a comprehensive understanding of pathways of 
organic substrates degradation in MXCs.  The degradation pathway involves cooperation 
among ARB, fermenters, and homoacetogens, as well as competition with methanogens.  
Therefore, I will focus in this dissertation to answer a number of research questions that relate 
directly to maximize the electron recovery of MXCs and organic-matter degradation in the 
MXCs’ anode chamber:  (1) What is the main limiting step for the degradation of 
wastewater organics in MXCs?  (2) Can pre-treatment of wastewater improve the MXCs 
performance in terms of j, CE, and organic matter removal?  (3) What is the main 
component (i.e., protein and carbohydrate) in wastewater that controls the overall 
fermentation in MXCs?  And (4) Can I inhibit methanogens using means that are 
practical for large-scale application of MXCs, instead of using expensive chemical 
inhibitors in laboratory experiments? 
 Chapter 2 provides extensive background on wastewater treatment in MXCs, the 
limited factors affected the anode performance, and the main microbial processes 
occurred in mixed-culture MXCs, which describes the goals of the research data 
presented in Chapters 3–7.   
 In Chapter 3, I use the Fenton reaction as pre-treatment to improve the 
biodegradability of organic matter in landfill leachate that is subsequently fed to an 
MEC.  The Fenton reaction is one of the most commonly used advanced oxidation 
processes (AOPs).  It relies on electron transfer between H2O2, the initiating oxidant, and 
ferrous ions (Fe2+), a homogenous catalyst, to yield hydroxyl radicals (OH•), which 
attacks the recalcitrant organic matter (Duesterberg and Waite, 2006; Deng and 
Englehardt, 2006).  I evaluate whether or not Fenton oxidation of landfill leachate can 
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enhance MEC performance and how Fenton pre-treatment alters the microbial 
community in ways that explain the enhanced performance.  The content of Chapter 3 
was published in an altered format in RSC Advances (Mahmoud et al., 2016).  
 Based on the results obtained in Chapter 3, I use Chapter 4 to investigate the 
impacts of doing most of the fermentation in an independent reactor that preceded the 
MEC.  Findings from Chapter 4 indicate that the complex organic matter in the leachate 
was transformed to simple volatile fatty acids in the pre-fermentation reactor, leading to 
much better MEC performance compared to an MEC fed with raw leachate.  The content 
of Chapter 4 was published in an altered format in Bioresource Technology (Mahmoud 
et al., 2014). 
Building on Chapters 3 and 4, I use Chapter 5 to optimize Fenton oxidation of 
leachate.  The concept is to feed different partially treated leachates into fermenting 
batch-culture reactors to evaluate whether the carbohydrate-to-protein ratio, inhibitory 
compounds, or both control the overall fermentation of the leachate’s organic matter.  
Findings from Chapter 5 indicate that altering the BOD5/COD and carbohydrate-to-
protein ratios significantly increase the fermentation efficiency and the distribution of 
fermentation organic acids, with acetate, butyrate, and propionate being the dominant 
products, compared to raw leachate.  This chapter will be submitted for publication in 
the Waste Management Journal. 
In Chapters 6 and 7, I investigate the possible role of ammonia to promote the 
desired syntrophy in MXCs fed with fermentable substrates, such as glucose, by 
inhibiting H2-consuming methanogens.  The suppression of methanogenesis should 
promote the accumulation of homoacetogens, which convert H2 and CO2 to acetate, the 
substrate for ARB.  This concept requires that a free ammonia nitrogen (FAN; NH3) 
concentration that inhibits methanogens not have a significant inhibitory effect on ARB.  
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My literature search did not yield a consensus about the toxicity of ammonia on ARB in 
MXCs.  Therefore, in Chapter 6, I test how ammonia can alter the ARB metabolism and 
extracellular electron transport in MXCs fed with non-fermentable substrate (i.e., 
acetate).  My findings reveal that ARB are resistant to relatively high free ammonia 
concentrations, but sensitive to total ammonia-nitrogen (TAN), which is the sum of FAN 
and ionic ammonium nitrogen (NH4+).  I also show that relatively high TAN 
concentration imposed a significant stress on the ARB biofilm.  When induced with 
relatively high ammonium concentration (i.e., 2.2 g TAN-N/L), the anode biofilm 
boosted the electron fluxes toward current generation, a likely result of an energetic 
penalty, and consequently lowered biomass yield.  The content of Chapter 6 was 
submitted to Biotechnology & Bioengineering. 
Based on the findings from Chapter 6, I investigate how ammonia can be used to 
manage interactions among ARB and other members of the communities, particularly 
the fermenters and methanogens, in an MXC fed with fermentable substrate (i.e., 
glucose).  In Chapter 7, I show that FAN altered the glucose fermentation pathways in 
batch MECs, minimizing the production of H2, the “fuel” for hydrogenotrophic 
methanogens, leading to a significant increase in CE.  Increasing FAN concentration was 
associated with the accumulation of higher organic acids (e.g., lactate, iso-butyrate, and 
propionate), which was accompanied by increasing relative abundances of phylotypes 
that are most closely related to anode respiration (Geobacteraceae), lactic-acid 
production (Lactobacillales), and syntrophic acetate oxidation (Clostridiaceae).  Thus, 
the microbial community established syntrophic relationships among glucose 
fermenters, acetogens, and anode-respiring bacteria (ARB).  I reveal that 
methanogenesis does not need to be completely suppressed to achieve high current 
production and CE from MXCs fed with fermentable substrates.  Using FAN to suppress 
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methanogenesis is a realistic option for scaling-up MXCs during the biodegradation of 
fermentable substrates, particularly when the feed stream has a high nitrogen content, 
such as animal manures and landfill leachate.  The content of Chapter 6 was submitted 
to Environmental Science & Technology. 
In Chapter 8, I summarize the key findings, the significance of my work, and 
some concluding remarks that link the results in Chapters 3–7.  I also make 
recommendations for future studies that would be a natural progression from or parallel 






2.1 MXCs as sustainable wastewater treatment technology 
The main function of MXCs can be broken into two main categories:  (1) Recovery 
of renewable energy in the form of electric current, hydrogen gas, or valuable organic 
compounds; and (2) production of clean treated water that can be discharged safely into 
water bodies, by removing the biodegradable organic contaminants (Rittmann, 2008).  
Despite the growing interest in MXCs over the past decade, they have not been 
successfully scaled-up compared to other mature environmental biotechnologies, such as 
anaerobic digestion (Logan and Rabaey, 2012; Logan, 2010).  Although it has been 
recently demonstrated that MXCs can be considered an energy-neutral or -positive 
technology (Li et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2013), my literature search yielded little 
information on energetically self-sustained wastewater treatment using MXCs.  
Therefore, our main challenge, as a scientific community, is to bring the MXC technology 
out the laboratory in ways that maximize energy output, while keeping the cost relatively 
low.  What are the main factors that have limited scaling-up of this technology?  The 
main obstacles for scaling-up MXCs include high cost of materials (e.g., precious 
catalysts), high internal resistance, transport limitations in anode and cathode chambers, 
and low efficiency of MXCs employed mixed-culture microbial community (Popat and 
Torres, 2016; Torres, 2014; Logan, 2010; Fornero et al., 2010).   
Among the different types of MXCs, the anode reactions are the same.  They 
involve cooperation among different trophic guilds to break down organic matter into 
simple fermentation by-products that are the “fuel” for ARB.  Regardless of the 
significant improvements that have been made in the anode performance over the past 
decade or so, its performance is still not good enough to make MXCs a competitor to 
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more mature anaerobic environmental biotechnologies.  For example, Sleutels and his 
co-workers proposed a target current density of 25 A/m2 that has to be achieved to 
support the commercialization of MXCs (Sleutels et al., 2012).  Their analysis suggested 
that MECs have superiority over MFCs for scale-up, since their current densities can be 
easily increased by increasing the applied voltage, whereas the MFCs’ current densities 
suffering from high internal resistance that have to be remarkably decreased.  However, 
the maximum current densities reported for MXCs treating different substrates were < 
15 A/m2 (Borole et al., 2011; Torres et al., 2009; Rozendal et al., 2008a; Torres et al., 
2007; Fan et al., 2007).  Thus, boosting the current density and coulombic efficiency are 
the utmost goals for MXCs commercialization. 
 
2.2 MXC’s microbial community:  teamwork or coexistence?  
As summarized in Chapter 1, the biodegradation of complex organic compounds 
proceeds through a series of reactions under strict anaerobic conditions.  Some of these 
reactions are essential to produce electric current; however, a few reactions can 
contribute only to organic matter biodegradation, but not to anode respiration.  All of 
these reactions must be catalyzed by specific groups of microorganisms that can be 
present in the suspension phase and/or biofilm of MXCs; they may work as a team or as 
competitors. 
 
2.2.1 Fermenting bacteria.  Fermenting bacteria, or fermenters, are the main trophic 
guild responsible to biodegrade the complex organic compounds, such as carbohydrate 
and protein, into simple organic acids, such as acetate, propionate, and butyrate, as well 
as H2 (Hallenbeck, 2009; Angenent et al., 2004; Rittmann and McCarty, 2001).  
Generally, organic matter fermentation is more thermodynamically favorable compared 
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to other anaerobic respiration processes, such as anode respiration (Freguia et al., 2008; 
Thauer et al. 1977), which is the most-likely reason for why ARB do not directly consume 
complex organic compounds, such as carbohydrate (Zhang et al., 2009).    
In an early study, Lee et al. (2008) observed an ~1.45-fold decrease in CE when 
glucose was used as an MFCs feed compared to acetate, and the decrease in CE was 
associated with a much lower j.   They suggested that acetate was quickly consumed by 
ARB compared to glucose, which needs to be fermented first.  Later, experimental 
evidence supported the need for metabolic cooperation between fermenters and ARB 
(Parameswaran et al., 2010; Parameswaran et al., 2009; Freguia et al., 2008).   
Further evidence from microbial-community analysis revealed that members of 
phyla Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes, which are well-known fermenting bacteria, 
dominated the suspended phase and biofilm of MXCs fed with complex organic matter 
(Siegert et al., 2015; Sanchez-Herrera et al., 2014; Rismani-Yazdi et al., 2013; Zhang et 
al., 2012).  This contrasted to the dominance of Phylum Proteobacteria, which are 
known to be ARB, in MXCs fed with acetate (Torres et al., 2009). 
Although fermenting bacteria are needed for fully functional MXCs, they can 
compete ARB for space as they can grow in the suspended phase and the biofilm of 
MXCs (Mahmoud et al., 2016; Siegert et al., 2015), and they necessarily consume some 
of donor’s electrons for growth and maintenance (Parameswaran et al., 2010).  This 
might lead to thick anode biofilms, hindering the transport of electron to the anode 
surface and the by-products (e.g., protons) out of the biofilm.  Behera and Ghangrekar 
(2009) showed stable performance of an MFC fed with sucrose when suspended phase 





2.2.2 ARB.  ARB, which perform a unique type of respiration different from other 
anaerobes, have the ability to oxidize organic matter internally and transfer the resulting 
electrons to the anode as their terminal electron acceptor (Borole et al., 2011; Logan and 
Regan, 2006).  So far, 3 main mechanisms are known for electron transfer to the anode 
surface.  As illustrated in Figure 2.1, they are (1) direct electron transfer, (2) an electron 
shuttle, and (3) a solid conductive matrix (Torres et al., 2010).  Several studies showed 
that ARB can generate j over a wide range:  << 1 up to 15 A/m2 (Lusk et al., 2015; 
Badalamenti et al., 2013; Torres et al., 2010; Xing et al., 2008; Marsili et al., 2008; Nevin 
et al., 2008; Malki et al., 2008; Bretschger et al., 2007; Bond and Lovley, 2005; Holmes 
et al., 2004; Chaudhuri and Lovley, 2003).  This discrepancy in current generation is 
mainly a result of the electron-transport mechanism used.  For example, Shewanella 
oneidensis is a model ARB that is known to perform anode respiration through 
producing e− shuttles (Kotloski and Gralnick, 2013; Marsili et al., 2008; von Canstein et 
al., 2008).  This type of anode respiration limits their j, usually to < 1 A/m2, regardless of 
their ability to use a variety of electron donor, such as acetate, lactate, and glucose.  In 
contrast, Geobacter sulfurreducens is an ARB that performs anode respiration using the 
solid conductive matrix mechanism, which results in the highest j values; however, it is 




Figure 2.1  Schematic of three proposed electron transport mechanisms used by ARB 
(Adopted from Torres et al., 2010). 
 
The majority of earlier studies were limited to exploring pure-culture ARB, 
although pure-culture ARB are usually unable to produce as much current densities as 
mixed-culture communities (Call et al., 2009; Ishii et al., 2008a).  More importantly, 
MXC’s biofilm anodes fed with complex substrates, such as real wastewater, are not 
comprised solely of ARB (Ishii et al., 2012; Kiely et al., 2011; Parameswaran et al., 2010).  
Generally, the microbial community of a mixed-culture MXC includes ARB, but has high 
community diversity (Kiely et al., 2011; Parameswaran et al., 2010) that often is 
associated with more robustness and functional stability, compared to less diverse 
microbial communities (Werner et al., 2011; Wittebolle et al., 2009).  In particular, ARB 
rely on fermenting bacteria to break down complex organic compounds into simple 
substrates, such as acetate and H2, which are the donor substrates for ARB.   
Another factor that might significantly affect the performance of MXCs is the 
anode surface area.  ARB use an anode as their terminal electron acceptor to perform 
their respiration and gain energy.  Therefore, when the donor substrate is non-limiting, 
the respiration rate is usually limited by anode surface area, but non-ARB can compete 
with ARB for anode surface area. 
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Due to their unique respiration, ARB can have the highest substrate flux, 
expressed as electron fluxes (g COD/m2), compared to other anaerobic or aerobic biofilm 
system (Torres et al., 2010), suggesting a practical advantage for MXCs in comparison 
with aerobic wastewater treatment technologies. 
In environments where more than one electron acceptor is present, a common 
situation for an MXC anode, the half-maximum-rate concentration (Ks) and the 
maximum specific growth rate (µmax) control this competition (Rittmann and McCarty, 
2001).  In mixed-culture MXCs, Lee et al. (2009) computed Ks and µmax for ARB to be 119 
mg COD/L and 3.2 d–1, respectively.  In another study, Pinto et al. (2010) estimated a 
comparable value of µmax (2.0 d–1) in an air-cathode MFC fed with acetate.  These 
modestly high µmax value imply that ARB are much faster growers than acetoclastic 
methanogens (0.3 d–1) (Rittmann and McCarty, 2001) and homoacetogens (0.58 d–
1) (Peters et al., 1998).  Those estimations were done for only one operating condition 
(i.e., a fixed anode potential of −0.13 V vs SHE (standard hydrogen electrode) (Lee et al., 
2009) or using an external resistor (10 and 800 Ω)).  More recently, Hamelers et al. 
(2011) studied the effect of anode potential on Ks.  They observed that Ks depended on 
the anode potential, with the highest value (2.2 mM or 141 mg COD/L) reported at 0.2 V 
potential.  In general, the specific growth rate of ARB may depend on reactor 
configuration and anode potential as well as other factors – such as substrate 
concentration, pH, biofilm thickness, and temperature (Sleutels et al., 2016; Picioreanu 
et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2009). 
 
2.2.3 Methanogens.  Over the past century, methanogens have been identified to be one 
the most important group of microorganisms in environmental biotechnology systems 
(Rittmann and McCarty, 2001).  They consume H2 and acetate to produce CH4.  They 
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establish syntrophic relationship with fermenters to consume the H2 coming from 
fermentation, thereby making fermentation thermodynamically favorable (Stams and 
Plugge, 2009; McInerney et al., 2008; Angenent et al., 2004).  Similar to other 
anaerobes, methanogens are known to be slow growers; Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 illustrate that 
methanogens capture small amount of energy (Angenent et al., 2004; Thauer et al., 
1977). 
 
Aceticlastic methanogenesis (ΔG° = −31 kJ/mol or – 3.88 kJ/e– eq): 
 
CH3COO− + H2O → CH4 + HCO3−                                                                      (Eq. 2.1) 
 
Hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis (ΔG° = −131 kJ/mol or – 16.38 kJ/e– eq): 
 
4H2 + HCO3− + H+ → CH4 + 3H2O                                                                      (Eq. 2.2) 
 
Despite their essential function in anaerobic digesters, methanogens are 
undesired competitors for ARB in MXCs, especially hydrogenotrophic methanogens 
(Siegert et al., 2015; Parameswaran et al., 2010; Lee and Rittmann, 2010; Parameswaran 
et al., 2009).  ARB have kinetic and thermodynamic advantages over aceticlastic 
methanogens, since their Ks are several orders of magnitude lower than aceticlastic 
methanogens (0.64 mg COD/L versus 177–427 mg COD/L) (Parameswaran et al., 2010; 
Esteve-Nunéz et al., 2005); hence, they are not a real risk for ARB.  However, ARB do 
not have the same growth advantage over hydrogenotrophic (or H2-consuming) 
methanogens, leading to channel H2 electrons quickly to methane generation instead of 
electric current production (Parameswaran et al., 2009). 
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Several strategies have been investigated to either eliminate or minimize the 
methane production in laboratory-scale MXCs.  These attempts include the use of 
chemical inhibitors, thermal treatment, periodic exposure to oxygen (O2), pH excursions, 
alamethicin exposure, and adjust the substrate supply (Zhu et al., 2015; Rago et al., 2015; 
Parameswaran, et al., 2010; Chae et al., 2010; Freguia et al., 2008).  Sleutels et al. (2016) 
suggested that low substrate loading might play a key role in controlling the competition 
between methanogens and ARB in mixed-culture MXCs, giving a favorable growth 
advantage of ARB over methanogens.  Periodic exposure to oxygen is another strategy to 
limit the methanogens activity, given that ARB are less tolerant to O2.  However, 
chemical inhibitors, such as BES, seem to be the most effective approach to completely 
inhibit the growth of methanogens.  This is mainly due to the ability to inhibit the 
activity of methyl coenzyme M reductase A (mcrA) gene, which is a conserved gene in 
aceticlastic and hydrogenotrophic methanogens.  Although this method is very efficient, 
it is not feasible for practical applications of MXCs due to the continuous need to supply 
the inhibitor, which is environmentally toxic and expensive.   
 
2.2.4 Homoacetogens.  Homoacetogens are facultative autotrophic bacteria that utilize 
H2 as the main electron donor to produce acetate.  Parameswaran, et al. (2010) shed the 
light on the syntrophic role that homoacetogens can play to increase CE in mixed-culture 
MXCs fed with fermentable substrate when the methanogenesis is entirely suppressed.  
Under standard conditions, homoacetogenesis is less thermodynamically favorable (ΔG° 
= − 95 kJ/mol or − 11.88 kJ/e–eq) than hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis (Eq. 2.3 
below) (Schuchmann and Müller, 2014).  In addition, homoacetogens are less-efficient 
H2-scavengers, based on their Ks values (Kotsyurbenko et al., 2001).  Thus, 
hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis are expected to outcompete homoacetogens and be 
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the main H2-scavengers in anaerobic digester and MXCs, except under exceptional 
conditions, such as low-temperature environments (Conrad and Wetter, 1990; Conrad et 
al., 1989) and slightly-acidic environments (i.e., ~pH 6.1) (Phelps and Zeikus, 1984).  
  
4H2 + 2 CO2 → CH3COO− + H+ + 2H2O                                                             (Eq. 2.3) 
 
Recently, Gao et al. (2014) showed that the use of an anode with a large surface 
area (i.e., 1600 m2 of anode surface area/m3 anode volume) provided an advantage for 
ARB and homoacetogens to grow and outcompete hydrogenotrophic methanogens.  This 
probably was due to the relatively high local H2 concentration and relatively acidic 
environment in biofilm systems, which would give kinetic advantages for homoacetogens 
to outcompete hydrogenotrophic methanogens.  In another study, Xafenias and Mapelli 
(2014) revealed that low cathode potential played an important role to favor 
homoacetogens in dual-chamber MEC, as evidenced from the low CH4 production and 
the dominance of homoacetogenic Acetobacterium spp.  Despite the positive role of 
homoacetogens, they use some of donor’s electrons for growth and maintenance 
purposes, thereby limiting j generation in general and net H2 production in single-
chamber MXCs.  Thus, more research is needed to minimize the “H2-detour” in the 
anode chamber away from anode respiration. 
 
2.2.5 Sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB).  Sulfate reduction has gained less attention in 
MXCs studies, since most of the used synthetic media lack sulfate, although real 
wastewaters that have high sulfate content include those from pulp and paper, food-
production, petrochemical, mining and tannery industries (Hao et al., 2014).  An early 
study showed that addition of sulfate (up to 4000 µg/L) had a minimal effect on the 
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performance of MFCs in terms of current production (Kim et al., 2004).   In another 
study, Lee et al. (2012) observed very low CE (6.7–17.5%), maximum power density 
(0.2–0.3 W/m2), and j (< 0.6 A/m2) in parallel with high sulfate reduction (from 248 
mg/L to 39.3 mg/L) in MFCs.  The role of sulfate reduction can be complicated, because 
reduction of sulfate by SRB yields sulfide, which can be oxidized by some ARB to 
generate j and a variety of compounds, such as elemental sulfur and sulfite (Lee et al., 
2012; Rabaey et al., 2006).  No comprehensive study definitively documents the effect of 
sulfate on MXC performance, but the most likely impact is negative on CE and j, as SRB 
compete with ARB for space (i.e., anode surface) and donor substrate (i.e., acetate). 
 
2.2.6 Nitrate-reducing bacteria (NRB).  Given that several pure-culture ARB, such as 
Geobacter metallireducens (Lovley et al., 1993), Shewanella oneidensis (Cruz-Garcia et 
al., 2007), and Geoalkalibacter subterraneus (Greene et al., 2009), have the ability to 
use nitrate as their electron acceptor – which is undesired for achieving high CE and j 
generation – the effect of nitrate reduction is of particular interest for anode respiration 
and MXC performance.  For example, Sukkasem et al. (2008) studied the effect of nitrate 
reduction on the performance of mixed-culture MFCs.  They observed a significant 
decrease in CE and maximum voltage upon adding 8 mM nitrate, most-likely due to 
competition between ARB and nitrate-reducing bacteria for space and donor substrate.  
Similarly, Kashima and Regan (2015) reported a significant decrease in CE (from ~78% 
to ~4%) as a result in increasing nitrate concentration (0 to 10 mM) in anode-respiring 
Geobacter metallireducens biofilm.  They also observed that the anode potential had no 
effect on nitrate reduction, since it is controlled by the nitrate concentration.  So far, no 




2.3 Treatment efficiency of MXCs 
 Recently, many research studies have focused on:  (1) defining the limiting 
factors for MXC scale-up (Logan, 2010), (2) developing new electrodes (Zhou et al., 
2011) and reactor designs (Logan et al., 2015), (3) exploring the possibility to produce 
value-added products (Pant et al., 2012; Logan and Rabaey, 2012), (4) characterizing 
new ARB (Lusk et al., 2015; Badalamenti et al., 2013; Miceli et al., 2012), and (5) 
developing new cathode catalysts (Liew et al., 2014; Erable et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 
2005).  A common feature of these studies was the use of a simple donor substrate, such 
as acetate, for a good control on experiments, a fast utilization rate, and high electron 
recovery and j generation (Pant et al., 2010).  However, MXC scale-up eventually has to 
use real wastewater.  Table 2.1 summarizes real wastewaters that have been used in 
MXCs studies.  High j and CE are often linked to the ability of an MXC’s microbial 
consortia to utilize the organic matter and transfer the resulting electrons to the anode.  
Achieving high j and CE seems to be related to the complexity of the organic matter.  For 
example, Heilmann and Logan (2006) showed that a simple protein compound (i.e., 
bovine serum albumin (BSA)) produced high power density in an MFC compared to 
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maximum current density (jmax) has unit of A/m2; d continuous-flow MXC; e batch MXC; 




In a review, Ge et al. (2014) revealed that the normalized energy recovery (NER) 
of MFCs was inversely related to substrate complexity.  They showed that the highest 
NER was achieved with acetate (i.e., 0.25 kWh/m3 or 0.40 kWh/kg of COD), which was 
much higher compared to domestic wastewater (0.04 kWh/m3 or 0.17 kWh/kg of COD) 
and industrial wastewater (0.10 kWh/m3 or 0.04 kWh/kg of COD).  Another interesting 
finding is that MFCs were more suitable for treating low- or medium-strength 
wastewater than was anaerobic digestion (Ge et al., 2013; Rajeshwari et al., 2000).   This 
trend is consistent with recent studies that revealed that the efficiency of MXCs – in 
terms of CE, PD, and j – was remarkably increased when integrated with prior anaerobic 
digestion when treating high-strength organic-waste streams (Escapa et al., 2016; Ki et 
al., 2015; Mahmoud et al., 2014; Gómez et al., 2011).  Rozendal et al. (2008a) predicted 
that the wastewater treatment capacity of MXCs can reach 7 kg COD/m3.day, but many 
technical challenges need to be addressed before moving the MXC technology to 
commercial scale.    
 
2.4 Landfill leachate as a potential feedstock for MXCs 
Landfill leachate presents a good option for either electric current or H2 
generation in MXCs.  Leachate is the aqueous effluent generated from organic matter 
degradation in municipal landfills through a combination of physical, chemical, and 
biological processes.  The liquid can be derived from percolating rainwater entering 
landfill cells, from the water in the incoming solid waste, or from release of H2O from 
microbiological breakdown of the organic matter (Renou et al., 2008; Tchobanoglous 
and Kreith, 2002).   
Leachate is a strongly polluted wastewater; it contains relatively large 
concentrations of biodegradable organic matter, ammonium-nitrogen, xenobiotic 
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organic compounds (XOCs), humic compounds, and inorganic salts, such as chloride.  
Landfill leachate represents a serious threat to groundwater and surface water, as well as 
soil.  Historically, leachate generated from “old-fashioned” landfills that were built 
without engineered leachate collection systems and liners was a main cause of 
groundwater and soil contamination.  The improper discharge of leachate into surface-
water bodies has led to oxygen depletion and alteration in fauna and flora due to severe 
ammonia toxicity (Kjeldsen et al., 2002). 
The leachate’s quality and flow rate depend on many factors – including age of 
the landfill, the type of solid waste, and the seasonal weather variations (Renou et al., 
2008).  For example, young landfill leachate (landfill age < 5 years) is usually 
characterized by a high concentration of organic acids and a relatively high 
biodegradability ratio (based on the BOD5/COD ratio) that tends to decrease with 
increasing landfill age, mainly due to anaerobic biodegradation of organic matter that 
takes place in the landfill cells.  Consequently, leachate’s organic matter becomes 
dominated by recalcitrant organic compounds, such as humic- and fulvic-acid-like 
organic compounds that causes a significant decrease in the BOD5/COD ratio 
(Wiszniowski et al., 2006).  Therefore, interest in energy recovery (i.e., CH4) from young 
leachate in anaerobic-digestion reactors has been growing.  For example, Timur and 
Özturk (1999) showed high CH4 production (~83% of COD removed) in anaerobic 
reactors treating young landfill leachate, with BOD5/COD ratios of 0.54 to 0.67. 
Regardless of the relatively high BOD5/COD ratio in young leachate, 
monoaromatic hydrocarbons (e.g., benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, and xylenes) and 
halogenated hydrocarbons (e.g., trichloroethylene and tetrachloroethylene) are among 
the most abundant XOCs found in intermediate and mature landfill leachate samples, 
which are specified as priority containments by the U.S. Environmental Protection 
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Agency (EPA) (Kjeldsen et al., 2002).  Those hydrocarbons are readily oxidized in 
aerobic conditions; however, their degradation in strictly anaerobic conditions often is 
very slow (Meckenstock et al., 2004; Kazumi et al., 1997; Ball and Reinhard, 1996).  The 
absence of microorganisms that are capable of biodegrading those hydrocarbon 
compounds might be another factor that affects their metabolism under strict anaerobic 
conditions (Weiner and Lovley, 1998).  Thus, the energy recovery from intermediate and 
mature landfill leachate samples in either MXCs and anaerobic digestion reactors are 
usually low. 
Despite the large portion of poorly biodegradable organics in the leachate’s COD, 
it has feature that may make it a good candidate for generation of different forms of 
renewable energy in an MXC:  high electrical conductivity, substantial buffering capacity, 
and low solids content (Pant et al., 2010).   However, previous studies on treatment of 
landfill leachate in MXCs shows that it is challenging compared to many other real 
wastewaters (Ganesh and Jambeck, 2013; Pant et al., 2010).  In leachate treating MFCs 
where the anode surface was the only electron acceptor, Greenman et al. (2009) showed 
low j (3.2 to 3.8 mA/m2) and BOD5 removal efficiency (up to 47%) when MFCs operated 
in continuous-flow mode with hydraulic retention times ranged between 4.7 to 38 h 
(Greenman et al., 2009).  However, introducing oxygen in an air-cathode MFC 
accelerated the fermentation kinetics, leading to up to 8.5 kg COD/m3 d removal of 
biodegradable organics; however, the CE was extremely low (<2%).  Higher CE (~7%) 
was observed when diluted landfill leachate used as a substrate for air–cathode, dual-
chamber MFCs leachate (You et al., 2006).   
Due to this recalcitrant nature of landfill leachate to biodegradation, pre-
treatment technologies, such as advanced oxidation processes, chemical 
coagulation/flocculation, adsorption, and air stripping, are gaining interest (Renou et al., 
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2008; Deng and Englehardt, 2006).  Compared to other leachate pre-treatment options, 
hydroxyl radical-based advanced oxidation processes (AOPs), including the Fenton 
oxidation reaction (Fe2+/H2O2), have proven to be effective pre-treatment technologies 
for removal of a variety of recalcitrant organic contaminants, mainly due to ability of 
hydroxyl radicals (OH•) to non-selectively oxidize recalcitrant organic contaminants 
(Buxton et al., 1988).  This catalytic process relies on the electron transfer between H2O2 
and Fe2+, which acts as a homogenous catalyst, yielding OH•. 
 
2.5 Polishing an MXC’s effluent quality 
Because one main goal of an MXC is to treat wastewater, the final effluent quality 
has to meet discharge limits (i.e., <30 mg BOD5/L).  However, the majority of MXC 
studies have focused on maximizing PD, j, or H2 production rate, rather than treatment 
efficiency.  Recent research revealed that high energy recovery and organic matter 
removal are not likely to occur simultaneously (Akman et al., 2013; Zhuang et al., 2012; 
Nam et al., 2010a).  The reason is that decreasing the concentration of organic matter to 
a low level slows ARB metabolism, resulting in a minimal j (Zhang et al., 2015; Ren et al., 
2014a).  However, operating MXCs at relatively short HRTs – close to those of activated 
sludge – can achieve both goals simultaneously (Kim et al., 2015; Puig et al., 2011; Min 
and Logan, 2004).   
A possible way to polish the MXC’s effluent quality is to integrate the MXC with 
membrane-based post-treatment.  Recently, Katuri et al. (2014) developed a novel 
anaerobic electrochemical membrane bioreactor (AnEMBR) for wastewater treatment.  
They observed up to 95% COD removal and ~71% of donor’s electrons were recovered as 
methane-rich biogas (~83% of total biogas produced) with very low H2 (<1%).  They 
estimated that the net energy needed to operate the AnEMBR system (at an applied 
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voltage of 0.7 V) was 3.7- to 7.4-fold less than the energy needed for conventional aerobic 
membrane bioreactors (i.e., 0.27 kWh/m3 versus 1−2 kWh/m3).  In another study, Ren et 
al. (2014b) evaluate the efficiency of two-stage microbial fuel cells— anaerobic fluidized 
bed membrane bioreactor (MFC-AFMBR) for domestic wastewater (COD = 210 mg/L) 
treatment.  Despite the relatively-low HRT (i.e., 9 h) for the treatment system, they 
observed very high COD removal (92.5%) and total suspended solids (TSS; > 99%), with 
only residual COD and TSS of 16 and < 1 mg/L, respectively.  The net energy needed to 
operate their system was 0.0186 kWh/m3, which was slightly less than MFC’s electric 
energy produced (i.e., 0.0197 kWh/m3), meaning that the combined MFC-AFMBR 
system could polish the MXC’s effluent with a low energy requirement. 
Regardless of recent efforts to improve the MXC’s effluent, we still lack complete 
understanding for how MXCs could not produce an effluent with low organic 
concentration, even though the MXCs were usually operated with very long HRTs (up to 
30 days).  A likely reason is the release of soluble microbial products (SMP) during 
normal biomass metabolism and decay (Ni et al., 2011a).  A recent study showed that 
SMPs represent ~23% of influent COD in an MEC fed with acetate (An and Lee, 2013).    
MXCs and anaerobic wastewater treatment processes, such as AnMBRs, 
anaerobic filters, and upflow anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB) reactors, are known to be 
an energy-saving technology compared to conventional activated sludge technology 
(McCarty et al., 2011).  They have several other advantages over conventional activated 
sludge technology, such as less sludge production and the ability to treat medium- to 
high-strength wastewater (Li et al., 2014; Logan and Rabaey, 2012; McCarty et al., 2011).  










Figure 2.2 Comparison of estimated capital costs, product revenues, and offset 
(product revenue minus capital costs) among different wastewater treatment 
technologies (Source: Rozendal et al. (2008a)).  The calculations for MFC and MEC are 
based on the predicted future capital costs using less expensive substitute materials. 





RELIEVING THE FERMENTATION INHIBITION ENABLES HIGH ELECTRON 
RECOVERY FROM LANDFILL LEACHATE IN A MICROBIAL ELECTROLYSIS CELL 1 
3.1 Introduction 
 The organic substrates fed to MXCs used for wastewater treatment usually are 
complex, which leads to a diverse microbial community (Logan and Rabaey, 2012; 
Rittmann et al., 2008).  The biodegradation of these complex wastewater must take place 
through a cascade of anaerobic reactions, including hydrolysis, fermentation, 
homoacetogenesis, and anode respiration; undesired processes, such as methanogenesis, 
also can occur in parallel.  Fermentation appears to be the rate-limiting step in an MXC 
utilizing complex, but mostly soluble organic substrates, such as in landfill leachate.  In 
an MXC, the fermenters must first break down the complex organic matter into simple 
substrates that can be efficiently consumed by anode-respiring bacteria (ARB) (Kiely et 
al., 2011; Torres et al., 2010; Parameswaran et al., 2009; Freguia et al., 2008).   
 Although some of the fermentation can be carried out separately from anode 
respiration in a pre-fermentation reactor, other fermentations must occur along with 
anode respiration in the MXC due to the need for syntrophic relationships between 
fermenters and ARB.  For example, syntrophic coupling of fermenters and ARB was 
required during the degradation of cellulose in a microbial fuel cell (MFC) (Ren et al., 
2007).  The maximum power density of 143 mW/m2 (anode area) and Coulombic 
efficiency (CE) of 47% were obtained with a co-culture of Clostridium cellulolyticum and 
Geobacter sulfurreducens, whereas neither pure culture generated electric current.  
Likewise, a microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) fed with ethanol involved a three-way 
                                                 
1 This Chapter was published in an altered format in RSC Advances (Mahmoud et al., 
2016.  RSC Advances 6, 6658–6664). 
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syntrophic interaction among fermenters, homoacetogens, and ARB (Parameswaran et 
al., 2010; Parameswaran et al., 2009).  So far, nothing is known about the syntrophic 
interactions among ARB and other microbial community members in MXCs fed with 
landfill leachate. 
 Over the past few years, current density (j), CE, and Coulombic recovery (CR) of 
MXCs fed with a variety of complex organic substrates have significantly improved (Pant 
et al., 2010).  For example, early MXC experiments had CE < 3% and maximum current 
density (jmax) < 0.2 A/m2 when real wastewaters were used as the sole electron donors 
(Zhang et al., 2008; You et al., 2006; Min and Logan, 2004).  Subsequently, the 
performance has improved by applying pre-treatment technologies – such as pre-
fermentation, microwave treatment, sonication, acid treatment, and alkaline treatment – 
that increase the bioavailability of the organic matter (Yusoff et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 
2013; Yang et al, 2013; Min et al., 2005).  Nevertheless, j values achieved so far with 
landfill leachate remain well below the target current density of ~140 A/m3 needed to 
achieve an organic removal rate of ~1 kg 5-day biochemical oxygen demand 
(BOD5)/m3.d, as observed in anaerobic digesters treating landfill leachates (Mahmoud et 
al., 2014; Kennedy and Lentz, 2000).  Better pre-treatment approaches are needed for 
landfill leachate. 
 Among pre-treatment options, advanced oxidation processes (AOPs), through the 
strong, but non-selective action of hydroxyl free radicals (OH•), have promise to 
transform a variety of recalcitrant organic contaminants into forms that are more readily 
biodegradable (Duesterberg and Waite, 2006; Deng and Englehardt, 2006).  One 
common AOP is the Fenton reaction, which relies on electron transfer between hydrogen 
peroxide (H2O2), the initiating oxidant, and Fe2+, a homogenous catalyst, to yield OH•, 
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which attacks the recalcitrant organic matter.  The Fenton process occurs through a 
cascade of reactions that are summarized in Table A.1 in appendix A. 
 Here, I use the Fenton reaction as pre-treatment to improve the biodegradability 
of organic matter in landfill leachate that is subsequently fed to an MEC.  Previous work 
with landfill leachate showed that, although the raw leachate had a relatively high 
absolute BOD5 concentration, the j, CE, and CR values were very low, mainly due to 
toxicity in the influent organics (Ganesh and Jambeck, 2013; You et al., 2006).  Thus, I 
evaluated the feasibility of the Fenton process to improve the biodegradability of 
leachate before energy capture in a downstream MEC.  Specifically, I evaluated if partial 
oxidation of organic matter in landfill leachate increased the fermentation kinetics of the 
organics for downstream electron recovery by ARB at an MEC anode.  For this proof-of-
concept effort, I used fixed ratios of [H2O2]:[Fe2+] and H2O2:COD.  I investigated: (1) the 
degree to which Fenton pre-treatment of leachate enhanced j, CE, CR, and organic-
matter removal in an MEC; (2) what step of the biodegradation process that Fenton pre-
treatment affected, and (3) how Fenton pre-treatment altered the microbial community 




3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 Landfill leachate 
I collected landfill leachate from the Northwest Regional Landfill (Surprise, AZ) 
and kept it refrigerated at 4°C prior to use.  The leachate samples had a dark brownish-
black color, a relatively high concentration of organic matter (chemical oxygen demand 
(COD) = 2594±94 mg/L; BOD5 = 802±10 mg/L; total organic carbon (TOC) = 663±15 
mg/L; and volatile fatty acids (VFAs) = 283±73 mg/L), and good buffering strength 
(total alkalinity = 4068±464 mg as CaCO3/L with a pH = 8.1±0.3).  The leachate would 
be classified as a medium-age leachate based on its BOD5/COD ratio of ~0.31 (Renou et 
al., 2008).  The nitrogen content was relatively high, with most of nitrogen in inorganic 
forms (734±4 mg TN-N/L and 645±8 mg NH3–N/L).  Finally, the leachate had a high 
aromatic content, measured as absorbance at 254 nm normalized to TOC concentration 
(specific ultraviolet absorption at 254 nm (SUVA254) = 1.23±0.06 L/mg TOC with 5-fold 
dilution), as well as to a high conductivity from the high concentration of chloride 
(3100±20 mg/L) and sulfate (74.6±1 mg/L).  Throughout this study, I used the leachate 
samples without dilution. 
 
3.2.2 Fenton reaction 
I carried out batch Fenton-reaction experiments using 250-mL glass vessels 
mixed with a magnetic stir bar at a constant mixing speed of 150 rpm at ambient 
temperature (25±2 °C).  I used a [H2O2]:[Fe2+] molar ratio of 4.0 and a H2O2:raw 
leachate’s COD ratio of 1.1 (w:w) at an initial pH value of 3.5.  First, I continuously and 
manually adjusted the reaction medium’s pH to 3.5±0.1 using 10 N NaOH or 50% 
H2SO4.  After initial pH adjustment, I added measured amounts of ferrous sulfate 
(FeSO4.7 H2O) to reach the targeted ferrous ion (Fe2+) concentration.  Then, I added 
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H2O2 in one step to reach the designated H2O2 concentration.  Just before the addition of 
H2O2 and Fe2+, I collected a sample (set as reaction time = 0) to measure COD and TOC.  
Aliquots of treated leachate were taken every 30 min with a syringe, and the experiment 
was carried out for 3 hours.  I split the samples into two portions.  The first portion was 
used to measure residual H2O2 and COD after filtering the sample through a 0.22-μm 
filter membrane.  The second portion was neutralized to ~pH 9.0 with 10 N NaOH and 
then mixed in a beaker for 30 min with a magnetic stirring bar.  I centrifuged the second 
sample for 10 min at 4000 rpm to collect the supernatant to analyze COD, TOC, and 
H2O2.  In order to eliminate any possibility of H2O2 interference with COD 
measurements, I corrected the COD by subtracting the COD value equivalent to residual 
H2O2 from the measured COD.  I repeated this experiment 6 times. 
 
3.2.3 Microbial electrolysis cells 
I used two dual-chamber, H-type MECs with a liquid volume of 320 mL in each 
chamber.  Anodes were two square graphite electrodes having a total surface area of 22 
cm2 (each 6.1 cm-long and 0.45 cm-width).  I had treated the graphite-rod anodes by 
soaking them in 1 M H2SO4 for 12 h followed by soaking in 1N NaOH overnight.  
Following the treatments, I washed the graphite rod anodes 4 times with distilled water 
before placing them in the MEC.  A 0.8-cm outer diameter (OD) graphite rod was the 
cathode, and the pH of the cathode was maintained at 12 by addition of 10 N NaOH.  The 
cathode chamber was separated from the anode chamber by an anion exchange 
membrane (AMI 7001, Membranes International, Glen Rock, NJ).  An Ag/AgCl 
reference electrode (BASI Electrochemistry, west Lafayette, IN) was placed about 0.5 cm 
away from the anode to control the anode potential at – 0.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl (– 0.046 V vs 
SHE) using a VMP3 digital potentiostat (Bio-Logic USA, Knoxville, TN).  The 
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temperature was controlled at 30°C in a temperature-controlled room, and the liquid in 
both chambers was mixed at 220 rpm using a magnetic stirrer. 
 Prior to the MEC start-up, I seeded the anode chamber with a mixture of effluent 
of an MEC supplemented with acetate (150 mL) and anaerobic digester sludge (3 mL) as 
the inoculum.  For the initial formation of biofilm on the anode, I fed each MEC with 
acetate as a sole substrate and operated MEC in batch mode for about 2 days.  After 
achieving a stable current density, I changed the operation mode to continuous feeding 
(hydraulic retention time (HRT) = 17.8 h) with acetate and then with a mixture of 
volatile fatty acids (VFAs; acetate, 20.4 mM; propionate, 11.1 mM; and butyrate, 1.8 mM) 
for about 12 days.  Following the start-up period, I fed both MECs with raw leachate 
(control MEC) and Fenton-treated leachate, neutralized with 10 N NaOH to pH ~7.6, in 
continuous mode with an HRT of 17.8 h to reflect the anode biofilm that can be used for 
real applications of MECs.  I calculated CE and CR by normalizing the recovered 
electrons as measured current to the COD removal and to total influent COD, 
respectively.  
 In order to investigate whether fermentation or anode respiration was the main 
cause for poor organic-matter consumption and j generation with raw leachate, I 
performed acetate-spike experiments on the control MEC.  Before performing the spike 
experiments, I stopped the continuous flow of raw leachate, and then acetate was 
introduced to the MEC’s anode using a syringe to a final concentration of ~25 mM or ~21 
mM.  After the acetate spike, I operated the MEC in batch mode for about 10 days and 






3.2.4 Chemical analyses 
COD, total nitrogen (Total–N), VFAs, ammonia, alkalinity, and sulfate were 
measured, in duplicate, using HACH kits (HACH, Ames, IA).  BOD5 was measured 
according Method 5210 in Standard Methods (APHA, 1998).  I measured TOC using a 
TOC analyzer (TOC-VCSH, Shimadzu Scientific Instruments, Columbia, MD) equipped 
with combustion catalytic oxidation/non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) gas analyzer, the 
chloride concentration using ion chromatography (ICS 2000, Dionex Corporation, CA) 
after filtration through a 0.22-µm membrane filter, the Fe2+ concentration using the 5-
sulfosalicylic acid (SSA) colorimetric method (Karamanev et al., 2002), and the H2O2 
concentration using the starch-iodine colorimetric method, in which a mixture of 
potassium iodide, ammonium molybdate, and starch reacted with H2O2 in acidic medium 
forming a blue peroxo-complex (Graf and Penniston, 1980).  I assessed the aromatic 
content by the SUVA254, in which the absorbance reading at 254 nm is divided by the 
TOC concentration (Mrkva, 1983).  All spectrophotometric analyses were carried out 
using either a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Varian Cary 50 Bio, Varian Inc., Walnut 
Creek, CA) or a Genesys 20 spectrophotometer (Thermo Spectronic, MA).  
 I quantitatively estimated the biomass concentration, as mg/cm2 of anode surface 
area, by harvesting the entire biofilm at the end of each run from the MEC anode and 
suspending it in sterilized deionized water.  After centrifuging the entire content at 
10000g (Eppendorf Centrifuge 5414 D, USA) for 10 min, I measured the dry-weight of 
the pellets gravimetrically and normalized it to the anode surface area. 
 
3.2.5 Microbial community analyses 
 At the end of each experiment, I harvested the entire biofilm biomass from the 
MEC anode by scraping it off with a sterilized pipette tip and suspending the biomass 
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sample in sterilized deionized water.  I extracted the DNA from a fraction of biomass 
(~0.125 g) using the MOBIO Powersoil DNA extraction kit according to manufacturer’s 
instructions and determined the quality and quantity of the extracted DNA using a 
nanodrop spectrophotometer (ND 1000, Thermo Scientific) by measuring absorbance at 
260 and 280 nm.  The DNA samples were sent to the Microbiome Analysis Laboratory at 
Arizona State University (Arizona, USA) for amplicon pyrosequencing of the V4 region of 
the 16S rRNA gene with the barcoded primer set 515f/806r designed by Caporaso et al. 
(2012) and following the protocol by the Earth Microbiome Project (EMP) 
(http://www.earthmicrobiome.org/emp-standard-protocols/) for the library 
preparation.  PCR amplifications for each biofilm sample were performed in triplicate, 
and sequencing was performed in a MiSeq Illumina sequencer (Illumina Inc., USA) 
using the chemistry version 2 (2 x 150 paired-end). 
 I analyzed data received from the Microbiome Analysis Laboratory using QIIME 
software version 1.8 (Caporaso et al., 2010) after discarding sequences shorter than 25 
bp, longer than 450 bp, or labeled as chimeric sequences.  The forward and reverse reads 
of each sequence were paired before downstream data analysis.  After screening, primer 
sequences were trimmed off, and taxonomic classification was performed using the RDP 
classifier at the 80%-confidence threshold (Cole et al., 2009).  The total number of 
sequence reads for each sample after screenings were: raw leachate biofilm = 69472 and 





3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Effects of the Fenton reaction on the biodegradability of leachate 
organic matter 
Table 3.1 summarizes the effects of the Fenton reaction.  The most important 
trends are that the BOD5/COD ratio and VFAs increased significantly, although the 
absolute concentrations of COD and TOC declined.  The organic material in the leachate 
was partially oxidized:  ~53% loss of COD and TOC.  The treated leachate also had less 
aromatic organic content, as the SUVA254 declined by about 30%.  The BOD5/COD ratio, 
VFAs, and SUVA254 findings support that Fenton oxidation significantly improved the 
biodegradability of leachate organics by converting refractory organic matter into more 
biodegradable organic matter. 
 
Table 3.1 Effects of Fenton oxidation of landfill leachate.  Experimental conditions: 
[H2O2]:[Fe2+] molar ratio of 4.0, a H2O2:COD w/w ratio of 1.1, pH 3.5, and time = 3 h. 
 



















































3.3.2 MEC performance 
I operated two MECs – one of them fed with raw leachate (control) and the other 
fed with treated leachate in a continuous mode with an HRT of 17.8 h – to achieve quasi-
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steady state conditions following an ~2-months start-up and acclimation period.  The 
performance of each MEC was stable and reproducible over repeated HRTs.  Figure A.1, 
in appendix A, reports the current density during the initial period of biofilm formation 
on the anode.  Throughout the entire operating period, I maintained constant organic 
loading rates for the MECs fed with raw leachate and treated leachate, ~1.08±0.01 kg 
BOD5/m3.day (~3.5±0.11 kg COD/m3.day) and ~0.82±0.06 kg BOD5/m3.day (~1.7±0.07 
kg COD/m3.day), respectively.  The performance of both MECs was evaluated in terms of 
j at a fixed anode potential (– 0.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl or – 0.046 V vs. SHE), which led to the 
stable and clearly distinct performance patterns that can be seen in Figure 3.1A.  
 The MEC fed with the treated leachate had nearly 13-fold higher j, with an 
average value of 1.42±0.27 A/m2 vs. 0.11±0.06 A/m2 for the untreated leachate.  This 
increase was much more dramatic than the increase in the BOD5/COD ratio:  to 
0.56±0.04 from 0.31±0.01.  Treated leachate also gave remarkably enhanced removals of 
COD, BOD5, and TOC, as well as CE and CR values, all shown in Figure 3.1B.  The higher 
MEC performance supports that significant organic matter removal is possible if toxic 
components in the influent are substantially reduced.  Thus, while direct oxidation of 
leachate’s organic compounds by ARB in MECs may not be feasible, pre-treatment has a 
positive impact on MEC performance in terms of j, CE, CR, and organic matter removal. 
Approximately 5.9% of the influent COD ended up as biomass in the biofilm of 
the MEC fed treated leachate, corresponding to much higher total biofilm accumulation 
(i.e., ~0.70±0.01 mg/cm2) compared to the control MEC (i.e., ~0.66% of influent COD 
and biofilm accumulation of ~0.16±0.02 mg/cm2).  The higher biofilm accumulation for 




The likely cause for the poor MEC performance and low biofilm accumulations 
with raw leachate was inhibition caused by the complexity and aromaticity of its organic 
matter.  The Fenton reaction reduced the leachate’s SUVA254 value by ~30% and 
increased the VFA/COD ratio by ~1.6–fold, both consistent with the hypothesis that the 
Fenton reaction relieved inhibition related to aromatics.  Zhang et al. (2008) detected 
leachate inhibition to anode respiration in a membraneless air-cathode microbial fuel 
cell (MFC) with even higher leachate biodegradability (BOD5/COD ratio ~0.40).  A 
recent study by Cheng et al. (2015) supports that eliminating aromatics relieved 
inhibition to fermentation and anode respiration in an MFC.  They observed that 
anaerobic biodegradation of aniline, a typical recalcitrant aromatic organic matter, was 
sluggish compared to aerobic biodegradation.  Air sparging of the biofilm anode caused 
an ~5-fold increase in power density and an ~6-fold increase in aniline removal, 
suggesting that aerobic biodegradation of aromatics relieved inhibition for fermentation 








Figure 3.1 Performance of MECs fed treated and raw leachates during continuous 
operation at an HRT = 17.8 h.  (A) Quasi-steady state current generation versus time.  
(B) Summary of MEC performance parameters. 
 
To test whether fermentation or anode respiration was the inhibited step, I 
spiked the anode chamber of the control MEC with a known amount of 1-M acetate 
medium to yield a final acetate concentration in the anode-chamber of ∼25 mM.  Figure 
3.2 shows a rapid increase in j upon addition of acetate, and the CE was ~80% based on 
the COD change.  Given that acetate is the preferred electron donor for ARB (Kiely et al., 
2011; Torres et al., 2010), the rapid response to acetate indicates that fermentation was 
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the inhibited step.  After the added acetate was consumed, j decreased to less than 0.05 
A/m2 for 36 days, at which time I added a second acetate spike (~21 mM).  The second 
spike gave trends consistent with the first spike experiment, again showing that the 
biofilm was capable of rapid anode respiration if a readily available donor were present.   
 
 
Figure 3.2 Current density in response to acetate spikes in the MEC fed with raw 
leachate.  The dashed blue arrows indicate acetate spikes of 25 or 21 mM. 
 
Since a goal of MXC technology is to treat wastewater, it is important to have a 
high removal efficiency for organic matter, along with maximizing j, CE, and CR.  The 
BOD5 concentration in the effluent of MEC fed with treated leachate was 270 mg/L, 
which represents ~70% BOD5 reduction for the integrated treatment system (i.e., Fenton 
oxidation and MEC).  This residual BOD5 concentration is close to the discharge limits 
for landfill leachate (220 mg BOD5/L) imposed by the USEPA (2000). 
 Thus, several pieces of evidence support that complexity of the biodegradable 
organic matter and the presence of inhibitors led to minimal fermentation and low j with 
the raw leachate.  Pre-treating the leachate with the Fenton reaction overcame both 
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bottlenecks to fermentation, and this allowed the syntrophy of fermenters and ARB to 
function more robustly:  higher organic-matter removal, CE, and j.   
 
3.3.3 Microbial community analysis 
Since I operated both MECs in continuous mode with a relatively short HRT 
(~17.8 h), which is shorter than the minimum solids retention time for fermenting 
bacteria (≥ 1.5 day) and acetoclastic methanogens (≥ 3 days) (Rittmann and McCarty, 
2001), I performed microbial community analysis only on the biofilms, as most of 
microbial community was washed out from the suspended phase.  Figure 3.3A presents 
the microbial community analyses at the phylum level, and Figure 3.3B gives the family-
level information.  At the phylum level, Proteobacteria dominated the microbial 
community with treated leachate (∼66% of the sequences), followed by Bacterioidetes 
(∼16% of the sequences) and Firmicutes (∼12% of the sequences).  Earlier studies 
revealed that Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes, and Proteobacteria were among the most 
abundant phyla in the anode of MXCs successfully treating different waste streams 
(Sanchez-Herrera et al., 2014; Yusoff et al., 2013; Shimoyama et al., 2009).  
Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes have members responsible for polysaccharide hydrolysis 
and fermentation, whereas many members of Proteobacteria are known to perform 
anode respiration (Ishii et al, 2012; Parameswaran et al, 2010).  Predominance of 
Proteobacteria after Fenton treatment supports that the anode respiration was enhanced 
due to greater bioavailability of the partially oxidized recalcitrant organic matter into 
compounds that could readily be transformed into the simple substrates used by ARB 
(Parameswaran et al., 2009; Rittmann et al., 2008; Freguia et al., 2008).   Since the 
Fenton reaction produced little or no acetate directly (data not shown), the Fenton 
products had to be fermented, which is why fermenters (Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes, 
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Spirochaetes, and Actinobacteria) had to be present along with ARB to create the 
necessary syntrophy.  
 In contrast for the biofilm anode fed raw leachate, Deferribacteres (∼23% of the 
sequences) became the second abundant phylum after Firmicutes (∼45% of the 
sequences), and Proteobacteria were only ~23%.  Deferribacteres, which, like 
Proteobacteria, are Gram-negative and can respire iron, were among the most abundant 
phyla in anaerobic digesters treating complex organic wastes, such as brewery 
wastewater and leachate (Liu et al., 2011; Díaz et al., 2006), but previously have not been 
associated with anode respiration.   
 Figure 3.3C presents that community breakdowns at the genus level within the 
Proteobacteria.  Notable is the dominance of Geobacter in both biofilms, which reflects 
that the metabolic core of the biofilm was anode respiration.  For the treated leachate, 
Arcobacter and Pseudomonas also became important.  This probably reflects the high 
diversity of organic substrates available to the community after Fenton pre-treatment.  
The low fraction of Proteobacteria in the biofilm fed raw leachate is consistent with a 
recent phylogenetic and metagenomic analysis (Zhang et al. 2014a) showing that 
introducing leachate to an acetate-fed MFC caused a significant decline (~10-fold) in the 
relative abundance of Geobacter-affiliated phylotypes that was accompanied by a 50% 











Figure 3.3 Microbial community distribution for MEC biofilms: (A) at phylum level, (B) 
at the family level, and (C) at the genus level within phylum Proteobacteria. 
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3.3.4 Evaluation of the MEC and the integrated treatment system 
Table 3.2 summarizes results from a range of studies on treating landfill leachate 
in an MEC or MFC.  It is obvious that landfill leachate without pre-treatment led to low j, 
CE, and CR in almost all the studies; a main cause was the low BOD5 content due to the 
largely recalcitrant organic matter in the leachate’s COD and the presence of inhibitory 
materials.  An exception was with diluted leachate, which may have relieved inhibition 
You et al. (2006).  The lack of microbial-community analysis in these studies makes it 
impossible to determine the relative impacts of recalcitrance versus inhibition.  Our 
results after Fenton treatment gave the highest (and usually much higher) values of j, CE, 
and CR, confirming that Fenton pre-treatment of leachate was able to enhance the 
biodegradability of the organic material in the MXC setting.  Here, our data suggest that 
relieving the fermentation inhibition may have been the more important factor.    
 This work establishes the fundamental proof-of-concept that pre-treatment by 
the Fenton’s reaction can make recalcitrant organics in landfill leachate much more 
biodegradable in an MEC.  This greatly enhanced j, CE, and CR, and final effluent 
quality.  Further research is required to determine the optimal conditions of Fenton 
oxidation process to improve leachate biodegradability before energy capture in a 
downstream MEC.  Optimization will be essential for making large-scale application 
economically feasible, since H2O2 might be costly.  Recent studies by our team (and 
others) are showing that H2O2 can be produced sustainably in MXCs in high 
concentration (up to ~74 mM H2O2) via partial reduction of O2 using inexpensive carbon 
cathode materials (Fu et al., 2010; Rozendal et al., 2009).  Combining the possibility of 
energy capture from recalcitrant landfill leachate with H2O2 production in MXCs may 
offer a truly sustainable means of enhancing treatment and energy capture from 
recalcitrant landfill leachate. 
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28e (52 f) 1.42 29 8.2 This study 
 
a Experiment was performed with raw leachate; b Experiment was performed with diluted 
leachate; c Experiment was performed with Fenton-treated leachate; d Unit is mg/L;  
e COD removal %; f BOD removal %; h Not reported in the original study, but calculated 






While landfill leachate gave poor MEC performance – 3±0.3% BOD5 removal, 
1.8±0.5% CE, and 0.11±0.06 A/m2 j – pre-treating the leachate with the Fenton reaction 
greatly improved all aspects of performance:  52±10% BOD5 removal, 29±3 % CE, and 
1.42±0.27 A/m2 j.   Inhibition of fermentation, not anode respiration, was the main cause 
of poor MEC performance when treating landfill leachate.  Fenton pre-treatment of 
landfill leachate overcame fermentation bottlenecks by decreasing the complexity of the 
biodegradable-organic matter and the presence of inhibitors.  Feeding the MEC with pre-
treated leachate led to an ~5-fold increase in biofilm dry weight and to a microbial 
community enriched in phyla known to contain strains able to hydrolyze and ferment in 
complex organic matter – Firmicutes, Bacterioidetes, Spirochaetes, and Actinobacteria 




CHAPTER 4  
FERMENTATION PRE-TREATMENT OF LANDFILL LEACHATE FOR ENHANCED 
ELECTRON RECOVERY IN A MICROBIAL ELECTROLYSIS CELL 2 
4.1 Introduction 
 As discussed in Chapter 2, recent reviews on MXCs highlight the growing interest 
in this technology as a means to gain value from organic waste streams (e.g., Logan and 
Rabaey, 2012; Pant et al., 2010; Rittmann, 2008).  Most waste streams that are of 
interest for practical application of MXCs are comprised of complex organic substrates 
(Pant et al., 2010).  Characteristics of the substrates influence MXC performance: 
organic matter removal, Coulombic efficiency (CE), Coulombic recovery (CR; the fraction 
of electrons recovered as electric current at the anode of an MXC compared to the total 
influent electrons in the substrate), and current density (j, A/m2 or A/m3, the current 
produced normalized to the active surface of anode or to the reactor volume, 
respectively). 
 Landfill leachate is a possible feedstock for MXCs (Ganesh and Jambeck, 2013; 
Zhang et al., 2008; You et al., 2006).  Leachates are liquid discharges from landfills, 
which dispose of around 95% of municipal solid wastes (MSW) worldwide (Renou et al., 
2008).  Leachate typically is a strong wastewater that contains high concentrations of 
organic matter (usually measured as chemical oxygen demand, COD), ammonium-
nitrogen (NH4+–N), heavy metals, xenobiotic organic compounds (XOCs), humic 
compounds (HCs), and inorganic salts.  Many factors affect the quality of leachate: the 
type of waste, age of the landfill, and the seasonal variations in the weather (Renou et al., 
2008).  Leachate composition changes as a landfill progresses through successive 
                                                 
2 This Chapter was published in an altered format in Bioresource Technology (Mahmoud 
et al., 2014.  Bioresource Technology 151, 151 – 158).   
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aerobic, acetogenic, methanogenic, and stabilization stages (Renou et al., 2008), and 
leachate can be classified into 3 groups based on the landfill age, i.e., young, 
intermediate, and mature.  Table 4.1 summarizes typical characteristics of each group.  
Young leachate has significantly higher COD and biodegradability (based on the 
BOD5/COD ratio, where BOD5 is the 5-day biochemical oxygen demand), but the 
BOD5/COD ratio for young leachates often is relatively low (~0.3). 
 
Table 4.1 Landfill leachate classification according to age and typical characteristics 
(Source: Renou et al., 2008).  
 
 Young Intermediate Mature 




























80% VFA a 
 
5 – 30% VFA + HCs and FCs b 
 
HCs and FCs 
 
a VFA: volatile fatty acids; b HCs and FCs: humic and fulvic acids, respectively. 
 
Although leachate might be considered a good feedstock for MXCs because of its 
relatively high conductivity, buffering capacity, and BOD5, as well as minimal solids, my 
results as discussed in Chapter 3 (and others) show that j, CE, and CR are relatively low 
(Mahmoud et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2008; You et al., 2006), probably due to the large 
portion of poorly-biodegradable organics in the leachate’s COD.  Previous research has 
shown that only 8–43% of the BOD5 was removed in an MFC fed with diluted leachate 
(Greenman et al, 2009), while only 7% of the COD was converted to electricity in dual 
chamber, air-cathode MFCs fed with young landfill leachate (You et al, 2006).  Recently, 
Ganesh and Jambeck (2013) investigated the performance of a single chamber air–
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cathode, semi-continuously-fed MFC for electricity generation from landfill leachate.  
They reported an average COD removal of 28% and current density of 26.8 mA/m2.  
Moreover, CE was very low ranging from 1 to 14% with an average value of 6.9%.  Li et al 
(2013) demonstrated the feasibility of treating food-waste leachate with 87% VFA 
removal, although with CE in the range of 14–20%. 
MXC biodegradation of complex organic compounds, like those present in a 
landfill leachate, must occur through a series of anaerobic reactions.  Anode-respiring 
bacteria (ARB), the key microorganisms that colonize the anode of MXCs, are known to 
use only a few simple compounds as electron donors, in particular acetate and H2 (Pant 
et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2008; Torres et al., 2007).  Thus, fermentation reactions are 
necessary to produce the mixture of simple products that ARB can oxidize.  However, 
fermentation products depend upon the organic sources, the microbial community, and 
operating conditions, such as pH and temperature (Lee et al., 2008; Ren et al., 2007).  
 As discussed in Chapter 3, Fenton oxidation of landfill leachate enhanced MEC 
performance by accelerating fermentation, allowing more biofilm accumulation, and 
establishing a syntrophic relationship between fermenters and ARB.  Although 
fermentation and anode respiration can occur together in the anode of an MXC 
(Parameswaran et al, 2009; Ren et al, 2007), it may be advantageous to have some or 
most of the fermentation reactions occur in an independent reactor that precedes the 
MXC.  In this case, the MXC receives simpler organic compounds that can be oxidized 
more directly by ARB, thereby simplifying the structure and function of the ARB 
community in the biofilm anode and helping bring about higher current density (Torres 
et al., 2007).  Separate fermentation reactors whose effluent is then fed to an MXC anode 
were evaluated for primary sludge (Yang et al, 2012), cellulose (Wang et al, 2011), and 
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primary municipal wastewater (Nam et al, 2010a).  These studies showed increased 
performance compared to direct addition of raw complex substrate to the MXC anode.  
 Pre-fermentation treatment also might help to remove xenobiotic compounds 
that may be toxic to the ARB.  Phenolics are a good example, and past studies have 
shown that phenolic compounds can be removed in anaerobic environments through 
syntrophic activities of phenol metabolizers, hydrogen-utilizers, and acetoclastic 
methanogens.  For example, Tay et al. (2001) investigated the anaerobic biodegradation 
of phenol with different initial phenolic concentrations (105–1,260 mg phenol/L).  They 
were able to achieve 88–98% phenol removal even at a high phenol loading rate (6 kg 
phenol-COD/L.day). 
 My main goal of this study was to evaluate whether or not fermenting landfill 
leachate in a separate reactor improved the performance of an MEC.  I first characterized 
the performance of the first-stage fermenter, and then experimentally evaluated electron 




4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Landfill leachate 
I collected leachate from the Northwest Regional Landfill (Surprise, AZ) and kept 
it refrigerated at 4°C prior to use.  The leachate was used as is for all experiments:  
without pH adjustments, addition of nutrients/trace metals, or dilution.  I added a 
specific methanogen inhibitor, 2-bromoethanesulfonate (BES), at 50 mM 
(Parameswaran et al., 2010) in certain experiments, as explained below. 
 
4.2.2 Anaerobic fermentation experiments 
I carried out batch anaerobic fermentation assays using serum bottles with a 
working volume of 100 mL and a total volume of 160 mL.  Anaerobic digester sludge 
from the Mesa Northwest Water Reclamation Plant (Mesa, AZ) was the inoculum and 
had total suspended solids (TSS) and volatile suspended solids (VSS) concentrations of 
27±10 and 23.2±8 g/L, respectively.  I inhibited methanogenesis by adding 50 mM BES.  
Once the inoculum (final concentration of ~5 g VSS/L) and leachate were added into the 
serum bottles, I capped the bottles with rubber serum stoppers and aluminum caps, 
purged them with N2/CO2 (80%:20%) gas for 30 min to remove O2, placed them in a 
37°C incubator shaker (175 rpm, C25KC, New Brunswick Scientific), and followed the 
batch biochemical methane potential (BMP) protocol (Parameswaran and Rittmann, 
2012) in triplicate.  I measured the volume of gas produced with a friction-free glass 
syringe of 10 or 50 mL volume (Popper & Sons, Inc., New Hyde Park, NY, USA).   
 In order to confirm the results from the batch fermentation experiments and 
produce enough fermented leachate for MEC experiments, I evaluated fermentation 
under semi-continuous operation.  The reactor was operated in a 37°C incubator shaker, 
and leachate (with 50 mM BES) was fed in a semi-continuous mode once every 2 days.  
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At the end of each HRT, I allowed the solids in the fermentation reactors to settle for 2 h 
and then centrifuged the supernatant at 2000 rpm for about 10 min.  Although the 
hydraulic retention time (HRT) was 2 days, the solids retention time (SRT) was 
controlled at 44 to 50 days by regularly discharging a specified amount of sludge 
according to the definition of SRT (Rittmann and McCarty, 2001). 
 
4.2.3 Microbial electrolysis cells 
I used dual-chamber, H-type MECs with a liquid volume of 320 mL in each 
chamber (Parameswaran et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2008; Torres et al., 2007).  For anodes, I 
cut ~270,000 graphite fibers (~8 cm length) and mounted them on a stainless steel rod 
using plastic ties.  I had treated the graphite-fiber anode by soaking them in 0.1 M HNO3 
for 4 h and then soaked them in pure acetone overnight, followed by ethanol (95%) for 3 
h.  Following the treatments, I washed the graphite fiber anode three times with distilled 
water before placing them in the MEC.  I used a 0.8-cm outer diameter (OD) graphite 
rod as a cathode, and I maintained a cathode pH of 12 by addition of 10 N NaOH.  I 
separated the cathode chamber from the anode chamber using an anion exchange 
membrane (AMI 7001, Membranes International, Glen Rock, NJ), and placed an 
Ag/AgCl reference electrode (BASI Electrochemistry, West Lafayette, IN) about 0.5 cm 
away from the anode to control the anode potential at – 0.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl using a 
potentiostat (Bio-Logic USA, Knoxville, TN).  The temperature was controlled at 30°C in 
a temperature-controlled room, and the liquid in both chambers was mixed at 150 rpm 
using a magnetic stirrer. 
I estimated the areal current density (A/m2) for our system with the following 
estimate for the maximum anode surface area: 270,000 fibers x 3.14 x 7 µm 
(circumference) x 8 cm (length) = 0.47 m2.  I also computed current density normalized 
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to the reactor volume (A/m3).  Due to mass-transport limitations within the bundle of 
graphite fibers, the A/m2 current densities I report are very low compared to what can be 
achieved with a simple geometry, such as a graphite rod.  Thus, the A/m2 values I report 
should not be compared directly to values from different configurations.  Since I used the 
same MEC for both leachates, I can make direct comparisons to gauge the effect of pre-
treatment on performance using either current density. 
 Prior to the MEC start-up, I seeded the anode chamber with 3 mL of the digester-
sludge inoculum.  For the initial formation of biofilm on the anode, I fed the MEC with a 
mixture of VFAs (acetate, 20.4 mM; propionate, 11.1 mM; and butyrate, 1.8 mM) in batch 
mode until a stable current density was achieved (~1.5 days).  At this point, I fed the 
MEC with raw leachate in batch mode, which continued for 2 consecutive cycles (~15 
days).  After the experiments with raw leachate were complete, I carried out another new 
acclimation cycle with the same composition of mixed VFAs medium and new inoculum 
and cell components (electrodes and membrane).  Then, I performed two successive 
batch cycles in which the MEC anode was fed the effluent of a semi-continuous 
fermentation test with BES (i.e., the fermented leachate as described above).  Since I had 
a limited volume of fermented leachate, I collected the effluent of the semi-continuous 
fermentation reactor for several days prior to introducing it into the MEC.  All batch 
MEC experiments were performed in duplicate. 
 
4.2.4 Analyses 
I measured total and soluble COD, total nitrogen (Total–N), ammonium-nitrogen 
(NH4+), total alkalinity, and total phosphorus (Total-P) in duplicate using HACH kits 
(HACH, Ames, IA).  Soluble COD was quantified after filtration through a 0.22-µm 
membrane filter (PVDF GD/X, Whatman, GE Healthcare, Ann Arbor, MI).  Total BOD5 
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was measured according to Standard Methods (APHA, 1998).  I measured total organic 
carbon (TOC) using a TOC analyzer (TOC-VCSH, Shimadzu Scientific Instruments, 
Columbia, MD) equipped with combustion catalytic oxidation/non-dispersive infrared 
(NDIR) gas analyzer.  I also measured nitrite, nitrate, chloride, and sulfate 
concentrations using ion chromatography (ICS 2000, Dionex Corporation, CA) after 
filtration through a 0.22-µm membrane filter.  I analyzed liquid samples for organic 
fermentation products using high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC; Model 
LC-20AT, Shimadzu, Columbia, MD) equipped with an Aminex HPX-87H (Bio-Rad 
Laboratories, Hercules, CA) column after filtration through a 0.22-µm membrane filter.  
I used 2.5 mM sulfuric acid as an eluent fed at a flow rate of 0.6 mL/min, and 
chromatographic peaks were detected using photo-diode array (210 nm) and refractive 
index detectors.  The total elution time was 60 min, and the oven temperature was 
constant at 50°C.  I developed a calibration curve for every set of analyses, performed 
duplicate assays, and report the average concentrations. 
 I analyzed carbohydrate and protein by a colorimetric method (DuBois et al., 
1956) and the bicinchoninic acid method using the BCA protein-assay kit (Sigma–
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) (Lee et al., 2008), respectively.  For analyzing carbohydrate, I 
added 2 mL of sample into a 15-mL culture tube containing 80% phenol solution 
(wt/wt), followed by 5 mL of sulfuric acid (95.5%).  For both analyses, I developed 
standard calibration curves with glucose and bovine serum albumin, and measured the 
absorbance at wavelengths of 485 and 562 nm for carbohydrate and protein, 
respectively, using UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Varian Cary 50 Bio, Varian Inc., Walnut 
Creek, CA).  I measured the lipid content gravimetrically by a procedure adapted from 
Bligh and Dyer (1959) using a mixture of chloroform and methanol as an extraction 
solvent (1:1 v/v).  Briefly, I placed 10 mL of sample into 50 mL culture tube containing 5 
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mL of chloroform and 10 mL of methanol, and shook the mixture overnight at 180 rpm.  
The next day, I added an additional 5 mL of chloroform to make the final ratio of 
chloroform:methanol to be 1:1 (v/v), vortex mixed them for 1 minute, and centrifuged 
them at 4000 rpm for 10 minutes.  The lipid content was soluble in the solvent, which 
formed a dense layer at the bottom of the centrifuge tube.  I analyzed the total phenolic 
compounds by the Prussian blue assay (Budini et al., 1980). 
 I measured gas percentages of H2, CH4, and CO2 in samples taken with a gas-tight 
syringe (SGE 500 μL, Switzerland) using a gas chromatograph (GC 2010, Shimadzu 
Corporation, Columbia, MD) equipped with a thermal conductivity detector and a 
packed column (ShinCarbon ST 100/120 mesh, Restek Corp., Bellefonte, PA).  N2 was 
the carrier gas at a constant flow rate of 10 mL/min and pressure of 5.4 atm.  
Temperature conditions for column, injection, and detector were 140, 110, and 160 °C, 
respectively.  I employed analytical grade H2, CH4, and CO2 gases for standard curves, 
carried out gas analyses in duplicate, and averaged the two values. 
 
4.2.5 Calculations 
The percentages of COD represented by carbohydrate, protein, and lipids were 
calculated using stoichiometric conversion factors of 1.067, 1.56, and 2.875 g COD/g 
organic type, respectively, based on typical formulae for carbohydrate (CH2O), protein 





I express all electron equivalents as total COD (1 e– equivalent = 8 g COD) to establish 
mass balance according to equation (4.1): 
 
CODinfluent = CODcurrent+ CODsuspended biomass+  CODgases + CODeffluent + 
CODunaccounted                                                                                                                   (Eq. 4.1) 
 
where COD influent is the input COD in the anode chamber (mg COD/L), COD current is the 
COD equivalent of the current over the operation time (mg COD/L), COD suspended biomass is 
the COD equivalent of the suspended biomass over the operation time in the anode 
chamber (mg COD/L), COD gases is the COD equivalent of the cumulative gasses (CH4 and 
H2) over the operation time in the anode chamber (mg COD/L), COD effluent is the soluble 
COD in anode chamber at the end of current generation (mg COD/L), and COD unaccounted 
is the unaccounted for COD in the liquid of the anode chamber at the end of current 
generation (mg COD/L).  I converted units with the following relationships (Lee et al., 
2008): 
 









 = 0.083 mg COD                                                           (Eq. 4.2) 
 




























 = 0.64 mg COD        (Eq. 4.4) 
 
I calculated j by normalizing the current produced to the active surface of anode 
(0.47 m2) or to the reactor volume (320 mL).  I estimated CE by dividing cumulative 
electron equivalents collected at the anode by the electron equivalents of total COD 
consumed by ARB (the difference between COD in the MEC’s influent and effluent).  I 
also computed CR by dividing cumulative electron equivalents collected at the anode by 
the electron equivalents of influent COD. 
 I used the carbon oxidation state (COS) as an indicator for change in the 
reduction status of organic matter during anaerobic fermentation of the leachate.  I 
computed COS with the following relationship, which is based on the change in COD and 
TOC concentrations (Amat et al., 2007): 
 
COS= 4 – (1.5 x 
COD
TOCinfluent
)                                                                                          (Eq. 4.5)   
 




4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Landfill leachate characterization 
The chemical characteristics of the leachate are summarized in Table B.1 in 
appendix B.  The leachate contained relatively low concentrations of organics compared 
to leachate characteristics presented in the literature (Renou et al., 2008).  Average 
values of COD and BOD5 were 2630 and 830 mg/L, respectively.  Most of the organics 
were present in the soluble form, since the suspended solids were only 67 mg/L.  The 
BOD5/COD ratio of 0.32 indicates a medium-age leachate (5–6 years old) and 
biodegradability large enough to justify biological treatment (Metcalf and Eddy, 2003).  
The leachate also had a COD:TN:TP ratio = 194:43:1 in grams, alkalinity of 3900 mg/L 
as CaCO3, and a near-neutral pH, all of which support anaerobic biological treatment 
(Metcalf and Eddy, 2003).  The sample also contained low concentrations of nitrate 
(0.42 mg N/L) and modest sulfate levels (37 mg SO42-/L), which could support 
competing anaerobic microbial processes to anode respiration, albeit to a small extent. 
 
4.3.2 Batch fermentation 
Figure 4.1 shows that the VFA concentration increased from 114 mg VFA–COD/L 
to 495 mg VFA–COD/L at the end of batch fermentation experiments.  Succinate was the 
most abundant species and had the highest accumulation, acetate increased to be the 
second largest, and formate had a very low concentration.  Succinate accumulation has 
been observed for anaerobic conditions with different microbial species:  e.g., 
Anaerobiospirillum succiniciproducens (Werf et al. 1997), Bacteroides fragilis 
(Macfarlane and Macfarlane, 2003), and Escherichia coli (McKinlayet al., 2007), all of 
which are typically detected in anaerobic digesters (Nakasaki et al., 2009).  Fermentation 
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studies using pure cultures of Bacteroides fragilis showed that acetate and succinate 
were the major fermentation products when substrate was abundant, while succinate 




Figure 4.1 Detected VFAs (as COD) during the batch anaerobic fermentation of landfill 
leachate.   
 
Figure 4.2 presents the alkalinity and pH results that correspond to Figure 4.1.  
As a result of VFAs accumulation, total and bicarbonate alkalinities decreased by 25% 
and 33%, respectively (Figure 4.2A), and the VFA-to-total alkalinity ratio increased from 
0.03 to 0.17 mg COD-VFA/mg CaCO3.  This led to decrease in the pH from 8.4 at the 








Figure 4.2 Performance of batch anaerobic fermentation of landfill leachate.  (A) Total 






The performance of a fermentation process can be evaluated by the degree to which the 
initial COD is converted to VFAs.  I used Eq. 4.6 to calculate the degree of VFA 
conversion: 
 
VFA conversion = 
SVFA
Sinfluent
 x 100                                                                                       (Eq. 4.6)  
 
where SVFA is the COD equivalent of the produced VFAs (mg VFA-COD/L), and Sinfluent is 
initial substrate concentration (mg (COD or BOD5)/L).   
 
Figure 4.3A plots the VFA conversions based on the influent COD and BOD5.  The 
VFA conversion was up to 19% based on COD and 60% based on BOD5. The final 
concentrations of carbohydrate, protein, and lipids were 76±10, 754±152, and 72±10 
mg/L, respectively.  These represent 60% removal for carbohydrate, but only 18% and 
1% removals for protein and lipid, respectively.  My results agree with other studies that 
show that carbohydrate degradation is faster than for protein and lipids (Liu et al., 2003; 
Rittmann and McCarty, 2001).  The very low removal of lipids suggests that lipids 
degradation may be the ultimate rate-limiting step for full conversion of COD to VFAs.  
The COS, shown in Figure 4.3B, became less negative during the fermentation of 
leachate due to the partial oxidation of complex organics (carbohydrate and protein) into 
more oxidized by-products i.e., VFAs.  The TCOD also declined, and this is analyzed 
below through a COD mass balance. 
 I also observed a 33% removal of total phenolic compounds during fermentation, 
from 110 mg/L in the raw leachate to 74 mg/L in the final fermentation effluent.  My 
results were less dramatic than those obtained by Gonçalves et al. (2012), who 
investigated the degradation of phenolic compounds in olive-mill wastewater for batch 
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anaerobic conditions.  They achieved 60–81% reduction in phenolics concentration.  My 
relatively low removal was probably due to the non-acclimated sludge inoculum, a more 




Figure 4.3 Landfill leachate organic matter oxidation during batch anaerobic 
fermentation assays: (A) VFA conversion degree. (B) COS and TCOD. 
 
Table 4.2 distributes COD and BOD5 from the leachate to the possible sinks at the 
end of the batch fermentation.  CH4 and H2 were not detected, only 4% and 0.6% of the 
initial COD were associated with biomass and sulfate reduction, respectively, and about 
92% of influent total COD was measured as soluble COD.  At the end of fermentation 
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experiment, VFAs and protein were the major components in the soluble COD, and their 
concentrations reached 495 and 1180 mg COD/L (20.3% and 48.2% of effluent COD), 
respectively.  Carbohydrate and lipids had low concentrations, 3.3% and 7%, 
respectively.  Unidentified components (3% of the influent COD) might be nucleic acids, 
humic-like substances, and other soluble microbial products (SMPs) (Argelier et al., 
1998; Rittmann and McCarty, 2001).  86% of influent BOD5 ended up as soluble BOD5, 
and approximately 10.2% and 1.8% of BOD5 was associated with biomass synthesis and 
sulfate reduction, respectively, with only 1.2% of the original BOD5 unaccounted.  
 
Table 4.2 Summary of COD mass balance for batch anaerobic fermentation of leachate. 
 















































































4.3.3 Semi-continuous fermentation 
I also investigated anaerobic fermentation of leachate using semi-continuous 
operation:  HRT = 2 days, SRT = 44–50 days, and organic loading rate = 1.13±0.25 kg 
COD/m3.day.  I chose a short HRT with a long SRT to make acetate the dominant 
product in our fermentation reactor effluent (Elefsiniotis and Oldham 1994), since 
acetate is the most readily utilized substrate by ARB (Pant et al., 2010; Torres et al., 
2007). 
 Similar to batch fermentation and as expected, organics removal was low: ~3.6% 
for COD and ~5% for BOD5.  Acetate was the only acid metabolite detected in the reactor 
effluent, due to the high SRT, and its BOD5 concentration was about 10% of the input 
BOD5.  Carbohydrate had the highest fermentation efficiency (21%), followed by protein 
fermentation (9%) and negligible fermentation of lipids.  In addition, I detected a 24% 
reduction in total phenolic compounds (from 120 mg/L in the influent to 91 mg/L in the 
fermentation effluent), which was similar to the 33% removal obtained in the batch 
fermentation.  The effluent from this semi-continuous fermentation was collected and 
used for the MEC experiments reported next. 
 
4.3.4 MEC performance with fermented and raw leachate 
The performance of the MEC during the startup period was evaluated by 
monitoring the current density over time during batch operation for two batch cycles.  
The current density stabilized at 41 mA/m2 (60 A/m3) after 6 days of batch operation 
with a mixture of VFAs.  At this point, I fed the MEC with raw leachate and operated the 
MEC in batch mode for two successive cycles.  After the experiment with raw leachate 
was completed, I carried out a new re-acclimation cycle, achieving the same current 
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density (41 mA/m2 or 60 A/m3).  Then, I performed two successive batch cycles in which 
the MEC anode was fed the effluent of a semi-continuous fermentation test. 
 Figure 4.4A displays the current density for the batch MEC fed with raw leachate.  
The current density rose rapidly up to 1.7 mA/m2 (2.5 A/m3), had a period of near 
constant current density, and then fell relatively sharply.  The decrease in current density 
probably was due to the depletion of readily available substrate.  The second batch gave 
trends consistent with the first batch. 
 For the fermented leachate (Figure 4.4B), I observed a rapid increase in the 
current generation to reach its maximum value at around 16 mA/m2 (23 A/m3) for about 
4 hours.  After that, the current density declined significantly; this might have been due 
to the decrease in the availability of substrate in the form of metabolic intermediates that 
can act as electron donor for ARB.  Similar to the raw leachate MEC batch experiments, 
the second batch of fermented leachate repeated the pattern of a rapid rise in current 
density, a stable period of near constant current density, and then a relatively sharp fall. 
Figure 4.4C shows 83±6% BOD5 and 26±7% COD removals for the MEC fed with 
fermented leachate, but only 5.6±0.8% BOD5 and 3±0.9% of COD removals with raw 
leachate.  Likewise, the final CEs for the first and second batch experiments were 67 and 
68%, respectively, for the fermented leachate, but 55 and 56% for the raw leachate.  The 
reported CEs are the highest reported among all published data using landfill leachate.  
In summary, fermented leachate led to consistently better MEC performance in terms of 








Figure 4.4 Performance of MECs fed with raw and fermented leachate: (A) Current 
generation versus time in a batch MEC fed with raw leachate, (B) Current generation 
versus time in a batch MEC fed with fermented leachate, and (C) Average concentrations 
of total COD and BOD5 for MECs fed by fermented or raw leachate. The arrows in panels 




4.3.4 Electron flow distribution for the batch MECs with fermented and 
raw leachate 
Table 4.3 shows the distribution of electrons from fermented and raw leachate to 
the various electron sinks at the end of batch operation and based on influent BOD5.  
About 17% and 94% of the influent BOD5 ended up as soluble BOD5 in the final liquor for 
fermented and raw leachates, respectively.  Corresponding coulombic recoveries were 
17.3% and 2.1% for fermented leachate and raw leachate, respectively.  Approximately 
8.4% and 1.7 % of the electrons in the original BOD5, ended up in suspended biomass.  
This is smaller than 10% and 5% suspended biomass obtained in acetate and glucose fed 
batch MFC, respectively (Lee et al., 2008), supporting that biomass synthesis is very low 
in MXCs fed with a complex electron donor.  I also found no H2 or CH4 in the headspace 
gas of the anode chamber.  The lack of CH4 was related to our use of BES, which 
inhibited methanogens.  Because H2 did not accumulate, any H2 produced by 
fermentation was channeled to ARB and current production.  The most likely fate of H2 
was its conversion to acetate through homoacetogenesis, with subsequent oxidation by 
ARB (Parameswaran et al., 2010).  However, I cannot rule out that H2 was oxidized 
directly by ARB, since H2 was a good electron donor for a pure culture of Geobacter 
sulfurreducens (Bond and Lovley, 2003), and active H2 metabolism was observed at an 
anode fed with 100% hydrogen gas (Rozendal et al., 2008b).  Overall, the electron 





Table 4.3 Summary of BOD5 mass balance for batch MECs. 
 
 
Raw leachate Fermented leachate 
BOD5 a  
Fraction of 
BOD5 (%) 

















































































 Pre-fermentation of leachate improved MEC performance by converting complex 
organics to readily biodegradable substrates for ARB.  Batch fermentation generated 
primarily acetate and succinate, but mostly acetate in semi-continuous studies.  Feeding 
the semi-continuously fermented leachate to the anode of an MEC significantly 
improved its performance:  83% BOD5 removal, 68% CE, 17.3% CR, and j of 23 A/m3 
(16mA/m2), compared to 5.6% BOD5 removal, 56% CE, 2.1% CR, and 2.5 A/m3 (1.7 
mA/m2) j for the raw leachate.  All differences support the value of pre-fermentation 
before an MEC for BOD5 stabilization and enhanced electron recovery as current when 






ALTERATIONS IN THE FERMENTATION RATE AS A RESPONSE TO CHANGES IN 
ORGANIC MATTER COMPOSITION OF LANDFILL LEACHATE 3 
5.1 Introduction 
Over the past 2 centuries, the accelerating use of fossil fuels has led to a buildup 
of greenhouse gases, particularly carbon dioxide.  One way to slow and eventually 
reverse this trend is to develop technologies that convert organic waste streams into 
high-quality energy-value products (Rittmann, 2008).  Landfill leachate is one example 
of such a feedstock for renewable energy production (Mahmoud et al., 2014; Hafez et al., 
2010; Greenman et al., 2009; Renou et al., 2008).  
 The microbiological conversion of complex organic compounds to useful energy 
products occurs through a cascade of biochemical reactions that occur under anaerobic 
conditions (Rittmann and McCarty, 2001).  Fermentation is an essential step whether 
the final product is methane gas (Gunaseelan, 1997), electric current, or hydrogen gas 
(Lee et al., 2008; Torres et al., 2007).  Fermenting bacteria transfer electrons that 
originate in a variety of complex biodegradable organics, such as carbohydrate and 
protein, to short-chain organic acids, alcohols, and hydrogen gas (H2) (Rodríguez et al. 
2006).  Fermentation is influenced by many factors, including the nature of organic 
matter used, the operating pH, the inoculum, the presence of inhibitory compounds, and 
temperature (Metcalf and Eddy, 2003; Rittmann and McCarty, 2001).  For example, the 
distribution of fermentation products (i.e., organic acids and H2) is strongly affected by 
the carbohydrate-to-protein ratio of the organic feed, and the distribution corresponds to 
changes in the microbial community structure (Alibardi and Cossu, 2016; Lai et al., 
2016; Palatsi et al., 2011; Supaphol et al., 2011; Feng et al., 2009).  
                                                 
3 This Chapter will be submitted for publication. 
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 Although leachate is known for its poorly biodegradable organic matter, it is in 
other ways a good candidate for use on environmental biotechnology systems, such as 
microbial electrochemical cells and anaerobic digester, due to its high electrical 
conductivity and buffering capacity, along with its low solids content.  Therefore, the 
overarching goal of this research is to overcome the main cause of poor fermentation rate 
of landfill leachate.  I use Fenton oxidation with different initial molar ratios of hydrogen 
peroxide (H2O2) to ferrous ion (Fe2+) as pre-treatment technology to obtain different 
organic matter compositions of leachate’s organic matter.  I inhibit methanogenesis by 
performing my experiments in batch fermentation reactors with 50-mM 2-
bromoethanesulfonate (BES) and with a previously adapted anaerobic digester sludge to 
landfill leachate.  Then, I experimentally evaluate electron flow in fermenters treating 
raw leachate versus treated leachate samples.  Using these results, I was able to evaluate 
whether complexity of the biodegradable-organic matter in leachate, the presence of 
inhibitors, or both is the main cause for low fermentation rate of leachate and how best 









5.2 Materials and Methods 
5.2.1 Landfill leachate 
 I collected leachate from the Northwest Regional Landfill (Surprise, AZ) in 
August 2015 and kept it refrigerated at 4°C prior to use.  The leachate samples were 
classified as medium-age leachates based on their 5-day biochemical oxygen demand 
(BOD5)/chemical oxygen demand (COD) ratio (= 0.31±0.03) (Mahmoud et al., 2014; 
Renou et al., 2008).  The concentrations of COD, BOD5, and Total organic carbon (TOC) 
of leachate samples had average values of 2730±279 mg/L, 800±17 mg/L, and 663±15 
mg/L, respectively.  In addition, they had a good buffering strength (pH = 8.0±0.3 and 
total alkalinity as CaCO3 = 4068±464 mg/L).  Throughout this study, the leachate 
samples were used as is for all experiments without addition of nutrients/trace metals, or 
dilution.   
 
5.2.2 Fenton experiment 
I carried out batch Fenton oxidation experiments using 100 mL or 250 mL glass 
vessels at a constant mixing speed of 150 rpm using a magnetic stir bar at ambient 
temperature (25±2 °C) as described in Mahmoud et al. (2016).  I evaluated the effect of 
the following operational parameters for the Fenton process:  (1) pH (i.e., from 2.5 to 
7.0), (2) molar ratios of H2O2 to Fe2+ (i.e., from 1 to 10; w:w), and (3) ratios of H2O2 to 
COD (i.e., from 0.5 to 2.8; w:w).  All experiments were repeated 4 times. 
 
5.2.3 Anaerobic fermentation experiments 
I carried out batch anaerobic fermentation assays using serum bottles with a 
working volume of 200 mL and a total volume of ~255 mL.  I used anaerobic digester 
sludge from the Mesa Northwest Water Reclamation Plant (Mesa, AZ) as the inoculum.  
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Prior to start-up the experiment, I conducted 2 consecutive transfers (i.e., ~3 months) 
for adaptation of inoculum with raw leachate as the sole carbon and energy source.  In 
order to remove all residual organics, I centrifuged the sludge twice at 4000 rpm for 20 
min and re-suspended it in basal medium with no substrate, which I used later to 
inoculate my fermentation reactors.  I inhibited methanogenesis by adding 50 mM 2- 
BES.  Once the inoculum (final concentration of ~5 g VSS/L) and leachate (with 50 mM 
BES) were supplied to the fermentation reactors, I capped them with rubber serum 
stoppers and aluminum caps, purge them with N2/CO2 (80%:20%) gas for 30 min to 
remove O2, place them in a shaker (~140 rpm, Thermo Scientific), and followed the batch 
biochemical methane potential (BMP) protocol in duplicate as outlined in Parameswaran 
and Rittmann (2012).  The temperature was kept constant at 30°C in a temperature-
controlled room.   
 
5.2.4 Chemical analyses 
I measured, in duplicate, COD, ammonium-nitrogen (NH4+), and total alkalinity 
using HACH kits (HACH, Ames, IA).  BOD5 was measured according to Standard 
Methods (APHA, 1998).  I measured total organic carbon (TOC) using a TOC analyzer 
(TOC-VCSH, Shimadzu Scientific Instruments, Columbia, MD) equipped with 
combustion catalytic oxidation/non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) gas analyzer.  I analyzed 
the fermentation-product organic acids using high-performance liquid chromatography 
(HPLC; Model LC-20AT, Shimadzu, Columbia, MD) equipped with an Aminex HPX-87H 
(Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) column after filtration through a 0.22-µm 
membrane filter according the method described in Mahmoud et al. (2014).  Briefly, I 
used 2.5 mM sulfuric acid as an eluent fed at a flow rate of 0.6 mL/min, total elution 
time was 50 min, and the oven temperature was constant at 50°C.  I developed a 
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calibration curve for every set of analyses, performed duplicate assays, and report the 
average concentrations. 
 I measured the volume of gas produced from the fermentation reactors with a 
friction-free glass syringe of 10 or 50 mL volume (Popper & Sons, Inc., New Hyde Park, 
NY, USA).  Then, I quantified the gas composition using a gas chromatograph (GC 2010, 
Shimadzu Corporation, Columbia, MD) equipped with a thermal conductivity detector 
and a packed column (CarboxenTM 1010 PLOT Capillary Column, Supleco, Inc.).  Helium 
was used as the carrier gas at constant flow rate and pressure of 10 mL/ min and 42.3 
kPa, respectively.  Temperature conditions for column, injection, and detector will be 80, 
150, and 220 °C, respectively.  I employed analytical grade H2, CH4, and CO2 gases for 
standard curves, carried out gas analyses in duplicate, and average the two values. 
 I analyzed carbohydrate and protein by the phenol–sulfuric acid colorimetric 
method (DuBois et al., 1956) and the bicinchoninic acid method using the BCA protein-
assay kit (Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), respectively.  For both tests, standard 
calibration curves were developed with glucose and bovine serum albumin, and the 
absorbance was measured at wavelengths of 485 and 562 nm, respectively, using UV-Vis 
spectrophotometer (Varian Cary 50 Bio, Varian Inc., Walnut Creek, CA).  
 
5.2.5 Mass balance and calculations 
 I established mass balances, based on COD measurements, by estimating the 
COD equivalents of experimentally measured carbohydrate and protein using 
stoichiometric conversion factors of 1.067 and 1.56 mg COD/mg organic type, 
respectively, based on typical formulae for carbohydrate (CH2O) and protein 
(C16H24O5N4) (Mahmoud et al., 2014).  The COD conversion units for organic acids were 
adapted from Rittmann and McCarty (2001) as follows: 16 mg COD per mM formate, 64 
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5.2.6 Statistical analysis 
I performed the Spearman’s rank-order correlation analysis using the IBM SPSS 
Statistics for Windows, Version 24.0 (Armonk, NY: IBM Corp).  P-values < 0.01 were 




5.3 Results and Discussion   
5.3.1 Fenton oxidation of landfill leachate 
 Since my target is to carry out partial oxidation of organic matter and to improve 
the biodegradability of leachate for downstream electron recovery, I first evaluated how 
different operational parameters influencing the Fenton process by varying the following 
parameters:  pH, H2O2 to Fe2+ molar ratio, and ratios of H2O2 to COD (w:w).   Figure 
5.1A shows the effect of pH on the efficiency of Fenton oxidation when the pH changed 
between 2.5 and 7.0 at a constant molar H2O2:Fe2+ ratio of 5.0.  I saw the highest COD 
removal (~61%) at pH 3.0 and 3.5 (Figure 5.1A).  Increases or decreases in pH led to 
lower COD removal efficiencies.  My results are consistent with previous studies showing 
that pH 3.0–3.5 are the optimum pH values for Fenton oxidation (Deng and Englehardt, 
2006; Pignatello et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2005; Gogate and Pandit, 2004).  I used pH 
3.5 as initial pH for Fenton oxidation process in this study.   
 Figure 5.1B shows the effect of the change in H2O2:Fe2+ molar ratio (R) on COD 
removal from the landfill leachate sample under study.  COD removal plateaued at 55–
60% at a molar H2O2:Fe2+ ratio ranging between 1.0 and 4.0 and remained relatively 
constant with further increase of the molar ratios.  This trend has been observed before 
by others (see Table 5.1), probably due to that the reaction order is second order at 
relatively low H2O2:Fe2+ molar ratios, but approaches zero order at high molar ratios 








Figure 5.1 The efficiency of Fenton oxidation of landfill leachate. (A) Effect of pH value 
on COD and TOC removal.  Values are average ± std. deviation (n = 6).  (B) Effect of 






Table 5.1 Summary of Fenton oxidation process for treatment of landfill leachate from 
literature. 
 
COD a COD/BOD 
ratio 





















Kim et al. 
(2001) 
        
2000 0.044 3.5 1500 120 20.5 69 Kim and 
Huh (1997) 
        
3000 N/A b 2.5 2550 2792 1.32 37.5 Zhang et al. 
(2005) 
 






< 0.05 3.0 8160 3351 4.00 61 Deng (2007) 
 
a unit is mg/L; b N/A: not available. 
 
I also evaluated the change in oxidation degree and the efficiency of the oxidative 
process of leachate by calculating the carbon oxidation state (COS) according to equation 
5.1: 
𝐶𝑂𝑆 =  4 – (1.5 𝑥 
𝐶𝑂𝐷
𝑇𝑂𝐶0
)                                                                                                   (Eq. 5.1)  
where TOC0 is the initial total organic carbon and COD is total chemical oxygen demand 
at time t.  
Figure 5.2 shows the change in COS values as a function of H2O2:Fe2+ molar 
ratios.  The COS values are consistently increased from its initial value of ~ –1.8 into 
values that ranged between – 0.2 to + 1.8, indicating a strong net oxidation of the 





Figure 5.2 Change in COS as a function of H2O2:Fe2+ molar ratios.  Values are average ± 
std. deviation (n = 4). 
 
Second, I chose to test the effect of relatively low H2O2:COD ratios (0.5 to 2.8; 
w:w) on the oxidation process efficiency.  I observed only a slight enhancement in the 
oxidation efficiency by increasing the H2O2:COD ratio in this range (Figure 5.3A), 




Figure 5.3 Effect of ratio of H2O2:initial COD ratio (R) on COD removal, TOC removal, 
specific ultraviolet absorption (SUVA) at 254 nm.  Experimental conditions:  pH = 3.5, 
initial average COD = 2353±111 mg/L, temperature = 25 °C, and reaction time = 3 h.  
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 Based on the results presented in the previous sections and in order to change the 
composition of organic matter of the leachate, I performed 2 sets of Fenton oxidation 
experiments with leachate at two different molar ratio of H2O2 and Fe2+:  case I 
([H2O2]:[Fe2+] = 4) and case II ([H2O2]:[Fe2+] = 15) (Figure 5.4). 
 For the lower ratio, which had Fe2+ = 28.5 mM, I observed consumption of H2O2 
within the first 90 min, and concomitantly the COD was reduced from 2620 to 1400 
mg/L, where it remained until the end of experiment with a residual concentration of 
H2O2 of ∼5 mM.  Fe2+ was fully oxidized as early as 90 min for the lower molar ratio (i.e., 
4:1).   
 In contrast, the higher ratio (with Fe2+ = 7.6 mM) had a significant H2O2 residual 
(∼18 mM) up to 180 min, and the simultaneous reduction in COD was 37% (i.e., from 
2620 to 1651 mg/L).  Fe2+ drastically diminished during the first 90 minutes for the 
higher molar ratio and remained constant at a detectable level (~0.45 mM).  
  TOC removal with the higher Fe2+ concentration (case I; TOC removal was 46%, 
from 669 to 359 mg/L) was ~1.5-fold higher than case (II) (Figure 5.4B); however, TOC 
removal reached a plateau after 1 hour of treatment.  This trend has been observed 
before by others (Sarria et al., 2002), where the chemical nature of the organic by-
products produced did not change significantly over the long term. 
 These results show that the kinetics of Fenton oxidation followed 2 major steps.  
Initially, Fe2+ ions reacted with H2O2 (reaction 1 below) yielding OH• that had the ability 
to reduce the COD concentration.  In parallel, the produced Fe3+ ions reacted with the 
residual H2O2 to produce HO2• and regenerate Fe2+ (reaction 2), but with a much slower 
reaction rate unless the H2O2 concentration is high (Deng and Englehardt, 2006).  The 
degree of oxidation of the recalcitrant organics depended on having Fe2+ to produce OH•.  
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With a high Fe2+ concentration (case I), COD removal was faster, compared to case II, in 
which the low Fe2+ concentration was low due to reaction 2.   
 
Reaction 1: Fe2++ H2O2 → Fe




Reaction 2: Fe3++ H2O2 → Fe
2++  HO2
•





Figure 5.4 Effect of Fe2+ dosage on the efficiency of Fenton oxidation of leachate.  (A) 
COD removal and change in [H2O2] as a function of time in the treatment of landfill 
leachate by conventional Fenton. (B) TOC concentration corresponding to Figure 5.4A. 
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 Due to change in the initial Fe2+ concentration and molar H2O2 and Fe2+ ratio, 
the BOD5/COD ratio and carbohydrate-to-protein ratio (C/P) ratio were highly altered 
(i.e., 0.61±0.1 and 1.44±0.3 for case (I) effluent, and 0.55±0.08 and 1.09±0.06 for case 
(II) effluent, respectively) compared to raw leachate (0.31±0.03 and 0.57±0.1, 
respectively).  These results confirm that Fenton oxidation significantly changed the 
leachate’s organic make up by oxidizing recalcitrant organics into more-biodegradable 
products.  Since organics removal reached a plateau after 1 hour, I performed 1 h 
treatment at different molar H2O2 and Fe2+ ratios (i.e., 4 (case I) and 15 (case II), which 
were used later as influent for fermentation reactors. 
 
5.3.2 Batch fermentation of leachate 
Figures 5.5 report the fermentation results of leachate samples.  The 
fermentation efficiency, defined as ratio of organic acids produced from fermentation to 
initial COD, was significantly changed in response to change in biodegrability ratio 
(based on BOD5/COD ratio) and C/P ratio of leachate samples.  The lowest fermentation 
was observed with raw leachate (18.4±0.3%), which had the lowest BOD5/COD ratio 
(0.31±0.03).  The concentration of organic acids increased from its initial value of 56±8 
mg VFA–COD/L to 480±7 mg VFA–COD/L at the end of fermentation assays.  Formate 
became the most abundant fermentation products with a final concentration of 235±15 
mg VFA–COD/L, which represents ~49±4% of total organic acids.  Acetate increased to 
be the second largest (~217±23 mg VFA–COD/L), whereas succinate had much lower 
concentration (~29±1 mg VFA–COD/L) (Figure 5.6A).  I detected no H2 or CH4 in the 
headspace gas.  The trend is different than my previous findings (Mahmoud et al., 2014), 
showing that succinate was the most abundant product in the leachate fermentation.  
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This discrepancy was likely caused by the use of pre-acclimated inoculum to leachate 
that had the ability to ferment the organic matter in leachate to acetate and formate.   
Compared to the raw leachate, case (II) experiment exhibited much higher 
fermentation efficiency, most probably due to the higher BOD5/COD ratio, the higher 
C/P ratio, or both.  The fermentation efficiency was ~65±2%, with acetate being the 
largest fermentation product (1030±42 mg VFA–COD/L), followed by propionate 
(292±3 mg VFA–COD/L), formate (39±5 mg VFA–COD/L), and succinate (27±1 mg 
VFA–COD/L) (Figure 5.6B).  Similar to raw leachate fermentation, I did not detect any 
H2 in the headspace gas. 
A further increase in the biodegrability ratio yielded a slight improvement of 
fermentation, which achieved its largest efficiency (76±0.5%).  During the first 10 days, 
the fermentation rate was much higher compared to case (II) experiment, in which 
acetate and propionate accumulated to ~88% of total organic acids.  Later, acetate and 
propionate dominated the fermentation products and stabilized at ~1069±5 mg VFA–
COD/L and 282±11 mg VFA–COD/L, respectively, with a very low level of formate (44±7 
mg VFA–COD/L) and (25±1 mg VFA–COD/L) (Figure 5.6C).  These results suggest that 
the lowest molar ratio of [H2O2]:[Fe2+] ( i.e., = 4 or Fe2+ = 28.5 mM) accelerated the 
fermentation kinetics compared to a [H2O2]:[Fe2+] molar ratio of 15, although the 
accumulated organic acids at the end of fermentation assays reached comparable levels.  
For all fermentation assays and as a result of the accumulation of organic-acids 
accumulation, the pH decreased from its initial value (i.e., 8.1) to comparable pH range 






Figure 5.5 The results of batch anaerobic fermentation of landfill leachate.  (A) 
Detected organic acids (as COD).  (B) The fermentation efficiency (based on the ratio of 




Figure 5.6 shows the effect of C/P ratio on the fermentation efficiency and 
organic acids distribution.  The ratio had a minimal effect on overall fermentation 
efficiency for pre-treated leachate samples; however, it strongly altered the distribution 
of organic acids.  At a high C/P content, acetate and propionate were the most abundant 
species of fermentation products, whereas formate and acetate dominated at high 
protein content, which is consistent with literature data (Alibardi and Cossu, 2016).  
Regardless the fermentation efficiency, the final of carbohydrate and protein 
concentrations were reduced by 63±10% and 31±6%, 66±7% and 38±8%, and 65±10% 










Figure 5.6 The effect of carbohydrate-to-protein ratio on the fermentation efficiency 
and organic acids distribution.  (A) Raw leachate (carbohydrate-to-protein = 0.6 mg 
carbohydrate–COD/mg protein–COD).  (B) Case II (carbohydrate-to-protein = 1.08 




Table 5.2 reports the Spearman rank order correlation coefficients between 
organic acids, BOD5/COD ratio, and carbohydrate-to-protein ratio in raw leachate and 
treated-leachate samples.  The BOD5/COD and carbohydrate-to-protein ratios together 
influenced the leachate fermentation and distribution of organic acids.  For example, 
BOD5/COD and carbohydrate-to-protein ratios had strong negative correlations with 
succinate and formate, whereas they were directly correlated to propionate. 
  
Table 5.2 Spearman's correlation coefficients between organic acids, BOD5/COD ratio, 




5.3.3 COD mass balance during batch fermentation of leachate 
Figure 5.7 presents the COD mass balance at the end of batch fermentation based 
on experimentally measured electron sinks.  During the fermentation assays, I observed 
high COD conservation, with only 5–7% of initial COD being unaccounted by 
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carbohydrate, protein, organic acids, and other soluble COD.  The missing COD probably 
was present in biomass.  I did not detect any CH4 and H2, and sulfate reduction was 
negligible.  The lack of H2 occurred because it was channeled quickly into acetate through 
homoacetogenesis (Schuchmann and Müller, 2014).  The lack of CH4 is mainly due to the 
use of BES to inhibit the methanogens.  Sulfate reduction was negligible because the 
sulfate concentrations in leachate samples were quite low (< 40 mg/L). 
At the end of fermentations, organic acids represented the largest electron sink 
for case I (76%) and case II (65%); thus, fermentation for cases I and II led to a 
predominance of the most desired end products and about 4-fold more than with 
fermentation of raw leachate.   
The fractions of electrons ending up as carbohydrate and protein were 8.9% and 
11.4% for case I and 8.1% and 17.9% for case II.   The carbohydrate values were well 
below those with raw leachate, but the protein values were about the same.  These results 
are consistent with previous studies (Alibardi and Cossu, 2016; Lai et al., 2016; 
Mahmoud et al., 2014) in that carbohydrate had a faster fermentation rate than protein.   
Approximately ~3% of the initial COD was unidentified other COD for cases I and 
II, but this was much lower of the other COD obtained with fermentation of the raw 
leachate.  These unidentified components might be soluble microbial products (SMPs), 
lipids, nucleic acids, and other fermentation products not measured by HPLC (Mahmoud 
et al., 2014; Rittmann and McCarty, 2001; Argelier et al., 1998).   
Overall, the electron balance reinforces the positive benefit of Fenton oxidation of 





Figure 5.7 Total COD mass balance at the end of batch fermentation assays.  100% 





Although landfill leachate represents an excellent candidate for renewable-energy 
generation via different environmental biotechnologies, such as microbial 
electrochemical cells and anaerobic digesters, it often yields very low energy recovery.  
This is attributed mainly to low BOD5/COD ratio and the complexity of its biodegradable 
organic matter.  Here, using different Fenton oxidation conditions to alter the makeup of 
the leachate, I evaluated the fermentation efficiency of leachate samples with different 
BOD5/COD and carbohydrate/protein ratios obtained by different types of Fenton 
treatment.   
Fenton oxidation partially oxidized recalcitrant organic matter to more 
biodegradable organic products, leading to 1.8- to 2-fold increase in the BOD5/COD ratio 
(i.e., 0.55—0.61 for treated leachate compared to 0.31 for raw leachate) and 1.9- to 2.5-
fold increase in C/P ratio (i.e., 1.44–1.09 for treated leachate compared to 0.57 for raw 
leachate).  These increases in BOD5/COD and C/P ratios correlated to a significant 
increase in fermentation efficiency for Fenton pre-treated leachate:  fermentation 
efficiency of 65–76% and organic acids concentrations of 1387–1419 mg VFA–COD/L, 
compared to 18.4% and 480 mg VFA–COD/L for raw leachate.   
Although the two different Fenton treatments did not have a large impact of the 
overall fermentation efficiency or the total residual organic acids concentrations at the 
end of fermentations, the fermentation rates for treated leachate were faster during the 
first 10 days.  Furthermore, the two Fenton pre-treatments led to different distributions 
of organic acids other than acetate.  Spearman rank-order correlation revealed that the 
BOD5/COD and carbohydrate/protein ratios together affected the fermentation rate and 
organic acids distribution.  For example, producing less propionate and more formate 




ELECTROCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES REVEAL THAT TOTAL AMMONIUM STRESS 
INCREASES ELECTRON FLOW TO ANODE RESPIRATION IN MIXED-SPECIES 
BACTERIAL ANODE BIOFILMS 4 
6.1 Introduction  
 The microbial electrochemical cell (MXC) is a nascent technology that converts 
renewable energy contained in an organic waste stream into useful forms, such as 
electric current, hydrogen gas (H2), hydrogen peroxide, caustic soda, and organic 
chemicals (Logan and Rabaey, 2012; Rittmann, 2008).  The foundation of MXCs is the 
unique ability of anode-respiring bacteria (ARB) to oxidize organic matter and then 
transport the electrons beyond their outer membranes to a solid anode (Torres et al., 
2010; Lovley, 2008; Lovley, 2006).   
 The true yield of ARB biomass depends on the potential difference between the 
electron donor, such as acetate, and the anode surface, which is the ARB’s electron 
acceptor, since this difference translates into the energy available for bacterial growth 
(Torres et al., 2010).  Compared to aerobic heterotrophs, ARB are known to be slow 
growers, since the anode potential often is only a few tenths of a volt higher than the 
potential of acetate (Bird et al., 2011; Torres et al., 2009; Mahadevan et al., 2006; 
Esteve-Nuñez et al., 2005).  While this situation is beneficial for generating the output, it 
means that the ARB have to have a high ratio of electrons used for respiration (fe) 
compared to electrons used for biomass synthesis (fs) in order to gain enough energy to 
grow and maintain themselves (Torres et al., 2010; Rittmann and McCarty, 2001).  For 
example, oxidation of one mole of acetate yields enough free energy to generate 3 moles 
of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) when the potential difference between the electron 
                                                 
4 This Chapter has been submitted in an altered format for publication.   
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donor and acceptor is ~0.25 V, given that ΔG0′ for ATP synthesis is −60 kJ/mol 
(Rittmann and McCarty, 2001; Lehninger et al., 1993).  If the ARB can harvest only 
about 0.1 V, then they can generate only around 1 mole of ATP per mole of acetate 
oxidized.  Experimental evidence supports that Geobacteraceae – well-known ARB that 
found often in MXCs producing high current densities (j), which is crucial for scaling-up 
– have a low biomass true yield (i.e., 0.05 – 0.14 g volatile suspended solids (VSS) per g 
chemical oxygen demand (COD)) that is consistent with capturing only ~1 mole of ATP 
per mole of acetate oxidized (Marsili et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2009; Mahadevan et al., 
2006; Esteve-Nuñez et al., 2005).   
 Additional evidence for low energy capture is provided by Rimboud et al. (2015) 
and Yoho et al. (2014), who documented that the midpoint potentials of the electron-
transfer pathways of Geobacter species ranged from −0.22 to −0.05 V vs. standard 
hydrogen electrode (SHE).  These midpoint potentials provide at most 0.24 V of 
harvested energy (compared to the potential of acetate, −0.29 V vs. SHE), and some were 
far less. 
 Certain environmental conditions create stresses for microorganisms.  Many 
microbes can cope with modest stress by various acclimation mechanisms, but extreme 
stress can lead to a serious inhibition and even cessation of metabolic activity (Schimel et 
al., 2007).  A high concentration of ammonium–nitrogen (NH4+) is a well-known 
stressor for many types of microorganisms (Li et al., 2016; Werner et al., 2014; Zhang et 
al., 2014; Kato et al., 2014; Lü et al., 2013; Baolan et al., 2012).  Inhibition due to high 
NH4+ concentration can be caused by one or a combination of the following factors 
(Rajagopal et al., 2013; Yenigün and Demirel, 2013):  (1) An increase in the 
maintenance-energy requirement, such as an increase in the energy cost required to 
manage the ammonia transport through the cytoplasm membrane, to repair other 
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damage, or to compensate for uncoupling.  The fact that anaerobes, including 
methanogens and ARB, exist on a small energy budget makes them especially sensitive 
to an increased maintenance load (Müller et al., 2006).  (2) A change in intracellular pH, 
which induces an efflux of cytoplasmic potassium ions (K+) through an ammonium/K+ 
exchange reaction.  Cytoplasmic K+ loss could lead to bacterial death or to increased 
endogenous respiration (Sprott and Patel, 1986).  (3) Inhibition of specific catabolic 
reactions, which is usually indicated by low maximum-specific-substrate-utilization-rate 
(qmax) and high half-maximum-rate concentration (Ks) due to catabolic deactivation 
(Rittmann and McCarty, 2001; Kovárová-Kovar and Egli, 1998).  When ammonium 
stress is associated with diverting electrons away from biomass synthesis (fs) towards 
more respiration (fe), it leads to a low biomass yield; this trend is consistent with stress 
responses 1 and 2. 
 The literature does not yield a consensus about the threshold stress or inhibition 
level of total ammonia nitrogen (TAN) – which is the sum of free ammonia nitrogen 
(FAN; NH3) and ionic NH4+ – for ARB.  Clauwaert et al. (2008) reported that a TAN 
concentration up to 5 g TAN/L did not affect the acetate consumption rate by ARB in a 
microbial fuel cell (MFC), since the Coulombic efficiency (CE) and current density (j) 
were not altered.  In contrast, Nam et al. (2010b) showed a serious inhibition of ARB, 
measured as j and power density, at TAN concentrations over 500 mg TAN/L.  This 
discrepancy likely was caused by factors that hampered having an accurate evaluation of 
TAN (or FAN) influence on ARB metabolism.  The first factor was the lack of a controlled 
anode potential, which might have fostered a highly diverse microbial community not 
dominated by Geobacteraceae (Kiely et al., 2011; Torres et al., 2009).  Second, the 
penetration of oxygen into the anode chamber could have led to a loss of TAN through 
nitrification that relieved TAN inhibition, as evidenced by low CE and by nitrate 
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accumulation (Tice and Kim, 2014; Nam et al., 2010b).  Third, the use of a Nafion or 
cation-exchange membrane (CEM) could have led to loss of TAN from the anode due to 
NH4+ ion transport across the separator (Kuntke et al., 2012).   
 I designed experimental conditions to eliminate all the factors that can confound 
experiments to evaluate the effect of TAN and FAN on ARB.  First, I minimized TAN 
losses and eliminated impacts of the cathode reaction by controlling the anode potential 
with a potentiostat; by using a half-cell microbial electrolysis cell (MEC), which has no 
oxygen in the cathode chamber; and by using an anion-exchange membranes (AEM), 
which prevent transport of NH4+ to the cathode.  I also used continuous flow to the 
anode to minimize the effect of any minor TAN-loss mechanism, such as biomass 
synthesis.  Second, I inoculated the MECs with biofilm from an MEC producing high 
current density; this enabled a fast start-up and a biofilm dominated with 
Geobacteraceae.  Third, I used acetate as the sole electron-donor substrate and a 100-
mM phosphate medium to minimize pH changes that might affect TAN speciation.  By 
combining these factors, I had a highly enriched Geobacteraceae biofilm and stable and 
controlled concentrations of TAN and FAN.  This setup allowed us to reliably measure 




6.2 Materials and Methods 
6.2.1 MEC design and operation 
 For my fundamental experiments, I used MECs with an anode potential 
controlled by a potentiostat.  This system allowed me to focus only on the anode 
reactions, excluding any interference from potential losses at cathode or potential losses 
due to large diffusion distance between anode and cathode (Mahmoud et al., 2014; 
Torres et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009).  The MECs held ~320 mL in each chamber.  The 
anode was a graphite square having a surface area of ~12 cm2.  The cathode was a 0.8-cm 
OD graphite rod, and the pH of the cathode chamber was maintained at 12 by addition of 
10 N NaOH.  The anode chamber was separated from the cathode chamber by an AEM 
(AMI 7001, Membranes International, Glen Rock, NJ), which prevented transporting of 
NH4+ from the anode to the cathode, and I verified this by measuring the TAN 
concentration in the anode chamber.  An Ag/AgCl reference electrode (BASI 
Electrochemistry, West Lafayette, IN) was located about 0.5 cm away from the anode, 
and the anode potential was controlled at – 0.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl, which equals –0.03 V vs. 
SHE (Torres et al., 2009), using a VMP3 digital potentiostat (Bio-Logic USA, Knoxville, 
TN).  I mixed the liquid in the anode and cathode chambers using a magnetic stirrer and 
stir bar rotating at 220 rpm.  Replicate experiments were performed with two 
independent MECs, operated in parallel, at a fixed temperature of 30°C.  Since I used the 
same MEC configuration, anode material, and anode surface area, direct comparisons 
can be used to gauge the effect of TAN or FAN on MEC performance. 
 I inoculated the MEC anode with effluent (150 mL) from a continuous-flow MEC 
that had been operated for three months with acetate medium and had attained a 
current density of ~6.5 A/m2.  After sparging the MEC with N2 gas (99.9%) for ~45 min, 
I fed the MEC with autoclaved (for 90 min at 121°C) acetate medium containing: 15 mM 
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acetate, 0.2 g TAN/L (NH4Cl), 100 mM phosphate buffer (KH2PO4/Na2HPO4; pH = 
7.35±0.1), and trace minerals (Parameswaran et al., 2009).   
I operated the anode in batch mode for a few days until the current density was 
6–7 A/m2.  I then continuously fed the anode chamber for ~80 days with acetate 
medium at a flow rate of 0.3 mL/min (~18-h HRT) using a peristaltic pump (Masterflex 
L/S®, Cole-Parmer, USA).  Over the 80 days, I evaluated ARB inhibition for a series of 
TAN concentrations ranging from 0.2 to 4.4 g TAN/L (corresponding to FAN of ~2–78 
mg FAN/L) in the continuous-flow MEC at a fixed pH of 7.35±0.1 and influent acetate 
concentration of 15 mM.   
Later, I studied the effect of pH and FAN concentration on ARB in a continuous-
flow MEC at a flow rate of 2 mL/min (~3-h HRT) with a non-inhibiting TAN condition 
(i.e., 2.2 g TAN/L) by varying the initial pH value in the range of 7.0 to 8.1.  I used a 
shorter HRT in this experiment to minimize proton accumulation and pH depression in 
the anode chamber.   
 
6.2.2 Chemical analyses 
 I measured the acetate concentration, after filtration through a 0.22-μm 
membrane filter (PVDF GD/X, Whatman, GE Healthcare, Ann Arbor, MI), using high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC; Model LC-20AT, Shimadzu, Columbia, 
MD) with an Aminex HPX-87H column (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA), according 




I measured TAN, in duplicate, using HACH kits (HACH, Ames, IA) after filtration 
through a 0.22-μm membrane filter.  I estimated FAN from TAN and the pH (Hansen et 
al., 1998):  
FAN = 
TAN
1 + 10– pH+0.09+(2730/T)
                                                                                       (Eq. 6.1) 
 
6.2.3 Electrochemical analyses 
 I performed low-scan-rate cyclic voltammetry (CV) on the anode at a scan rate of 
1 mV/s between –0.43 to 0.17 V vs SHE, normalizing the current to the anode surface 
area.  I performed CV experiments in duplicate; because the two CV curves were similar, 
I present only one curve.  To eliminate any effect of conductivity due to increase the 
added amount of ammonium chloride, which I used as the sole N-source in our study, I 
corrected the CVs for Ohmic loss (iR drop) between the working and Ag/AgCl electrodes 
using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) immediately after performing the 
CV (Yoho et al., 2014).  Unless noted, all potentials are reported versus SHE.  I computed 
CE by dividing cumulative electron equivalents collected at the anode by the electron 
equivalents of acetate consumed by the ARB (measured with the difference between 
acetate in the MEC’s influent and effluent).   
 
6.2.4 Inhibition recovery experiments 
 To test the nature of the TAN inhibition for ARB, I investigated the capability of 
ARB to recover their initial activity.  I shifted the TAN feed from 3 or 4.4 g TAN/L to 0.2 
g TAN/L.  I performed 2 independent continuous-flow MEC experiments using 
conditions similar to those described previously:  HRT = ~18 h, pH = 7.35±0.1, influent 
acetate concentration = 15 mM, and phosphate buffer concentration = 100 mM. 
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6.2.5 Growth-rate experiments 
To estimate the doubling times and growth rate of ARB at the different TAN 
concentrations (i.e., 0.2, 2.2, and 4.4 g TAN/L), I performed 2 independent batch MEC 
experiments using conditions similar to those described in the previous section, except 
for using a smaller anode surface area (2–5 cm2).  From one of the MECs fed with acetate 
(15 mM) medium having 0.2 g TAN/L, I harvested all biofilm from the anode and 
suspended the biomass in 6 mL of basal medium.  I then inoculated each MEC with 1 mL 
of this suspension for the growth-rate experiments.  A small inoculum concentration and 
anode surface area usually are needed for reliably evaluating the growth rate of ARB, as 
they preclude the current generation due to the initial colonization of large number of 
metabolically active bacterial cells and minimize the background current due to large 
anode surface area (Parameswaran et al., 2013; Marsili et al., 2010).  After the initial 
colonization phase (i.e., a lag phase), I estimated doubling times and growth rate of ARB 
based on the exponential increase in j, since the j is directly proportional to biofilm 
concentration under non-limiting substrate conditions (Parameswaran et al., 2013).  The 
increase in j is a direct gauge of the increase in biofilm accumulation as long as biofilm 
detachment is small compared to biomass synthesis, which was the case for my 
experiments.  
I also harvested the entire biofilm after j reached a plateau and quantified the 
biomass concentration by measuring the protein content using the bicinchoninic-acid 
(BCA) protein assay kit (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), in which I measured absorbance at a 
wavelength of 562 nm using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Varian Cary 50 Bio, Varian 
Inc., Walnut Creek, CA).  I extracted the protein of each biofilm according to the method 
described in Ishii et al. (2008b).  Briefly, I immersed the entire graphite electrode in a 
test tube containing 0.2 N NaOH solution (2 mL) and incubated it at 4°C for 1 h with 
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vortexing every 15 min for 30 s.  Then, I harvested the entire extracted liquid and rinsed 
the electrode with another 2 mL of deionized water to reach a final concentration of 0.1 
N NaOH.  The extracted liquid was further subjected to 3 freeze–thaw cycles (i.e., frozen 
at − 20 °C and thawed at 90 °C).  Finally, 0.1 mL of the extracted liquid was used for 
protein analysis.  I developed a standard calibration curve with bovine serum albumin.    
Based on the increase in biofilm protein and loss of acetate in the liquid, I 




















                               (Eq. 6.2)  
 
where Cprotein is the protein concentration at the end of batch experiment (in g/L), 
assuming that 50% of the dry weight biomass is protein (Rittmann and McCarty, 2001), 
and ΔS acetate is the difference between influent and effluent acetate concentration (in 
mol/L). 
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  =  1.42 Ynet                                             (Eq. 6.3) 
 
where 113 (g cells/mol cells), 20 (e–eq/mol cells), 8 (e–eq/ mol acetate), and 64 (g 
COD/mol acetate) are the molecular weight for bacterial cells according to the empirical 
formula of C5H7O2N, number of electron equivalents in a mole of biomass (with NH4+ as 
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the N source), number of electron equivalents in a mole of acetate, and COD conversion 
factor for acetate, respectively (Rittmann and McCarty, 2001). 
 Finally, I estimated the maximum specific growth rate (μmax) of ARB by plotting 
the natural logarithm of j versus time, according to equation 6.4, and performing linear 





) =  μmax t                                                                                                   (Eq. 6.4)    
 
where μmax is the slope of the regression line, and j and j0 represent current densities 
produced at time t and t = 0, respectively.  
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6.3 Results and Discussion   
6.3.1 The rate of anode-respiration depended on the TAN concentration 
 I first performed chronoamperometry to investigate the effect of TAN (and FAN) 
levels on ARB respiration rates, measured as j.  I performed all experiments with two 
independent mature biofilms following an acclimation period (60 days), at which time 
both biofilms had stable j at ~6.5 A/m2 and were visibly thick (evident from the 
photograph in Figure C.1 in appendix C).  Both MECs showed similar trends, and I 
present one set of results in Figure 6.1A, with the replicate data shown in Figure C.2.  
Because losses of TAN, attributable to biomass synthesis, were small, ≤ 10% (Figure C.3), 
I report the influent and effluent TAN concentrations.  
 The rate of anode respiration was stable between 5.5 and 7 A/m2 over the influent 
TAN range of 0.2 to 1 g TAN/L (corresponding to 2 to 18 mg FAN/L) (Figure 6.1A).  
However, an increase in influent TAN to 2.2 g TAN/L led first to a decrease in j (from 
7.0±0.4 A/m2 to 4.6±0.5 A/m2), but then j increased within 4 days to 8.2±0.8 A/m2.  
Increasing the influent TAN concentration to 3 and then to 4.4 g TAN/L (giving FAN of 
53 to 78 mg/L) nearly stopped anode respiration.   
  These results appear to be inconsistent with previous studies in which high 
influent TAN concentration, up to 4 g TAN/L, resulted only in a slight decrease in j 
(Kuntke et al., 2012; Kuntke et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2011b).  However, those studies had 
much lower TAN concentrations in the anode chamber, since TAN loss was up to 63% 
due to either NH4+ oxidation in the anode chamber (Tice and Kim, 2014; Nam et al., 
2010b) or transport into the cathode chamber (Kuntke et al., 2012).  My experimental 
design eliminated these confounding factors.  
 Acetate removal was hardly affected by TAN concentration ≤ 2.2 g TAN/L (p-
value < 0.5) (Figure 6.1B):  approximately 60% of removed electrons were channeled 
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from acetate to j, achieving a CE comparable with that of an acetate-fed mixed-culture 
biofilm (An and Lee, 2013).   
 The CE results for 2.2 g TAN/L were complex and appeared to illustrate 
inhibition and acclimation responses.  At first, when j decreased to 4.6 A/m2, CE also 
decreased to 40%, both relative declines of about one-third compared to 0.2 g TAN/L 
biofilm.  The initial declines in j and CE probably mean that TAN stress caused the ARB 
to divert electron flow to the generation of intracellular storage polymers (ISP), soluble 
microbial products (SMPs), and/or extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) (Laspidou 
and Rittmann, 2002; Ni et al., 2010).  This diversion would have simultaneously 
decreased respiration (assayed as j) and CE, since j is the numerator in the CE and 
acetate removal (the denominator for CE) was not changed.  After 4 days, j and CE 
increased steadily up to 8.2 A/m2 and 73%, relative increments of 17% and 22% over the 
values with 1 g TAN/L, while acetate utilization (the denominator in CE) was relatively 
constant (i.e., 4.2 – 5.1 mM) (Figure C.4).  The increases represent a multi-faceted 
acclimation response by the ARB, and the net impact was more anode respiration for the 
same acetate removal.  
 Further increasing TAN to 3 and 4.4 g TAN/L led to a substantial decrease in 
acetate removal, j, and CE.  For example, when the influent TAN was 4.4 g TAN/L, 
acetate removal declined to ~1%, j was less than 0.2 A/m2, and CE was only 28%.  A 
likely explanation for the substantial decrease in acetate removal and CE is that ARB in 
the biofilm were inhibited in a way that most seriously impaired respiration (measured 
as j, the numerator in CE), although acetate catabolism (in the denominator in CE) 








Figure 6.1 Performance of MECs fed with different influent TAN concentrations.  (A) 
Steady-state current generation versus time for MECs during continuous operation at an 
HRT = ~18 h.  (B) Summary of average acetate concentrations and CE. 
 
6.3.2 Electrochemical analysis reveals that TAN stress stimulated a high 
respiration rate 
 I performed low-rate-scan CV once the chronoamperometric-polarization 
experiments reached steady-state.  Figure 6.2A presents CVs of MEC anodes fed with 
TAN up to 2.2 g TAN/L.  The CVs show the classic Nernstian (sigmoidal-shape) response 
characteristic of a biofilm dominated by Geobacteraceae (Torres et al., 2009).  Current 
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appeared with an anode potential of around −0.26 V, a value only slightly above the 
formal potential of acetate (i.e., E°′acetate = −0.29 V), and it saturated at around –0.05 V.  
Thus, the ARB were able to respire and grow with a potential harvest of 0.03 to 0.24 V.  
Since the Nernstian responses were similar for each biofilm, I normalized each CV in 
Figure 6.2A to its maximum j (jmax) (Figure 6.2B).  The normalized CV of the MEC anode 
fed with 1 g TAN/L acetate medium had a slightly smaller slope than MECs fed with 
higher TAN concentrations, but the difference was very small and probably not 
meaningful.  The apparent EKA values based on j/jmax = 0.5 are almost the same, ~ –0.17 








Figure 6.2 Cyclic Voltammograms of MECs having influent TAN concentration up to 
2.2 g TAN/L.  (A) Scan rate of 1 mV/sec.  (B) CVs from (A) normalized to the maximum j.   
 
Although Figure 6.2B suggests one apparent EKA value, the first derivatives of the 
results in Figure 6.2A shows at least 2 inflection points, indicated as E1 and E2 in Figure 
6.3, with redox potentials centered at −0.15 V and −0.19 V, respectively.  These bracket 
the apparent EKA value in Figure 6.3 (–0.17 V).  A similar two-peak behavior is evident 
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for the ARB biofilm fed with 0.2, 1, or 2.2 g TAN/L, but with different peak magnitudes.  
Similar two-peak behavior was observed for G. sulfurreducens using acetate as an 
electron donor:  first-derivative peaks from –0.25 to –0.19 V (Yoho et al., 2014; Katuri et 
al., 2010; Srikanth et al., 2008).  Two peaks indicate that two redox proteins were 
involved in the EET process (Levar et al., 2014), one protein was capable of performing 
EET at two different formal potentials, or both.  The emergence of the two-peak behavior 
in Figure 6.3 suggests that relatively high TAN concentration has some interaction with 
the EET chain of the ARB biofilm.   
 
 
Figure 6.3 The first derivative of CVs shown in Figure 6.2A for the MEC fed with TAN 
concentration ≤ 2.2 g TAN/L (scan rate of 1 mV/sec). 
 
The CVs for the MEC anodes fed media with 3 and 4.4 g TAN/L, shown in Figure 
6.4, had very different responses from those presented in Figure 6.2.  The CVs in Figure 
6.4 are similar to the response of G. sulfurreducens under so-called non-turnover 
conditions (i.e., when an exogenous electron donor is absent so that current is generated 
only through endogenous respiration) (Katuri et al., 2012; Katuri et al., 2010; Marsili et 
al., 2008).  The amorphous shapes of CVs and low values of j suggest that donor 
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catabolism by the ARB was severely inhibited.  The effect was more severe for 4.4 g 
TAN/L:  the MEC fed with 4.4 g TAN/L generated one-third of the cumulative coulombs, 
and acetate consumption was only 40% of that for 3 g TAN/L.  It is not possible to 
distinguish if the primary impact of TAN inhibition was on catabolism or anode 
respiration, because a large-scale loss in one function necessarily causes a loss in the 
other.  However, the amorphous shape for 4.4 g TAN/L supports inhibition of acetate 
catabolism. 
 Figure C.5 shows the derivative value for the data in Figure 6.4.  The derivative 
for 3 g TAN/L shows a small and broad peak at from around –0.15 to –0.10 V vs SHE.  
This may correspond to one of the peaks in Figure 6.3.  However, the derivative for 4.4 g 
TAN/L has only a very small peak around –0.15 V.  The loss of clear peaks for both 
curves in Figure C.5 provides further support that TAN ≥ 3 g/L impaired anode 




Figure 6.4 CVs of MEC fed with influent TAN concentrations of 3 and 4.4 g TAN/L 




6.3.3 ARB could recover from TAN inhibition 
 To test the reversibility of TAN inhibition for ARB, I shifted the TAN feed from 3 
or 4.4 to 0.2 g TAN/L.  The results in Figure 6.5A show that severe inhibition was almost 
completely reversed, although a longer lag time before the onset of recovery was required 
with 4.4 g TAN/L.  Figure 6.5B plots the theoretical washout relationship of TAN 
concentration over time for the biofilms exposed to 3 and 4.4 g N/L.  The effluent TAN 
concentration decreased to ~0.2 g TAN/L in both conditions within 3 days.  For the 
biofilm starting at 3 g TAN/L, j significantly increased at ~0.8 day, when the bulk-
solution TAN concentration was ~1.2 g TAN/L.  This response is consistent with 
chronoamperometric and acetate-consumption data shown in Figure 6.1, in which 
respiration was hardly influenced by TAN concentration < 2.2 g TAN/L.  However, the 
lag phase before the rapid rise in j was much longer (~3.8 days) for the biofilm starting at 
4.4 g TAN/L.  The strong increase in j began after the TAN concentration has been stable 
at close to 0.2 g TAN/L.  This longer lag phase for 4.4 g TAN/L probably was caused by 
more severe inhibition that demanded more substantial (and lengthy) repair of damage 
to the ARB’s catabolism or respiration mechanisms.  It also is possible that new ARB had 







Figure 6.5 Performance of MECs during recovery experiments following TAN 
inhibition at 3 or 4.4 g TAN/L. (A) current density profile.  The MECs were shifted to a 
feed of 0.2 g TAN/L at time 0.  (B) Theoretical washout relationship of TAN over time 
during recovery experiments.  The horizontal line indicates 0.2 g TAN/L. 
 
6.3.4 ARB are resistant to high FAN, but sensitive to TAN 
Figure 6.6 reveals how j depended on the medium pH in the range of 7.0 to 8.1 at 
a fixed non-inhibiting TAN concentration (i.e., 2.2 g TAN/L), giving FAN concentrations 
from 18 to 202 mg FAN/L.  Anode respiration occurred over the entire pH range, and the 
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highest j occurred at the highest pH (Figure 6.6A).  Thus, ARB were not adversely 
affected by relatively high FAN concentrations, up to at least 202 mg/L for pH 8.1, 
although they were sensitive to TAN concentrations > 2.2 g TAN/L (Figure 6.1).  Figure 
6.6B and Figure C.6 illustrate that pH and FAN had little impact on the electrochemical 
characteristics of EET.  This lack of response to FAN is quite different from the response 
of methanogens to high FAN concentration, where FAN (not TAN) is the active 
component causing microbial inhibition (Angelidaki and Ahring, 1993).  In fact, the 
highest j values occurred for the highest pH values, probably because a higher bulk pH 
was associated with higher alkalinity that enabled faster transport of protons out of the 
biofilm (Torres et al., 2008).  Since ARB seem to have a metabolic advantage at slightly-
alkaline pH compared to other anaerobic microorganisms, such as methanogens with 
whom they may compete, this relatively-high threshold for FAN toxicity by ARB may be 
a tool for managing microbial communities to favor ARB and high electron recovery in 








Figure 6.6 Effect of pH on performance of MEC fed with TAN concentration of 2.2 g 
TAN/L: (A) Average current density.  (B) CVs normalized to the maximum current 
density.  
 
6.3.5 Effect of TAN concentration on biofilm growth 
 To evaluate if TAN stress slowed the growth and accumulation of the ARB 
biofilm, I performed non-steady-state experiments at different TAN concentrations (0.2, 
2.2, and 4.4 g TAN/L), as described in the Methods section.  Both MECs showed similar 
trends, and I present one set of results in Figure 6.7, with the replicate data shown in 
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Figure C.7.  I observed a much shorter lag phase for 0.2-g TAN–N/L biofilm (~70 h) 
than for 2.2-g TAN/L biofilm (~192 h), and biofilm accumulation was insignificant for 
the highest TAN condition (4.4 g TAN/L).  Given that j is a gauge of biofilm 
accumulation as long as biofilm detachment is small, I estimated μmax for each anode 
biofilm by plotting natural logarithm of j versus time during the first few hours of 
exponential growth.  The highest μmax value, 2.7±0.5 d-1, occurred with 0.2 g TAN/L, 
compared to 0.84±0.2 d–1 for anode biofilm fed with 2.2 g TAN/L medium.  These µmax 
values correspond to doubling times of 9 and 29 h, respectively, values higher than the 6- 
to 8-h doubling time reported for Geobacteraceae-respiring electrodes (Levar et al., 
2014; Marsili et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2009).  
 
 
Figure 6.7 Growth-experiment data for MECs fed with different TAN concentrations.    
  
Once j reached a plateau (i.e., ~6 and ~2.2 A/m2 for biofilms grown with 0.2 g 
TAN/L and 2.2 g TAN/L, respectively), I harvested the entire biofilm for protein 
measurement.  The 0.2 g TAN/L biofilm, grown for 214 h, achieved a biofilm 
accumulation of 520±80 μg of protein/cm2, a value 1.5-fold higher than for the anode 
biofilm exposed to 2.2 g TAN/L (340±8 μg of protein/cm2).  Assuming that a monolayer 
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of G. sulfurreducens contained about 20 μg/cm2 of protein (Marsili et al., 2010; Marsili 
et al., 2008), the biofilms grown with either 0.2 or 2.2 g TAN/L medium formed multi-
layer biofilm on the anode surface:  ~26 and ~17 µm thick, respectively.  Clearly, the ARB 
were carrying out extensive EET. 
 Based on cumulative Coulombs, protein measurement, and acetate consumption, 
the estimated CE, Ynet, and fs values were 66±8%, 0.062±0.003 g VSS/g COD, and 0.09 
e– eq of biomass/e– eq of donor consumed, and 50±6 %, 0.026±0.004 g VSS/g COD, and 
0.04 e– eq to biomass/e– eq of donor consumed for 0.2 and 2.2 g TAN/L anode biofilms, 
respectively (Table 6.1).  The estimated Ynet and fs values decreased by ~58% in the 
presence of the higher TAN concentration.  This trend confirms that electrons were 
diverted away from biomass synthesis with higher TAN up to 2.2 g TAN/L.  However, I 
cannot distinguish whether the low values of Ynet and fs were due to the need for the ARB 
to route more electron equivalents to compensate for a loss of energy capture in 
respiration (e.g., by uncoupling) or by more endogenous decay.  The longer growth 
duration for 2.2 g TAN/L biofilm (~18 days vs. ~8 days for 0.2 g TAN/L biofilm) would 
have given more weight to endogenous decay.  In any case, 2.2 g TAN/L resulted in more 




Table 6.1 Summary of kinetic, chemical, and electrochemical parameters at different 
TAN concentration. 
 
Parameter (unit) 0.2 g TAN/L anode 
biofilm 


















































6.4 Conclusions  
 Two goals of MXCs are to achieve a high oxidation rate of organic matter and a 
high electron recovery.  Here, I show that relatively high TAN concentration imposed a 
significant stress on the ARB biofilm.  When exposed to a relatively high ammonium 
concentration (i.e., 2.2 g TAN/L), the anode biofilm diverted greater electron flow 
toward current generation and consequently lowered net biomass yield.  As a result, the 
doubling times for the anode biofilm and from 9.0 h to 28.6 h and protein accumulation 
decreased from 520 mg/cm2 to 340 mg/cm2 in the presence of 2.2 g TAN/L, compared to 
0.2 g TAN/L, respectively, although acetate consumption was comparable (i.e., 4.9 mM 
for 0.2 g TAN/L biofilm versus 3.8 mM for 2.2 g TAN/L biofilm).  Further increases in 
TAN concentration (i.e., to 3 and 4.4 g TAN/L) almost completely inhibited ARB, 
although the TAN inhibition was reversible.   Finally, the ARB were resistant to relatively 
high FAN concentrations, up to at least 200 mg FAN/L, even though they were sensitive 







CHANGES IN GLUCOSE FERMENTATION PATHWAYS AS A RESPONSE TO THE 
FREE AMMONIA CONCENTRATION IN MICROBIAL ELECTROLYSIS CELLS:  THE 
ROLE OF INTERSPECIES H2 5 
7.1 Introduction 
Microbial electrolysis cells (MECs) represent one of the newest environmental 
biotechnologies for wastewater treatment coupled with the production of renewable 
energy in the form of electrical power, hydrogen gas (H2), or valuable chemicals (Logan 
and Rabaey, 2012; Rittmann, 2008).  Biodegradation of the organic compounds that are 
the “fuel” for the anode requires cooperation among different trophic guilds:  fermenters, 
homoacetogens, methanogens, and anode-respiring bacteria (ARB) (Schink and Stams, 
2013; Lovley, 2008; Angenent et al., 2004).  Generally, an MEC’s microbial community 
has a high complexity in terms of community structure and diversity, but key microbial 
populations have been identified (Borole et al., 2011; Kiely et al., 2011; Logan and Regan, 
2006).   
The defining guild in an MEC is the ARB, which perform a unique type of 
respiration.  Typical anaerobes transfer electrons intracellularly to a terminal electron 
acceptor, such as sulfate, nitrate, or carbon dioxide (Muyzer and Stams, 2008; Lovley 
and Coates, 2000; Thauer et al., 1977).  ARB oxidize organic matter internally, but 
transfer the resulting electrons outside their membrane to a solid electron acceptor, i.e., 
the anode (Borole et al., 2011; Franks and Nevin, 2010; Logan and Regan, 2006).  
Another feature of majority of ARB in mixed community is that their electron donors are 
limited to only simple substrates, such as acetate and H2 (Lee et al., 2009; Freguia et al., 
2008). 
                                                 
5 This Chapter has been submitted in an altered format for publication. 
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In environments lacking electron acceptors, complex organic compounds, such as 
glucose, are fermented into a variety of organic acids and H2.  Acetate is the most 
prevalent organic acid, and Table 7.1 presents a number of reactions in which acetate and 
H2 are formed or consumed.  H2-consumers include hydrogenotrophic methanogens, 
which use H2 as the main electron donor and produce methane (reaction 3 in Table 7.1) 
(Stams and Plugge, 2009; Thauer et al., 2008; Liu and Whitman, 2008; Rittmann and 
McCarty, 2001; Zinder, 1993).  Homoacetogens also scavenge H2 to yield acetate.  
Homoacetogenesis and hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis have very low energy yields 
(Schuchmann and Müller, 2014).  H2 must be kept at low level to allow fermentation to 
be thermodynamically possible (Hatti-Kaul and Mattiasson, 2016; Hallenbeck, 2009; 
Stams and Plugge, 2009; McInerney et al., 2008; Angenent et al. 2004).  When H2 builds 
up, the fermentation stoichiometry changes such that higher organic acids, such as 
lactate, butyrate, propionate, and ethanol, are produced rather than acetate and H2 
(Hallenbeck, 2009; Angenent et al. 2004). 
 When the MEC’s anode is the only respiratory electron acceptor, ARB can out-
compete methanogens for acetate; due to their thermodynamic and kinetic advantages 
over the acetate-consuming methanogens (reaction 5 in Table 7.1) (Parameswaran et al., 
2009).  However, ARB do not have similar advantages for H2 consumption, and the 
electrons in H2 often are channeled to methane (CH4) via hydrogenotrophic 
methanogens, which are able to grown in suspension, as well as in the anode’s biofilm 
(Lee and Rittmann, 2010; Parameswaran et al., 2009).  Thus, it is a challenge to 
minimize production of CH4 from the H2 generated via fermentation in the presence of 
hydrogenotrophic methanogens (Parameswaran et al., 2010; Lee and Rittmann, 2010; 




Table 7.1 Overview of reactions involving acetate and H2. 
 
 Process ΔG°rxn (kJ/e– eq) a 
 
(1) Glucose fermentation:  
C6H12O6 + 2H2O → 2 CH3COO− + 4H2 + 2CO2 + 2H+  
– 8.59 
 
(2) Acet0clastic methanogenesis: 
CH3COO− + H2O → CH4 + HCO3− 
– 3.88 
 
(3) Hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis: 




2 CO2 + 4H2 → CH3COO− + H+ + 2H2O 
− 11.88 
 
(5) Acetoclastic anode respiration b: 
CH3COO− + 2H2O → 2CO2 + 8H+ + 9e− 
− 19.30 
 
(6) Hydrogenotrophic anode respiration b: 
2H2 → 2H+ + 2e− 
− 9.65 
 
(7) Acetate oxidation to H2: 




a I calculated ΔG°rxn at standard conditions (i.e., 298 K, 1 atm for gases, pH 7, and 1 M for 
soluble reactants) based on the thermodynamic data provided in Lever (2012) and 
Thauer et al. (1977); b Near-optimum anode potential = +0.2 V versus SHE (Freguia et 
al., 2008) 
 
Previous researchers proposed different strategies to inhibit methanogenesis in 
laboratory-scale MECs, including thermal treatment, periodic exposure to oxygen (O2), 
pH excursions, alamethicin exposure, and use of chemical inhibitors such as 2-
bromoethanesulfonate (BES) (Zhu et al., 2015; Rago et al., 2015; Parameswaran, et al., 
2010; Chae et al., 2010).  Among the proposed strategies, chemical inhibitors seem to be 
the most effective approach, due to their selectivity for inhibiting the activity of methyl 
coenzyme-A (mcrA) in acetoclastic and hydrogenotrophic methanogens.  For example, 
Parameswaran et al. (2009) inhibited methanogens in an ethanol-fed MEC with 50 mM 
BES, which boosted the coulombic efficiency (CE) by ~40%, as electrons from H2 were 
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rerouted to anode respiration instead of to CH4 production.  Although BES is an effective 
way to inhibit methanogens (Rago et al., 2015; Parameswaran et al., 2010), it is not 
practical for field applications.   
 I recently revealed that ARB are resistant to relatively-high free-ammonia 
nitrogen (FAN) concentrations, up to at least 200 mg/L, but sensitive to total-ammonia 
nitrogen (TAN) concentrations > 2.2 g/L (Chapter 6).  The relatively-high threshold for 
FAN toxicity by ARB may be a tool for managing microbial communities to favor ARB 
and high electron recovery in MECs fed with fermentable substrates, as long as TAN is 
not too high.  
 Therefore, I hypothesize that high-enough FAN can promote the desired 
syntrophy in MECs fed with fermentable substrate by inhibiting hydrogenotrophic 
methanogens.  Suppressing methanogenesis should promote homoacetogens, which 
convert H2 and CO2 into acetate, the ideal substrate for ARB.  This hypothesis requires 
that a FAN concentration high enough to suppress methanogens not have a strong 
inhibitory effect on ARB and fermenters.  This strategy is highly relevant to MECs 
treating real wastewater that are characterized by high FAN concentrations, including 
landfill leachate and animal wastewater (Mahmoud et al., 2014; Yenigün and Demirel, 
2013). 
 A high FAN concentration also might promote a new pathway for acetate 
consumption to produce CH4 at very low H2 partial pressure:  syntrophic acetate 
oxidation (SAO) (alternatively known as reverse acetogenesis) (Zinder and Koch, 1984).  
SAO is a two-step process in which acetate is utilized by syntrophic acetate oxidizing 
bacteria (SAOB) (reaction 7 in Table 7.1) with the generation of reducing equivalents, 
often in the form of H2.  This step is a highly energy-demanding reaction that requires 
syntrophy with H2-consuming bacteria (e.g., hydrogenotrophic methanogens or 
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hydrogenotrophic ARB) to maintain a very low level of H2 (reaction 3 or reaction 6 in 
Table 7.1, respectively) in order to make the overall reaction thermodynamically 
favorable (Angelidaki et al. 2011; Stams and Plugge, 2009).  In the absence of other 
electron acceptors, such as nitrate and sulfate, the produced H2 is most likely routed to 
CH4 through hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis, since ARB are known of being poor H2-
consumers (Lee and Rittmann, 2010; Parameswaran et al., 2009).  So far, nothing is 
known about the SAO process in MECs fed with high FAN concentration. 
My overarching goal is to investigate the effect of different FAN levels on the 
interactions among ARB and other members of the communities, particularly the 
fermenters and methanogens.  I document the microbial interactions through a 
combination of chemical, electrochemical, and genomic tools.  In order to study electron-
flow and synergies in an MEC’s anode, I use a fixed concentration of glucose (5 mM) as 
the sole electron-donor substrate, and I vary the influent FAN concentration (i.e., 0.02, 
0.18, and 0.37 g FAN/L) going into the anode during batch and semi-continuous 
(hydraulic retention time of 2 days) MECs.  Key is that I establish electron-equivalent 
mass balances.  I also characterize the relative abundance and composition of bacteria 
and Archaea by Illumina sequencing, and I track homoacetogens and methanogens by 
targeting the formyltetrahydrofolate synthetase (FTHFS) gene – a conserved gene 
involved in their CO2 fixation pathway – and mcrA gene, respectively, by quantitative 






7.2 Materials and Methods   
7.2.1 MEC design and operation 
For my experiments to understand the fundamentals of how the microbial 
community changes in response to high FAN concentration, I used half-cell MECs with 
its anode potential controlled using a potentiostat.  Each MEC held ~320 mL in each 
chamber and had a square graphite anode having a total surface area of ~11.6 cm2, and a 
0.8-cm OD graphite rod as cathode.  This setup excluded any interference from potential 
losses at the cathode or due to a large distance between the anode and the cathode; fixing 
the anode potential allowed me to focus only on the anodic reactions.  In order to ensure 
that the ARB were not limited by a low anode potential, I poised the anode at a fixed 
potential of –0.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl (or ~ –0.04 V vs. standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) in 
my media) using a VMP3 digital potentiostat (Bio-Logic USA, Knoxville, TN) by placing 
an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (BASI Electrochemistry, west Lafayette, IN) about 0.5 
cm away from the anode.  I separated the anode chamber from the cathode chamber with 
an anion exchange membrane (AMI 7001, Membranes International, Glen Rock, NJ).  
The pH of the cathode chamber was adjusted to 12 by addition of 10 N NaOH.   
 I inoculated the MEC’s anode chamber with 2 mL of biofilm inoculum from a 
previously operated MEC fed with 5 mM glucose as the sole electron donor.  After 
sparging the MEC with ultra-high purity N2 gas (≥99.9%) for ~45 min, I fed the MEC 
with autoclaved (for 90 min at 121°C) glucose medium (initial pH of 8.1) containing:  5 
mM glucose (or 38.4 me–eq), 100 mM phosphate buffer (KH2PO4/Na2HPO4), 2.1 g 
NaHCO3, and 10 mL of trace minerals as outlined in Parameswaran et al. (2009).  I 
added different amounts of ammonium chloride as the sole N-source, giving FAN (and 
TAN) concentrations of 0.02 g FAN/L (0.2 g TAN/L), 0.18 g FAN/L (2 g TAN/L), and 
0.37 g FAN/L (4 g TAN/L).  Prior to the MEC’s electron balance experiments, I 
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acclimated the inoculum by continuously feeding the developed biofilm with 5 mM 
glucose medium as the sole electron donor at relatively short hydraulic retention time 
(i.e., 24 h), followed by performing 2 consecutive batch cycles to select for a microbial 
community that was efficient at consuming glucose and producing electrical current.  I 
controlled the temperature at 30°C in a temperature-controlled room, and the liquid in 
both chambers was mixed using a magnetic stirrer at 220 rpm.  I performed all batch 
MEC experiments in duplicate.   
 In order to confirm and expand the results from the batch MEC experiments, I 
evaluated MEC performance with semi-continuous operation.  I operated two 
independent MECs in parallel and fed in a semi-continuous mode once every 2 days.  
The MECs were operated at a fixed temperature of 30°C and fed with a 5-mM glucose 
medium having the same composition as mentioned in the previous paragraph.  The 
liquid in both chambers was mixed using a magnetic stirrer at 220 rpm.  I tested the 
MECs with different FAN concentration achieved with different combination of TAN 
concentration and pH:  (1) 0.003 g FAN/L (pH = 7 and TAN = 0.2 g/L), (2) 0.02 g 
FAN/L (pH = 8.1 and TAN = 0.2 g/L), 0.18 g FAN/L (pH = 8.1 and 2 g/L), and (4) 0.37 g 
FAN/L (pH = 8.1 and TAN = 4 g/L).    
 
7.2.2 Chemical analyses 
I measured TAN, in duplicate, using HACH kits (HACH, Ames, IA) after filtration 
through a 0.22-μm membrane filter (PVDF GD/X, Whatman, GE Healthcare, Ann Arbor, 
MI).  I quantified liquid samples for organic fermentation products and glucose using 
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC; Model LC-20AT, Shimadzu, 
Columbia, MD) with an Aminex HPX-87H column (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) 
after filtration through a 0.22-µm membrane filter according the method described in 
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Mahmoud et al. (2014).  Briefly, I used 2.5 mM sulfuric acid and 18-MΩ reverse-osmosis 
water as eluents for determining organic fermentation products and glucose, 
respectively, at a constant flow rate of 0.6 mL/min.  I developed a five-point calibration 
curve for every set of analyses, performed duplicate assays, and report the average 
concentrations.   
I measured the volume of gas produced with a friction-free glass syringe of 10- or 
25-mL volume (Popper & Sons, Inc., New Hyde Park, NY, USA).  I estimated gas 
percentages of H2, CH4, and CO2 in samples taken with a gas-tight syringe (SGE 500 μL, 
Switzerland) using a gas chromatograph (GC 2010, Shimadzu Corporation, Columbia, 
MD) equipped with a thermal conductivity detector and a packed column (CarboxenTM 
1010 PLOT Capillary Column, Supleco, Inc.).  Helium was the carrier gas at a constant 
flow rate of 10 mL/min and pressure of 42.3 kPa.  Temperature conditions for column, 
injection, and detector were 80, 150, and 220 °C, respectively.  I employed analytical 
grade H2, CH4, and CO2 gases for standard curves, carried out gas analyses in duplicate, 
and averaged the two values. 
 
7.2.3 Microbial community analyses 
7.2.3.1 DNA extraction.  At the end of each batch experiment, I harvested the 
entire biofilm biomass from each MEC anode by scraping it off with a sterilized pipette 
tip and suspending the biomass sample in a sterile centrifuge tube containing DNA-free 
water.  I then centrifuged the contents at 10,000g (Eppendorf Centrifuge 5414 D, USA) 
for 10 min to concentrate the biomass, which I stored at −20 °C prior to DNA extraction.  
I also centrifuged the entire liquid of the MEC chamber to concentrate the suspended 
phase for extraction.  I extracted the total genomic DNA using the MOBIO Powersoil 
DNA extraction kit according to manufacturer’s instructions, and determined the quality 
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and quantity of the extracted DNA using a nanodrop spectrophotometer (ND 1000, 
Thermo Scientific) by measuring absorbance at 260 and 280 nm.   
7.2.3.2 quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR).  I evaluated the presence and 
abundance of methanogenic Archaea and homoacetogens by targeting the mcrA and 
FTHFS genes, respectively, using qPCR.  I carried out all PCR reactions in optically clear 
tubes with caps in an Eppendorf Realplex 4S realcycler with a 20 µL total reaction 
volume.  I performed all qPCR reactions in triplicate along with a six-point standard 
curve by following modified assays for FTHFS gene (Parameswaran et al., 2010) and 
mcrA gene (Steinberg and Regan, 2009).  I performed negative-control assays by using 
DNA-free water instead of DNA templates.  I reported the results as the number of gene 
copies per reactor, after calculating the number of 16S rRNA genes per the entire biofilm 
or suspended phase of each MEC.   
7.2.3.3 Illumina sequencing.  I amplified the extracted DNA using 16S rRNA 
gene-targeting forward and reverse fusion primers at MR DNA laboratory 
(www.mrdnalab.com, Shallowater, TX, USA).  I performed bacterial and archaeal 
sequence using the bar-coded primer set 515F (5′–GTGCCAGCMGCCGCGGTAA–
3′)/806R (5′–GGACTACHVGGGTWTCTAAT–3′) (Caporaso et al., 2012) and 349F (5′–
GYGCASCAGKCGMGAAW–3′)/806R (5′–GGACTACVSGGGTATCTAAT–3′) (Takai and 
Horikoshi, 2000), respectively, in a single-step 28 cycle PCR using the HotStarTaq Plus 
Master Mix Kit (Qiagen, USA) with the following conditions:  94°C for 3 min, followed by 
28 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 53°C for 40 s, and 72°C for 1 min, after which a final 
elongation step at 72°C was for 5 min.  In order to determine the amplification success 
and the relative intensity of bands, PCR products were checked in 2% agarose gel 
(Werner et al., 2011).  Then, the amplified products were pooled in equal proportions 
based on their molecular weight and DNA concentrations, purified, and used to prepare 
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DNA libraries following the Illumina TruSeq DNA library preparation protocol.  
Sequencing was performed on a MiSeq Illumina sequencer (Illumina Inc., USA) 
following the manufacturer’s guidelines. 
7.2.3.4 Bioinformatics analysis.  I analyzed the sequences data using QIIME 
software package version 1.9.1 (Caporaso et al., 2010) after trimming off low-quality 
bases and discarding sequences shorter than 25 bp, longer than 450 bp, or labeled as 
chimeric sequences.  I performed taxonomic classification at 3% sequence divergence 
(97% sequence similarity) and assigned taxonomy to operational taxonomic units 
(OTUs) by using the Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) classifier with a 50% confidence 
threshold (Cole et al., 2009).  I performed rarefaction on the OTU table at a depth of 100 
sequences in 10 replicates, and I analyzed the rarefaction measures with the same 
sequence numbers per sample (i.e., 223000 sequences per sample for bacteria 
population) with a python script in QIIME software (Caporaso et al., 2010).  I performed 
alpha- and beta-diversity calculations, including richness of each samples with Chao1 
index (Chao, 1987), the diversity with Shannon and Phylogenetic Distance Whole Tree 
metrics (Faith, 1992), the evenness with the equitability coefficient on a normalized scale 
from zero, in which community is perfectly even, to 1, in which community has one 
dominant OTU and many singlets (Werner et al., 2011), and principal-coordinates 
analysis (PCoA) using python script in QIIME software.  Sequence data sets are available 
at NCBI/Sequence Read Archive (SRA) under study with BioProject accession number 
PRJNA343831. 
 
7.2.4 Electron balance and electron flow into various sinks 
I established electron balances by estimating the electron equivalents of 
experimentally measured glucose and fermentation products with the following 
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equivalences (Rittmann and McCarty, 2001):  24 me– eq per mmole glucose, 8 me– eq per 
mmole acetate, 14 me– eq per mmole propionate, 20 me– eq per mmole butyrate, 12 me– 
eq per mmole lactate, 25 me– eq per mmole valerate, 0.32 me– eq per mL CH4 (@30°C), 
and 0.08 me– eq per mL H2 (@30°C). 
Figure 7.1 shows the different paths for electron flow from glucose when 
hydrogenotrophic methanogens are not suppressed (Figure 7.1A) or are completely 
suppressed (Figure 7.1B).  I assumed stoichiometric fermentation of glucose (24 me– eq) 
into 2 moles of acetate (16 me– eq) and 4 moles of H2 (8 me– eq).  Acetate is efficiently 
consumed by acetate-consuming ARB to generate electric current, while H2 is consumed 
by hydrogenotrophic methanogens that have thermodynamic, kinetic, and metabolic 
advantages over H2-consuimng ARB and homoacetogens (Parameswaran et al., 2009).  
In parallel, a fraction of electrons is utilized by different microbial groups in the MEC’s 
anode to synthesize new microbial cells.  I quantify the fraction of electrons used for 
biomass synthesis based on fs° (me– eq biomass per me– eq substrate) values of 0.18 for 
fermenters (Rittmann and McCarty, 2001), 0.08 for hydrogen-consuming methanogens 
(Rittmann and McCarty, 2001), ~0.02 for homoacetogens (Ni et al., 2011b; Graber and 
Breznak, 2004) and ~0.09 for ARB (my findings in Chapter 6).  The resulting CE for the 
electron flows in Figure 7.1A (when methanogenesis is not suppressed) is 50%, with 25% 
of the electrons routed to CH4 gas and 25% to biomass.  CE increases to 76% when 
methanogenesis is completely inhibited, with comparable electrons routed to biomass 









Figure 7.1 Electron flows from glucose into different electron sinks in an MEC’s anode. 





7.3. Results and Discussion 
7.3.1 Framework for explaining electrons distribution for batch MECs  
 Figure 7.2 presents the electron distribution from glucose into the possible 
electron sinks over the course of the experiments with different FAN concentrations.  
The inoculum had been pre-acclimated to glucose, and then I performed an electron 
balance on batch experiments with glucose as the sole electron donor.  With the lowest 
initial FAN (i.e., 0.02 g FAN/L), current production increased significantly during the 
first 2 days (Figure 7.2A).  Simultaneously, acetate production increased to ~14% of the 
total electrons, and the glucose decreased below detection limit.  Methane slowly 
accumulated within 2 days of operation and reached a plateau after day 6, when methane 
generation accounted for ~15% of the total electrons supplied from glucose.  15% 
methane is less than the estimate in Figure 7.1A (i.e., 25%), probably due to either H2 
consumption by either ARB or homo-acetogenesis.  The total electrons contained in 
other fermentation products were small: ~3.3 % for propionate and ~3.1% for butyrate 
within the first 4 days of operation.  Propionate and butyrate were completely consumed 
at day 17 and day 8, respectively. 
I detected no H2 in the headspace gas of the MEC’s anode.  Thus, H2 produced 
during glucose fermentation was quickly channeled to methane by H2-consuming 
methanogens, to current by ARB, or to acetate and then current by homoacetogens and 
ARB (Parameswaran et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009).  The Coulombic recovery at the end 
of batch cycle (~57%) was slightly greater than the estimated value in Figure 7.1A, which 
suggests that a modest flow of electron where routed through H2 to the anode. 
 Figure 7.2B shows the distribution of electrons from glucose during 20 days of 
batch operation with 0.18 g FAN/L, where methane generation was partly inhibited.  
Compared to the MEC fed with 0.02 g FAN/L (Figure 7.2A), current slowly increased 
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during the first 2 days and was associated with complete glucose fermentation.  
However, lactate started to increase to become the largest electron sink (~30%) at day 2, 
followed by acetate (~13%), propionate (~5%), and iso-butyrate (~2%).  Since the lactate 
is unlikely to be consumed by ARB, its fermentation was proceeded rapidly so that 
current increased to become the largest electron sink after day 6, at which time methane 
accounted for ~9% of the total electrons supplied from glucose.  Although I did not 
detect any H2 in the headspace gas, formate was detected in low concentration (0.67 
mM), accounting for nearly 2% of glucose’s total electrons.  These results support that 
that 0.18 g FAN/L delayed lactate fermentation, rather than glucose fermentation, and 
significantly inhibited methanogenesis.  A key finding is that CE was ~76%, which 
illustrates the benefit to inhibiting methanogenesis. 
 Further increasing the initial FAN concentration to 0.37 g FAN/L (Figure 7.2C) 
had a more pronounced effect on fermentation, although the impact on methanogenesis 
was not much greater than for 0.18 g FAN/L.  Similar to the lower FAN concentration, 
the rate of glucose consumption did not change; however, 0.37 g FAN-N/L altered the 
fermentation kinetics and pathway.  During the first 4 days, lactate, iso-butyrate, 
propionate, butyrate, and acetate accumulated, collectively accounting for ~25% of 
glucose’s electrons.  After 4 days, fermentation proceeded rapidly with concurrent 
increases in electric current, which became the largest electron sink by the end of the 
batch cycle (~62%), suggesting that this high FAN concentration might partially inhibit 
ARB.  However, methanogenesis was not completely inhibited, as it accounted for ~6% 
of glucose’s electrons.   
As a result of organic-acids accumulation, the pH at the end of all batch cycles 
decreased from their initial pH value (i.e., 8.1) to a narrow range of 6.85−7.10.  Since the 
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pH values were not much different from each other, variations in pH should have had a 
minimal effect on fermentation pathway and kinetics (Lee et al., 2008). 
 
 
Figure 7.2 Electron distributions in MECs fed with 5-mM glucose at an initial pH of 8.1:  
(A) 0.02 g FAN/L or 0.2 g TAN/L (final pH = 6.85), (B) 0.18 g FAN/L or 2 g TAN/L 




7.3.2. Electron balances for batch MECs 
 Figure 7.3 presents the electron balance at the end of batch-cycle operation.  
Approximately 57%, 76%, and 62% of the total electrons from glucose ended up as 
electric current for MECs fed with 0.02, 0.18, and 0.37 g FAN/L, respectively.  
Theoretically, ~25% (or 9.7 me– eq) of glucose’s electrons (i.e., 38.4 me– eq) should have 
been ended up as methane, if all the generated H2 were utilized by H2-consuming 
methanogens (Figure 7.1A).  However, I detected as methane only about 15%, 9%, and 
6%, respectively, of the original electrons.   
 Electrons ending up as organic acids at the end of the experiment were by far the 
highest for the MEC fed with 0.37 g FAN/L:  ~16% of the influent electrons, versus 
~0.2% and ~2% for MECs fed 0.02 and 0.18 g FAN-N/L, respectively.   Approximately 
28%, 13%, and 16% of the electron from glucose were unaccounted by directly measured 
components.  Unidentified components include biomass, soluble microbial products, 
and fermentation products not measured by HPLC.  Figure 7.1 shows an estimate of 25 




Figure 7.3 Electron balance of MECs at the end of batch-cycle operation.  
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7.3.3. Semi-continuous glucose fermentation in MECs 
 To examine whether high FAN concentration affected fermentation, 
methanogenesis, or both, I performed MEC experiments using semi-continuous 
operation by replacing the feed medium (i.e., 5 mM glucose) once every two days.  Figure 
7.4 summarizes the results for both MECs, which showed similar trends.  The current 
density was stable over the influent FAN range of 0.003 to 0.18 g FAN-N/L (Figure 
7.4A), but a further increase of influent FAN to 0.37 g N/L led to a gradual decrease in 
the current density after 2 semi-continuous cycles.  This pattern suggests that higher 
FAN slowed acetate oxidation by ARB, since acetate accumulated at the end of semi-
continuous cycle (Figure 7.4B).  
Similar to the batch MECs, glucose was completely fermented for all FAN 
conditions, confirming that high FAN concentration did not affect the first fermentation 
step.  As the FAN concentration increased, more electrons ended up in organic acids, and 
this was associated with 17–29% decreases in methane yield.  Perhaps high FAN altered 
the fermenters’ intracellular pH homeostasis, leading them to divert electrons away from 
H2 production and toward formation of more-reduced organic products (González-
Cabaleiro et al., 2015).  A shift from H2 to organic acids is consistent with high FAN 
maintaining a low H2 concentration in the MEC, a change that should be beneficial for 








Figure 7.4 Performance of semi-continuous MECs fed with different FAN 
concentrations.  (A) Current generation profile of duplicate MECs versus time.  (B) 




7.3.4 Distribution of bacterial population in batch MECs 
Figure 7.5 and Figure D.1 (in appendix D) report the sequence analyses of the V4 
region in the bacterial 16S rRNA gene in the batch-MEC samples.  The majority of 
bacterial 16S rRNA genes in all samples belonged to 3 phyla:  Proteobacteria, 
Firmicutes, and Bacteroidetes (Figure 7.5A), which is consistent with previous studies 
(Mahmoud et al., 2016; Sanchez-Herrera et al., 2014; Parameswaran et al, 2010).  
Several members of phyla Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes are known to ferment sugar, 
whereas many members of Proteobacteria are known to perform anode respiration 
(Siegert et al., 2015; Rismani-Yazdi et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2012).  The lower 
abundance of Proteobacteria in the suspended-phase (SP) samples agrees with the fact 
that most of ARB can only use the anode surface as terminal electron acceptor.   
Among the Proteobacteria, Deltaproteobacteria were the largest sub-group.  The 
predominant genus among Deltaproteobacteria was Geobacter, and their relative 
abundance increased with higher FAN.  Whereas biofilm (Bf) samples from 0.02 g 
FAN/L had ~2.6% of the total genus sequences in Geobacter, samples from 0.18 and 
0.37 g FAN/L had 34.5% and 62% of the total genus sequences, respectively (Figure 
7.5B).  The high abundance of Geobacter in 0.18 and 0.37 g FAN/L Bf samples agrees 
with their higher CEs compared to the control MEC, and it confirms that the relatively 
high FAN concentration gave the ARB an ecological advantage that enhance electron 








Figure 7.5 Bacterial community sequencing results.  (A) bacterial community 
distribution at the phylum level.  Phyla with less than 1% of total sequences are grouped 
as “others”.  (B) bacterial community distribution at the genus level.  Genera with less 
than 1% of total sequences are grouped as “others”.     
 
 The relative abundance of Firmicutes was similar in all samples except for 0.37 g 
FAN/L Bf, but their compositions varied significantly.  Figure 7.6 shows community 
breakdown at the family level within the phylum Firmicutes.  An increase in FAN 
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concentration led to the emergence of Clostridiaceae and Ruminococcaceae families, 
which belong to the order Clostridiales.  Compensating losses occurred for the family 
Tissierellaceae.  Recently, Müller et al. (2016) revealed that several members of the 
Clostridia class, mainly belonging to the orders Clostridiales, can perform syntrophic 
acetate oxidation (SAO) (See Table 7.1), which was the predominant pathway for 
methane production with elevated ammonia levels (Müller et al., 2016; Westerholm et 
al., 2012). 
I also detected an increase in the relative abundance of Lactobacillales, which 
include genera Lactobacillus and Enterococcus, at the highest FAN conditions (0.18 and 
0.37 g FAN/L).  Lactobacillales are reported to play a major role in lactic-acid 
production in fermentation (De Vrieze et al., 2015), and this is consistent with my 
observation of lactate accumulation during glucose fermentation in MECs fed with 0.18 




Figure 7.6 The composition of phylum Firmicutes at the family level.  Bacterial 




Supplementary Table D.1 and Figure D.2A shows all the values for the bacterial 
community diversity metrics for Bf and SP samples.  The Chao1, Shannon, and PD values 
reflect that the Bf samples developed more diverse bacterial community than the 
corresponding SP samples.  Also, the bacterial diversity of Bf and SP samples from 0.18 g 
FAN/L-fed MEC, which achieved the highest CE (Figure 7.2), was greater than from the 
other two MECs.  Consistent with the diversity results and based on the 
equitability coefficient, the evenness increased as FAN concentration increased from 
0.02 to 0.18 g FAN/L, while the 0.37 g FAN/L-fed MEC was least even (Figure D.2B).  
Previous studies (Werner et al., 2011; Wittebolle et al., 2009) revealed that microbial 
communities with greater evenness are often associated with more robustness and 
functional stability compared to less even microbial communities.      
The results of weighted PCoA analysis show that principal components (PC) 1 and 
2 explained 33.7% and 29.8% of the total bacterial community variations, respectively 
(Figure 7.7).  Increasing FAN concentration correlated with the PC2 vector, whereas the 
type of sample (Bf versus SP) correlated with the PC1 vector.   
The trend along PC2 was associated with the emergence of the orders 
Desulfuromonadales, Lactobacillales, and Synergistales at elevated FAN concentration; 
to compensate, the relative abundances of other orders, such as Clostridiales and 
Bacteroidales, decreased in response in change in FAN concentration (Figure 7.7).  
Several members of Desulfuromonadales, a sub-group of Deltaproteobacteria, and 
Lactobacillales are well-known ARB and lactic acid producers, respectively.  Although 
Synergistales, a sub-group of phylum Synergistetes, have been detected in anaerobic 
digesters treating different wastewater, their functions are still mysterious (Zamanzadeh 
et al., 2016; Militon et al., 2015; Delbès et al., 2001).  One study suggested that members 
of this order are potential propionate consumers (Hagen et al., 2014), but another study 
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suggested that they might be SAOB (Ito et al., 2011).  The emergence of those orders, 
coupled with the decreases of Clostridiales and Bacteroidales, well-known acetic acid-
producing fermenters, supports that higher FAN altered glucose fermentation towards 
the production of higher organic acids (e.g., lactate) and away from H2, rather than the 
formation of 2 moles of acetate and 4 moles of H2 per mole of glucose, as illustrated in 
Figure 7.1.  
The trend along PC1 was associated with the emergence of the orders 
Bacteroidales and Lactobacillales, which play an important role in fermentation of 
complex substrates.  Compensating for these increases, the relative abundance of 
Desulfuromonadales decreased along PC1 vector.  These results confirm that most of 
fermentation occurred in the suspension phase, since I operated MECs in batch mode; 




Figure 7.7 Weighted Unifrac analysis shows that the relative abundance of order-level 
phylotypes on the Principal Coordinates.  FAN concentration determined the main 
phylotypes that drove the community structures in MECs. 
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7.3.5 Distribution of Archaea population in batch MECs 
 Figure 7.8 summarizes the sequencing results for Archaea.  Hydrogenotrophic 
methanogens dominated all Bf and SP Archaea communities, regardless the FAN 
concentration, which is consistent with previous work (Siegert et al., 2015; Rismani-
Yazdi et al., 2013; Shehab et al., 2013; Parameswaran et al., 2010).  The percentage of 
Archaea relative to bacteria, based on the prokaryotic library results, decreased as FAN 
increased, supporting that the methanogens were partially inhibited by higher FAN 
(Figure D.3).  For example, the percentage of Archaea relative to Bacteria in Bf samples 
was about 10.8%, 3.8%, and 4.0% for 0.02 g FAN/L, 0. 18 g FAN/L, and 0.37 g FAN/L, 
respectively.  The percentage of Archaea to bacteria was higher for all SP samples than 
for Bf samples, confirming that the methanogens were predominantly in the suspended 
phase of MECs operated in batch mode.  This trend is reinforced by the qPCR results 
targeting the mcrA gene (Figure 7.8A) and by the gradual decrease in CH4 production in 
the MECs’ headspace (Figure 7.2).   
 All Bf and SP samples were dominated by hydrogenotrophic methanogens (i.e., 
Methanobacterium and Methanobrevibacter) (Figure 7.8B), and I did not detect any 
acetoclastic methanogens.  For the 0.02 g FAN/L bf, Methanobacterium was dominant 
(~ 83% of sequence), while Methanobrevibacter (74% for 0.18 g FAN/L biofilm and 91% 
for 0.37 g FAN/L biofilm) and Methanobacterium (16% for 0.18 g FAN/L biofilm and 
11% for 0.37 g FAN/L biofilm) shared the archaeal community for higher FAN 
concentrations.  Several members of both genera are reported to be resistant to ammonia 
inhibition up to 400 mM (i.e., 5.6 g TAN/L or ~ 0.04 g FAN/L at pH 6.8) (Sprott and 
Patel, 1986).   
The higher relative abundance of Methanobrevibacter with higher FAN suggests 
that they contained the strains more resistant to FAN inhibition.  Following the FAN 
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increase, Methanobacterium started to outcompete Methanobrevibacter (Figure 7.8B).  
A new uncultured Archaea, classified as a candidate genus vadinCA11 (Thermoplasmata 
sp.), emerged as FAN decreased.  This genus was detected in an anaerobic fluidized bed 
fed with wine-distillation waste (Godon et al., 1997), and it is potentially halophilic 
(Durbin and Teske, 2012).  The results suggest that the community shifted toward 





Figure 7.8 Archaeal community analyses.  (A) mcrA gene copies per reactor determined 
by qPCR at the end of batch cycles.  All error bars show standard deviations of triplicate 
measurements.  (B) Archaeal community distribution at the genus level.  Genera with 
less than 1% of total sequences are grouped as “others”.   
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7.3.6 High FAN did not affect homo-acetogens  
 Previous work revealed that suppressing methanogenesis was the main reason 
that high CEs were achieved in MECs (Rago et al., 2015; Parameswaran, et al., 2010).  
Suppressing methanogenesis should promote homoacetogens, which convert H2 and CO2 
into acetate, the ideal substrate for ARB.  If this scenario were true, I should have 
observed a larger population of homoacetogens with higher FAN concentration.  To test 
this hypothesis, I tracked the relative abundance of homoacetogens by targeting the 
FTHFS gene using qPCR; the results are in Figure 7.9.  FTHFS gene copies for all Bf and 
SP samples were comparable, regardless of the FAN concentration.  The qPCR data also 
are consistent with bacterial 16S rRNA gene sequence data, where I detected genus 
Treponema, a well-known homoacetogenic Spirochaetes (Figure 7.5B), but at low 
relative abundance (< 1% of total sequences) for all samples.  Thus, homoacetogens were 
consistently present, and changes in their numbers likely were not responsible for 
enhancing CE.   
 
Figure 7.9 FTHFS gene copies per reactor determined by qPCR at the end of batch 
cycles.  All error bars show standard deviations of triplicate measurements.   
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7.3.7 New insights into metabolic flexibility in MECs 
 My results add new insights for possible way to decrease CH4 production by 
controlling the fermentation step using FAN instead of inhibiting methanogens using 
expensive or toxic chemical inhibitors.  Altering fermentation led to less production of 
H2, which is the “fuel” for methanogens, resulting in less CH4 production and higher CE, 
even though methanogenesis was not completely suppressed.  The lowering of H2 
generation was accompanied by more production of short-chain organic acids.  However, 
relatively-high FAN (0.37 g FAN/L in my study) might promote SAOB, which are 
competitors for acetoclastic ARB, introducing the possibility of a new pathway for 
acetate consumption in MECs fed with fermentable substrates; it is a pathway to be 
avoided.   
SAO might be the reason for the lower CE I observed with the MEC fed with 0.37 
g FAN/L, compared to MEC fed with 0.18 g FAN/L.  Although acetate-based anode 
respiration is thermodynamically favorable compared to SAO (See Table 7.1), the half-
maximum-rate concentration (Ks) for SAOB ranges from 4.7 to 13 mM (Rivera-Salvador 
et al., 2014; Ito et al., 2011), values ~2.5- to 7-fold higher than the maximum Ks reported 
for mixed-culture ARB (1.86 mM) (Lee et al., 2009).  Despite the higher Ks value for 
acetate, the SAOB may be more tolerant to high FAN, which would give them a kinetic 
advantage compared to ARB, since ARB often are susceptible to a high FAN 
concentration.  This observation coincides with emergence of Clostridiaceae and 
Ruminococcaceae families, which are potential SAOB.  Further investigation of SAOB in 






My results reveal that FAN can help promoting desired syntrophy in MECs fed 
with a fermentable substrate, leading to less methanogenesis and higher CE.   In MECs 
fed with glucose as the sole electron donor, an elevated FAN concentration partially 
inhibited H2-consuming methanogens and altered electron flow from glucose towards 
more production of organic acids and less H2.  In addition, archaeal sequence analysis 
showed lower relative abundance of hydrogenotrophic methanogens in biofilm and 
suspended-phase samples with high FAN concentration.  Although the effects of FAN 
were not as dramatic as from methanogenesis inhibitors like BES, FAN was able to 
promote syntrophic interactions among fermenters and ARB.  However, relatively high 
FAN also might be a risky strategy if it promotes SAOB, which compete with homo-
acetogens by oxidizing acetate and producing H2.    
An important implication of this study is that methanogenesis does not need to 
be completely suppressed to achieve high current production and CE from MECs fed 
with fermentable substrates.  Using FAN to suppress methanogenesis is a realistic option 
for scaling-up MECs during the biodegradation of fermentable substrates, particularly 






SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
 
8.1 Summary and Conclusions 
When I started my research, the performance of MXCs fed with real wastewater 
was beginning to be studied, and the results were poor.  The main problems were a slow 
rate of hydrolysis and fermentation of complex organic matter and electrons being 
diverted away from anode respiration, particularly to methane production.  Thus, I 
wanted to gain a deeper understanding of both steps limiting the degradation of organic 
matter in MXCs.  I used landfill leachate as the organic-bearing waste stream.  Leachate 
is known to contain high concentrations of recalcitrant organics, making it a treatment 
challenge.  However, leachate also has a low solid content and high buffering capacity, 
which are positives for MXCs.   
To lay out the foundation for my research, I used Chapter 1 to overview the 
fundamentals of MXCs and how organic compounds get degraded in the MXC’s anode, 
and then I used Chapter 2 to provide an extensive background on wastewater treatment 
in MXCs, the limited factors affected the anode performance, and the main microbial 
processes occurred in mixed-culture MXCs.   Then, Chapters 3–7 presented a series of 
experimental studies that answered specific research questions on the two limiting steps. 
In Chapter 3, I demonstrated that inhibition of fermentation, not anode 
respiration, was the main factor causing poor COD removal and current density in 
MXCs.  Applying Fenton pre-treatment of landfill leachate overcame these fermentation 
bottlenecks by decreasing the complexity of the biodegradable-organic matter and the 
presence of inhibitors, leading to high CE, current density, and organic matter removal; 
an increase in biofilm dry weight; and emergence of phylotypes closely related to anode 
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respiration (i.e., Proteobacteria) and fermentation (i.e., Firmicutes, Bacterioidetes, 
Spirochaetes, and Actinobacteria).  These results shed the light on the importance to 
speed-up fermentation kinetics for the development of efficient MXCs for treatment of 
complex organic matter. 
I used Chapter 4 to investigate the impacts of doing most of the fermentation in 
an independent reactor that preceded the MEC.  Allowing the fermentation to occur in a 
separate reactor promoted transformation of the complex organic matter in the leachate 
to simple volatile fatty acids, leading to much better MEC performance compared to 
control MEC fed with raw leachate:  14.8- and 9.2-fold increase in BOD5 removal and 
current density, respectively.  These results provide further support that the 
fermentation is the rate-limiting step in the biodegradation of organic matter in an 
MXCs  
In Chapter 5, I systematically studied how fermentation pathways and kinetics 
changed as a result of altering the landfill leachate’s BOD5/COD and carbohydrate-to-
protein ratios.  I observed that increasing the BOD5/COD and carbohydrate-to-protein 
ratios significantly improved fermentation efficiency and the distribution of 
fermentation organic acids, with acetate, butyrate, and propionate being the dominant 
products.   
I explored how to minimize electrons being diverted away from anode respiration 
to methane production in Chapter 6.  Previous studies demonstrated that 
methanogenesis can be completely inhibited by adding 2-bromoethanesulfonate, and 
this led to higher CEs.  Here, I tested my hypothesis that ammonium be a tool to manage 
the competition between methanogens and ARB in MXCs.  Ideally, the ammonia 
concentration is high enough to inhibit methanogens, but has no inhibitory effect on 
ARB and fermenters.  Using a controlled experimental design, I reveal that ARB are 
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resistant to relatively high total ammonia-nitrogen (TAN) concentrations, but the 
concentrations are similar to those that methanogens can tolerate; thus, TAN cannot be 
used alone to favor ARB over methanogens.  However, operating at a somewhat higher 
pH (~8.1) increased the free ammonia-nitrogen (FAN) concentration to a level (~ 200 
mg FAN/L) that favored ARB over methanogens, opening up the opportunity to use FAN 
as a practical and effective tool for suppressing methanogens in waste streams with a 
high TAN concentration, such a landfill leachate. 
In Chapter 7, I use a combination of chemical, electrochemical, and genomic tools 
to document ecological interactions between ARB and non-ARB in batch and semi-
continuous MXCs fed with glucose as the sole electron donor and influent FAN from low 
to high concentrations (0.02 to 0.37 g FAN/L).  High FAN shifted the glucose 
fermentation pathways toward accumulation of higher organic acids and less H2.  This 
change in fermentation pathways yielded higher CE and lower CH4 production, although 
methanogenesis was not completely suppressed.  Illumina sequencing results showed 
that MEC’s anodes fed with higher FAN concentration were dominated with phylotypes 
that are most closely related to anode respiration (Geobacteraceae), lactic-acid 
production (Lactobacillales), and syntrophic acetate oxidation (Clostridiaceae).  In 
summary, I could achieve high current density and CE from a fermentable substrate 
when high FAN altered the community of fermenting bacteria in a way that minimized 
the flow of electrons to methanogenesis.   
In summary, my findings address both limitations associated with poor MXCs 
performance treating real wastewater.  They point towards practical means to overcome 
both limitations and will help pave the way toward tomorrow’s energy-positive, 
sustainable treatment of waste streams, particularly those containing complex, 
recalcitrant organics.  
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8.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
In this following sections, I suggest additional follow-up research studies that 
stem from my findings presented in Chapters 3–7.  This new research studies will lead to 
deeper understanding on how we can improve the efficiency of MXCs treating complex 
organic substrates, in terms of treatment efficiency and energy recovery.   
 
8.2.1 Research study 1: Recalcitrant organic removal at the cathode of 
MXCs 
In Chapters 3 and 5, I used the Fenton oxidation process as a tool to alter the 
composition of organic matter in landfill leachate in ways to allow me understanding the 
main limiting step in the biodegradation of organic matter in MXCs.  Although using 
advanced oxidation processes, including Fenton oxidation process, is an effective 
approach to improve the biodegradability of recalcitrant organic compounds, including 
landfill leachate, it would not be economically feasible for large-scale applications due to 
the high cost of H2O2.  However, recent research studies revealed that H2O2 can be 
electro-generated sustainably in MXCs in a relatively-high concentration (up to ~74 mM 
H2O2) via partial reduction of O2 using inexpensive carbon cathode materials (Fu et al., 
2010; Rozendal et al., 2009).  Combining this possibility of self-generation of H2O2 with 
performing in-situ Fenton oxidation reaction in cathode of MXCs may offer a truly 
sustainable means of enhancing treatment and energy capture from recalcitrant organic 
matter.  Despite the previous efforts to develop bioelectro—Fenton process driven by 
MXCs (Feng et al., 2010; Li et al., 2010; Zhu and Ni, 2009), no study showed long-term 
evaluation of this process, particularly the effect of OH• on MXC’s materials, including 
membranes and electrodes stability. 
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For doing so, I would set-up flat-plate MEC such as those described in Young et 
al. (2016) to study the H2O2 generation and the efficacy of in-situ Fenton oxidation 
process at the cathode when landfill leachate used as the sole electron donor.  I would 
not use the basic H-type MEC setup, as illustrated in Chapters 3–7, due to high potential 
losses associated with this design.  I would start by inoculating the MEC’s anode 
chamber with anaerobic digester sludge, which guarantees fermenters and ARB in the 
inoculum, and I would feed a synthetic anaerobic medium with acetate as the sole 
electron donor – having a good buffer strength and trace mineral components (as 
described in Chapters 6 and 7) – in order to develop a thick biofilm on the anode surface.  
Once the anode biofilm reaches steady-state condition, as evidenced from stable current 
density generation, I would start feed raw leachate to the cathode generating H2O2 with 
either adding a source for Fe2+ or using fixed Fe-catalyst.  First, oxidation of recalcitrant 
organic matter in leachate will mainly occur in the cathode chamber.  Then, this treated 
leachate will be recirculated to anode chamber to generate electric current 
simultaneously. 
 
8.2.2 Research study 2: Understanding the role of syntrophic acetate 
oxidizing bacteria in MXCs fed with fermentable and non-fermentable 
organic substrates 
In Chapter 7, I was able to control the ecological interactions between ARB and 
non-ARB in mixed-culture MXCs fed with glucose to achieve high CE by minimizing the 
activity of methanogens.  In this research, I used two different FAN concentrations (0.18 
and 0.37 g FAN/L) compared to control condition (i.e., 0.02 g FAN/L).  At 0.18 g FAN/L, 
I observed ~1.33-fold increase in CE and higher abundance ARB.  Further increase in 
FAN concentration led to decrease in CE, even though CE was still higher than the 
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control MEC.  Illumina sequencing analysis of 0.37 g FAN/L-fed MECs clearly showed 
emergence of phylotypes related to SAO.  SAOB, which are competitors for acetoclastic 
ARB, might promote a new pathway for acetate consumption in MECs fed with 
fermentable substrates, which has to be avoided.  Although acetate-based anode 
respiration is thermodynamically more favorable compared to SAO, SAOB have 
metabolic and kinetic advantages over ARB:  (1) have much higher Ks value than ARB 
(Rivera-Salvador et al., 2014; Ito et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2009) and (2) are more tolerant 
to high FAN. 
To understand under which conditions SAOB are favored over ARB, and to verify 
if SAOB are r-strategists microorganisms that are capable to grow and take up electron 
donors rapidly under high substrate conditions, whereas ARB are oligotrophs or K-
strategists microorganisms that are capable to grow and compete for substrate under 
scarce substrate conditions, I propose to use MECs with similar design as those 
described in my dissertation research Chapters 3–7, which should be run in duplicates.  I 
would inoculate my MECs with pre-acclimated inoculum to high ammonia 
concentrations (i.e., > 4 g TAN/L).  After several transfer of inoculum, I would provide 
MECs with either glucose or acetate as the sole electron donor.  After achieving steady-
state current generation, I would spike 13C–acetate and track the percentage 13C–acetate, 
which would end up as electric current using a potentiostat or CH4 using gas 
chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS).  I would also perform metagenomics and 
metatranscriptomics analysis to document the change in the microbial community 
structure after introducing high ammonia concentration.  While this study seems to be 
fundamental in nature, it would shed light on ecological interactions in MXCs fed with 




8.2.3 Research study 3:  Production of soluble microbial products in mixed-
culture anode biofilm enriched with Geobacteraceae  
Because one of the main goals of an MXCs is to treat wastewater, the final 
effluent quality has to meet discharge limits (i.e., <30 mg 5-day BOD5/L).  Recent 
research revealed that high energy recovery and organic matter removal are not likely to 
occur simultaneously (Akman et al., 2013; Zhuang et al., 2012).  Despite the recent 
efforts to improve the MXC’s effluent quality, we still lack complete understanding for 
how MXCs could not produce an effluent with low organic concentration, even though 
the MXCs were usually operated with very long HRTs (up to 30 days) (my findings in 
Chapter 4).  A large fraction of donor substrate is often lost to undesired electron-sinks 
that do not produce electric current.  In addition to well-known undesired electron sinks 
(i.e., methane production and biomass synthesis) (my findings in Chapter 7), a likely 
reason for electron losses and high effluent organic matter concentration is the release of 
soluble microbial products (SMP) and/or extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) 
during normal biomass metabolism and decay (Ni et al., 2011a).  Although only one 
study examined the SMP production in mixed-culture MXC (An and Lee, 2013), no 
comprehensive research studies have linked the dynamics of SMP production to normal 
operation of MXCs. Because the SMP production in inevitable in mixed-culture 
environmental biotechnology systems, including MXCs (Ni et al., 2011a), understanding 
the composition of SMP produced by ARB is of great importance toward scaling-up 
MXCs.  For doing so, I would develop a mature ARB biofilm in the same MECs as 
described in Chapters 3–7 by controlling the anode potential with a potentiostat.  I 
would also estimate the SMP at different operating conditions (i.e., flow rates and anode 
potentials) by subtracting the effluent soluble chemical oxygen demand (SCOD) 
measured by HACH kits from the effluent acetate concentration measured by HPLC.   
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My preliminary results showed that SMP concentrations at different operating 
conditions represent at least ~25% of the influent COD.  Approximately 20% of SMP 
concentrations was recalcitrant with BOD5/COD ratio of <0.1, which represents biomass-
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Table B.1 Chemical characteristics of the landfill leachate 
 
Parameter a Average value (SD b) 
pH 8.4 (0.59) 
COD 2630 (210) 
BOD5 835 (59) 
BOD5/COD ratio 0.32 
Carbohydrate 190 (10) 
Protein 920 (15) 
Lipids 80 (8) 
TOC 705 (36) 
Phenol 115 (10) 
TSS 67 (10) 
Total–N 550 (40) 
NH4+ 454 (45) 
Organic-N 104 (15) 
NO3–N 0.42 (0.01) 
NO2–N ≤ 0.12 
Sulfate 37 (0.5) 
Chloride 2990 (13) 
Total-P 13.1 (0.6) 
Alkalinity, as CaCO3 3890 (190) 
 
a All values are in mg/L except pH and BOD5/COD ratio;  














Figure C.1 Photograph shows visibly thick anode biofilms formed after 60 days of 










Figure C.2 A second replicate, corresponding to the data presented in Figure 6.1A, 
showing steady state current generation versus time for MECs fed with different TAN 







Figure C.3 Average concentration of TAN for MECs during continuous operation at an 







Figure C.4 Coulombic efficiency versus time for an MEC fed with a TAN concentration 







Figure C.5 The first derivative of CVs shown in Figure 6.4A for MEC fed with TAN 









Figure C.6 The first derivatives of the CVs shown in Figure 6.6B for an MEC fed with a 






Figure C.7 A second replicate, corresponding to the data presented in Figure 6.7, 













Figure D.1 Bacterial community distribution at the class level.  Classes with less than 










Figure D.2 Bacterial community diversity and richness results.  (A) Phylogenetic 
Diversity (PD) Whole Tree measurements from using trimmed, equal sequencing depth 
OTUs per sample a 97% similarity.  (B) Evenness (measured as the equitability 
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